Siuiiiits Support Woman Clinician
In an unprecedented move, the Stu-A
Executive Committee allocated $2000 of the
$6000 needed to keep- . a part-time woman
clinical psychologist at Colby next yeari The
IFC voted unanimously to "support financially " a \Woman clinician and has "set a
target of $500 for the 'fraternal' contribution
to this cause."
:Colby students have enjoyed the services of
Clinical Psychologist Carol bHoude in Dr.
Perez's absence. Perez returns from
sabattical next semester and^ will resume his
clinical work..
.Houde told the Stu-A that Dr. Perez expects
to retire soon and that a woman clinician will
be considered for the position.
Houde feels that "demand for services has
increased asa function of having a woman
available. " She has seen approximately 83
women and 3 men this semester , and told StuA, "I'm just swamped."

by Lucy Nichols
Prof. Phyllis Mannocchi said, "As a woman
faculty member, it is important to me to
have a -woman clinician* at Colby." Houde
added that "a really nice supportive network''
has emerged this semester. Many students,
said Houde-, "tell me spontaneously that they
wouldn'tsee a man,"b' . ., ,' : "
Mannocchi, ^ Houde; and Colby's health
associate, Jane Schwartz, recently visited
President Cotter seeking $6000 to pay a parttime woman cliniciaa Houde told Stu-A that
Cotter "would be willing to give $2000 out of
,
his discretionary fund. "
Cotter suggested that the women seek funds
in other departments. The clinical
psychologists are paid 50 percent from the
Psychology Department's budget for their
teaching work and 50 percent from the
Clinical Psychologists'Jbudget.
According to Colby 's other clinical
psychologist, Lewis Lester, no money is

available in the budget. Nicholas Rohrman,
Chairman of the Psychology Department,
said "in terms of discretionary funds, I have
,
$25.00."
Stu-A granted $2000 contingent on student
participation in the search process and with
assurance from Houde that "my case load
will not be any different" next year. Stu-A
Chairperson Jay Otis said "we are unanimous
in our agreement there is a need for a woman
clinical psychologist on the Colby campus."
. . Houde, Schwartz and Mannocchi said "we
were very pleased with the response and
support of the men and women on the Stu-A."
Added Houde, "Now that we have the ball
rolling:, .we may be able to squeeze $500 from
a couple other sources...It will be much
clearer that the money will go for real purpose and not some pie iri the sky idea." The
group will report back to Cotter about their
fund-raising effort on Monday.

Theft s On Increase At Colby
by Craig Bystrynski
A $700 stereo, over $1000 in cash, jewelry,,
arid clothes are among items that have been
stolen directly from dorm rooms in a Colby
crime wave which began at midsemester,
according to Dean of Housing Janice Seitzinger. ¦'¦ "
"We've usually had only one dorm a year
where theft is a problem," Seitzinger saidThis year Dana, Averill and Mary LowCcburn Halls are all problem areas.
"The only' thing we could do, I think, to
better security,'' stated acting Chief of
Security'Dan Dutil, is to r emind students to
lock their doors and to keep valuables hidden.
"I think the students know you 've got to lock
your doors," he said..The idea is to "deter
crime before it happens,"
Seitzinger agreed. "On any given night at
Colby, you can get into half the rooms
because they're unlocked.''
"ThereV ho way you can make security
measures," Dutil said. "First of all, we don't
have the personnel: to do it. " On an average
night, three security officers arid two student
marshalls are on duty. "The student marshals
have helped"- since the program was instituted last semester,'he added; but "their
number one job is fire watch."
"At night, it's very hard ,^' continued Dutil.
"The problem on campus with lighting on the
b
outside has got to be improved. "
For clothing thef ts, Dutil said, "I'd have to
put a man in every laundry room to control
it," adding, "I would personally,say it's hard
to take security measures because of the
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by Ingrid MacFarlan e

turnover we're having" in the housing
department.
According to one student,.Linda Lloyd, who
had valuables stolen, "My room is always
locked and that's what is worrying people. It
seems that the (thieves) knew what they were
looking for. " Security "suggested changing
the lock on the door," she said, but "with
somebody getting iri with the master key,
changing the lock wouldn't help. "
The handling of master keys may be a
problem, Seitzinger noted. "We encourage
the dorm staff to go with a person whenever a
door has to be unlocked. In reality I think that
might be a difficult policy to uphold. "
x Mishandling of master keys "happens very
much," Dutil concurred. "I personally think
that's got something to do with ( the crime
problem). It's not a major part," though.
Although "a lot of students steal from each
other," he said, some crimes are probably
committed by townspeople. With laundry, "If

it's a student theft, it stems like somebody
would recognize their clothes on somebody
else's body. "
"Usually you can tell whether it's a student
prank or a townie" in car stereo thefts, too,
declared Dutil. "Townies do something very
professional" because they "have been at it a
lot longer."
. "I would find it very hard to believe" in
several theft cases, stated Seitzinger, "that it
was an outsider."
Several townspeople have been arrested in
the past for crimes committed on campus,Dutil said, including one this semester for car
theft.
The investigative procedure, according to
security officer Chuck Kittrell, is to talk with
people who have had things stolen and to
report to administration. "After that, we just
have to wait and see what comes up," he said.
"It's not too often you get things back. Every
once in a while we do get some back."

The 159th Commencement Speaker is
consumer activist Ralph Nader, who will be
addressing the class of 1980 on the lawns of
Miller Library on fast-approaching May 25.
Nader has been active in raising the U.S.
consumers' conscience for over 20 years.
Graduating Magna Cum Laude and PHi Beta
Kappa from Princeton University in 1955, he
went on to receive a law degree with distinction from Harvard Law in 1958.
Nader is the founder of the Center for the
Study of Responsive Law in Washington,
D.C., the Project for Corpora te Responsibility
and the 'Center for Auto Safety, also in
Washington . His inspiration has prompted
several other public interest research groups.
An active writer, Nader 's best known books
are Beware, Action for a Change, Taming the
Giant Corporation , and Unsafe at Any Speed.
He also writes a nationally syndicated column
on consumer issues.

by Lucy Nichols

Blumer since 1971 and he and I are presently
writing a book together."The tapes "form the
core of a ' ch apter in a b ook on social
psychology that I've been ask ed to wr i te an d
for which I already have a contract ," he said,
The loss of the tapes will result in legal and
financial difficulties.
"I am sure," said Morrione, "that the
person wh o took . the tapes didn't. know
exactly how important theyv are to the field of
sociology and the research of three
professional sociologists." A reward is offered for the return of, or in f ormation ab out
the tapes. Said Morrione, "It's more important for me to have back'the tapes than to
prosecute anybody...and I would wish the
person to be anonymous."
Thefts from the Audio Visual Center have
occurred in th e past , but "this theft .incident
was really the worst," said AV Librarian,
Sam Atnnoro.

Last year , approximately $1500 in camera
equipment, and $180,in tape recorders v:c.e
stolen from the AV Center. According to
Atmore, an inventory count at tlie end of first
semester revealed three slide projectors ($300
each), fi ve porta ble casset tape recor ders
( $60 each) , and "many, many little things"
were m issing. Currently Atmore stressed
that some equipment generally finds its way
back to the Library at the conclusion of the
academic year.
Said Atmore, "There is a very direct way
(t he thefts)...are going to affect the
college,..If we can't operate this Center on a
basis of trust , we can 't cont inue to operate the
Center as in tho past, " Procedures will
ch ange, said Atmore, " so th at we can protect
people like Tom Morrione and preserve the
equipment and so that the staff doesn't h ave
to spend an inordinate amount of t ime
supervising. "

Irrep laceable Sociology Tap es Stolen
Sociology Department Chairperson Tom

Morrione's research tapes disappeared from

the Audiovisual Center in Miller Library
sometime within the last 10 days. According
to Morrione,- the tapes are ''irreplaceable,"
arid represent "$1000 worth of research
¦ time
;an d effort'' b
-j ' v v^ , !' b ' ¦ ' '
The tapes arc recordings of 6 seminars of
the last course offered by Professor Blumer,
Chairman ' of the SociologybDepartmcnt at
:
The seminars wore the culmination
•;::'a:a b THE R E aAp 'bN_Ya '- 'aa; ',; Berkley.
of 50 years of teaching and K said Morrione,
"There is ho way to reconstruct the lectures."
/Morrione . described Blumer as "one of the
top ranking international sociologists in the
•world for at least a quarter of a century."
' Blumer'retired in 1979. - - bbb b
y . i BEFOR E; GRADUATION - ,
• Said Morrione, "I have been working with
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Recognition Assembl y

Amnesty International

by Fran Mulhn

The Recognition Assembly usually held to
honor outstanding Colby students has been
scrapped this year in favor of smaller, more
personal,
departmental
ceremonies.
According to Dean Gillespie, students have
shown "a definite decrease in participation
and interest" in the¦¦ awards assemblies over
the past few years.> '
"Twenty-nine years ago it was a big thing, "
Dean Gillespie reminisced. Colby held a
large, two-hour ceremony in Strider Theater
for the recipients of "every conceivable prize
and scholarship." An "academic procession"
of faculty dressed in caps and gowns, and a
guest speaker's lecture highlighted the
presentation. All classes were cancelled on
assembly day so the entire campus could go
and cheer for their fellow classmates.
1 This collegiate spirit faded rapidly in the
1960's and the yearly assembly shrivelled in
size. "Students didn't want to be so
traditional, then," Gillespie remembered.
"Attending the ceremony was-not considered
fashionable." Award recipients failed to show
up and the number of spectators dwindled.
As a result, the college streamlined the
elaborate ceremony, making it into a much
smaller Awards Banquet. However, this
method excluded interested people, and
eventually proved to be too costly.
In recent years, the ceremony began to
break down to the departmental level. The
sports awards, for example, were given away
at the end-of-season Break-up Dinners.
General prizes, such as the Dana Scholars and
various service awards,.were presented at a
large assembly in Given Auditorium.
However, Dean Gillespie said, "There were
never more than twenty people present, not
including the award resipients."
Last May, only seven spectators came to
the Recognition Assembly in Given. Some
department chairmen and prize-winners did
not even attend, This apathy prompted the
administration to make basic changes In the
presentation of awards.
Specific departments will handle the prizes
that were earned this year in those particular
academic areas. The awards for outstanding
work in economics, for example, were given
out at a recent lecture on economics. Other

departments are planning-small receptions
for their award winners.
General "all-college prizes" for leadership,
achievement, and "citizenship" will be
awarded by President Cotter at a special
luncheon a week from Monday. Even though
there will be no major ceremony this year,
recipients of all scholarships and awards will
be listed in the back of the Colby course guide,
as usual. '**

Locker Room Stats:Remedies Begin
Colby's athletic department and administration expect to " retain an architectural firm to study the possibility of
expansion into the main women's locker room
in order to provide space for more lockers, for
changing, and for storage.
This year, they plan to begin correcting
some of the more immediate problems which
include fixing the lighting, improving the"
ventilation system, installing hair dryers, and
creating more storage space. Any suggestions
or ideas for the improvement of the women's
locker room should be sent to box 708 or Gene
De Lorenzo in the athletic department.
When the athletic complex was planned and
built in the sixties, Colby women used the
Runnals Union for all sports events. It was not
until 1968-69 that women were even given an
intercollegiate budget.

by Christine Jackson
When women's athletics moved into . the
fieldhouse, there were few women's varsity
sports. Women were given adequate locker
room space for the small number of women
who.used the facilities at that time. This year, the 249 women varsity-level
athletes along with the recreational students
and people from downtown have outgrown the
locker room space available. Throughout the
year there have been complaints about the
lack of space, the shortage of lockers, the poor
lighting, and the "fact that . Colby, is not in
compliance with Title Nine because of the
great discrepancy between the men's and the
women's locker rooms.
Gene De Lorenzo, Assistant Director of
Athletics, made a study of the locker rooms
for men and women. He drew up the following
statistics:

¦
: , , . ' ' " . ¦ :, M : F
'

Enrolled students
b 903 774
Varsity-level athletes
314 249
Full lockers
7
347 98

Baskets

856 520

Benches

31

Pass throughs
204
Equipment room
Yes
Washer/Dryer
Yes
Yes
Full-time locker
(8 amroom coverage
9 pm)
^ b
Caged areas for teams. 10
Approx. sq. ft.

0
No
No
No
(9-12,
& 6-9)

0
3

2160 1245
(2 rooms)(3 rooms)

In fant Formula Boyc<>tt

For the past three years, the Nestle Corporation has been the target of a world-wide
boycott led by the Infant Formula Action
Coalition (INFACT) ,
The boycott has been organized because
Nestle manufactures and advocates the use
of baby formula in the place of breast-feeding.
Unfortunately, infant formula can have a
devastating impact on babies' health, Dr,
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Th* wondtrf u t world of leather:

¦

by Chin Chien Hsu • Josh Rubinstein, director of Amnesty ' violence is not advocated as a tactic.
International for northeastern UnitedStates, - While conceeding that Amnesty Intergave an hour and a half presentation on the national does not have the power to compel
history, methods and goals of the 1977 Nobel governments to respond to requests and
Peace Prize winning organization on the demands-that -prisoners be released or
evening of April 29. Mr. Rubinstein was at treatment improved, Rubinstein noted that
Colby at the invitation of the International even most dictatorships and authoritarian
Relations Club!.
*
/
regimes are ; concerned about their • inRubinstein first pointed out that Amnesty ternational image. Thus Amensty" InterInternational is a totally rioh-partisan national tries to "shame'' them into some sort
organization'. It opposes the detention, tor- of a response by letter writing campaigns,
ture, or oppression of any individual or group demonstrations, petitions, and other forms of
because of beliefs, religion, or race as long as publicity.

'- . JFK Mnll /Wttervi ^
SPECIALIZING IN FIN E' \XBA THtiR- - y / : ^ : y y ' - y '- ' : ' - "r < ^' - ' . :
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by Jonathan Rosenthal
Derrick Jellife of the University of California
at Los Angeles reports that 10 million Third
World infants are victimized each year by
malnutrition, disease or death directly
related to bottle-feeding.
The manufacturers of baby formula use a
multitude of tactics in the Third World to sell
their, product to mothers with infants! First;
expectant mothers are bombarded with a
media blitz stressing the advantages of bottlefeeding. The hospitals often separate mothers
from their infants and feed the newborns the
infant formula.' Finally, Nestle and others
employ "milk-nurses" in official-looking
white uniforms to give_ the mothers free
samples while they are in the hospital and
convince the women to rejec t breast-feeding
in favor ot the "more!; modern" method of
bottle-feeding.
Once home, the mothers and their bottle
babies face many problems! According to
INFACT, formula costs up to 60 percent of the
family income irt ,' many Third World countr ies, As a result, mothers in many instances
are forced to dilute the formula to make it last
longer; malnutrition, starvation and-or
mental retardation — or even death — are
often the grave consequences.
Furt hermore , man y moth ers are una ble to
understand the instruction < labels, cannot
properly sterilize the , bottles, anob; consequently often use bacteria laden water. This
problem is compounded because a formula
diet lacks the immunological substances
found ; In breast milk.^Without these -vital
substances the child is even more susceptible
to illness and disease. > ' ; ': b b
The loss of life of many bottle babies does
not , h owever, serve to reduce the popula tion*
Breast-feeding; delays;; the resumption of

ovulation in the women and so acts as a
natural population control method.
The bottle baby controversy is a relevant
issue, in the U.S., as well, "The problem of
infant formula vs. breast-feeding," LaDonna
Harris, leader of the Americans for Indian
Opportunity, points out, "is not limited to
Third World countries — it is here and now.''
Many urban areas, especially in the U.S. and
other developed nations, are plagued by high
bottle baby mortality rates. New York City
Councilman Gilberto Gerena-Valentiri notes
that in New York the bottle-fed baby mortality rate is twice that of the breast-fed baby
mortality rate. But to Nestle and the other
corporations involved in the $1, billion a year
industry, infant formula is just one profitable
product amongst many.:Along with the infant
formula , Nestle ; manufactures ; " Quick,
Nescafe, Nestea, Taster's Choice, Sunrise
Instant , Stbuffer's; Brand, Libby's Brand,
Souptime,,;;Kavli •* Crisp ; Bread, Lancome
Cosmetics, Deer Park Spring Water, Crosse
and Blackwell . and Beechnut Baby'.,' Foods,
gum and candy. All of:these products are
currently being boycotted in the INFACT-led
effort to force Nestle to stop, its current forb
mula marketing practices, b ;; •
A New York City doctor aptly.summar lzed
the strength of the:INFACT argument, Shie
said, "No woman really has a choice whether
to breast-feed\6raformula-feed as lohg asthe
hospitals are structured as an infant formula
marketing" campaign opportunity." :, •
i For . more
information, on the baby formula
,
issue, contact::,rb :a ba "b;b. ¦ .;., , .|bb :"y;
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- The SttfcA. Executive . Board -made an unprecedented move' oh Monday night. After
listening to a well .presented case for,the need
of a part-time woman clinical psychologist iri
the Health - Services, Stu-A awardied the¦
position $2000: b v :;' y ":. -v;' bb :'.-a, b ..,.- . ¦: ;b•
The money was asked for by-Carol Houde;
Clinical-Psychologist,; Jarie Schwartz, Health
Associate, arid 'Professor Phyllis Mannochi!
This is temporary ,funding — -only for next
year... Carol Houde, a replacement f or Paul
Perez , on sabatt ical, stated, "I would really
like to see the service continued." Presently
she is counseling around 85 women and 3 men.
A.motionlj y Executive Chairperson Jay Otis
to appropriate $2000 toward the rieeded"$6000
was unanimously accepted . The following
brief statement was also agreed upon at that
. -" ;, a.;a
.;; ' . • . ' bb yb ,
time:

Chairman Sam Weiser reported that both
Spring Ca rnival Weekend and the Johnny
Winter concert went well, despite the
weather.
The' next meeting will be Friday, May 9.
Time and place will be announced later. This
will be the last meeting of the year.

The Executive Board is disturbed that the
students of Colby College must provide funds
for their own necessary student services out
of their Stu-A budget, toward the salary of a
female clinical psychologist.
We are astonished that no funding was
found from - any other source within the
college's resources. We feel it is an unf ortun ate occurance f or sta ff to turn to th e
Stu-A asa last resort for a salaried position.
It shall be understood that because Stu-A
funds were pledged , students will be involved
in both the search and selection process for
the clinical psychologist.

The Stu-A Committee on Committees will be
conducting interviews for positions on all
college committees for the 1980-81 academic
year. Anyone interested please sign up for an
interview at Roberts Desk.

President Cotter has said that he will be
able to fund at least part of the salary from his
discretionary fund.
In other Stu-A news, the constitution for the
Coffeehouse was approved. Also, Social Life

Committee
Openings

Administrative Committee
1. Considers student petitions v.
2. Scheduling of events ( conflicts )
3.Effects policy ( mainly academic, also
scheduling of vacations, etc. )
Admissions Committee
1. Reviews Colby Admissions.Policy
2. Responsible for Spring Welcome
..,
.Weekend
.
Athletics Committee;
i. Reviews athletic schedules and athletic
priorities

Bookstore Committee
1. Effects policies and operations of
bookstore
2. Liason between ; needs of students and ;
services of bookstore
Educational Policy Committee
1. Reviews Colby Educational Policy
Financial Aid Committee
1. Resolves conflicts in the allocation of
Financial Aid monies
2. Discusses a priorities in distribution of
Financial Aid monies/
Financial Priorities Committee.
1. Reviews Colby Budget
2. Discusses where cuts should come and
where increases need to be made
Foreign Stud y and Student Exchange
Programs Committee .
1. Reviews student app lications for foreign
exchange programs .
independent Major Board
. 1. Reviews and evaluates student proposals
for independent majors
January Program Committee
1. Considers freshmen requests for offcampus, independent Jan Plans
Library Committee
* 1. Express needs of students for a new
library or. changes in the library
Right and Rules Committee *
1. Reviews all proposed changes in the
college rules to determine impact , feasibility,
etc.

Energy' b

Senior Scholars Committee
1. Reviews student applications for Senior
Scholar program to determine their
;
legitimacy and .value

Stu-J
Appointments
by Thomas Stall
The Stu-J Selection Committee chose four
members of the freshman class, last Thursday, to be appointed to the Student Judiciary
for the duration of their Colby career. The
four members chosen were Brenda Scheider ,
Brenda Cotsen , Noble Carpenter and Kelley
Dodge.
As stated in the constitution the four
members, two male and two female, were
chosen by the Stu-J selection committee. The
committee was composed of three members
appointed by Stu-J , - including Chief Justice
Ted Reed , ancLthree members appointed by
Stu-A, including Executive Chairperson Jay
Otis. The committee interviewed t5 candidates, 11male and 4 female.
Reed stated "the decision was difficult due
to the quality of the candidates...the best I've
seen in my term on the Stu-J." He said the
committee Would like to express their appreciation to those candidates who came for
interviews and showed their interest in the
Colby Community.

I

COLBY WOM EN'S WEEK END
May 1-4, j yau

The . Energy Committee is pleased to an- '
nounce Doug Kopsco as the winner of its logo
contest. Doug is an art major and lives in
Woodman. According to Kopsco, his. design
combines the three natural sources of energy,
' solar . wind and water./
The logo will become the official symbol of
the, Energy Committee and appear- on all
energy related projects,;
For t h e next aca d em i c, year, plans are
already underway! September 21 has been
designated "Energy Day '' and will feature
d iscussions 'and workshops -on the use and
forms of available energy; today, An application has been completed and sent off to
the Department of Energy for funding to build
a solar collector on cam pus, and Natural
Lighting Day will reappear¦, this time every
Week';'' ;' : ' ' ¦;¦;• !' . '¦¦/ ! b'b "- ' • ¦ '! ':. "" : : ' ! ;: .. ibb .b' . ; . ;
The . Energy Committee is sponsoring.a
series of Residential Forums ln _ each;living
facility, and ' will have two ! representatives
from; each dtirm .or fraternity , The , big
program for next year is the alternating
energy month conservation effort, Under this
program ,' October, December, February and
April will be considered Energy Conserva tion
Months, during which every effort should be
made to conserve energy. ; '

Award winning logo designed by Doug Kopsco
The Committee would like to express its
thanks to-Mr, Palmer , Mr. Pullen; President
Cotter , t he bean 's Office and especially Jon
Linn for;all the support and help that we have
received from them : this year.' Without this
supp ort , many of our projects , would not have
been as successful; nor would we have ventured to do so much; We look forward to
working with all of you . next year and hope
that we can do even more together at that
time to cut clown on energy consumption. ¦ ¦¦ ' . '
We - wbuld also like to thank the ECHO for
providing us with space to express ourselves,
and ;WMHB -for ; their help; We feel that: this
semester ' has been a success, but are well
aware of the many more measures that need
b< .
to be taken. , : ' 'b ^b '" ^ ..-. ;
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3:00-5:00 PM

Frida y "
May 2

6:30 PM

"The Role of Women in the Iranian
Revolution " - A lecture and slide show
presented by photo journalist Randy
Goodman. Lovejoy 215.

8:30 PM

Coffeehouse with Master Ceremoni es Linda
Alter and featurin g Colby women performers. Foss Dining Hall.

Saturda y
May 3

10:00 AM
v "
2:005:00 PM

7:00 PM
Sunda y
May 4
.. •

,

' Auto Mechanic Worksho p conducted by
Kate Stratt on. Lovejoy 100.

.^*. ;

Health Worksho ps:
2:00
. 3:00
4:00
¦:

a , ¦:¦¦ ¦ ' .

Com plete line of fishing supplys

Nonresident Licenses
.
, .( ,
. At the end of Kennedy Memorial drive In Oaklar ¦ 465 - 2451

"The Colby Woman - What Is She Up To?"
A panel discussion in Given Auditorium .
A reception will follow in the Bixler Art
Museum , (sponsored by Chi-O )

Thursda y
May T

Pamela Sherbond y , '•Prevention "
Betty Re , "General Physical
¦; Fitness " 1 ' ¦
Women from Seton Alcohol Unit
;. "AlcoholismV

Sarah Orne J ewett 's short story, "The
White Heron /' pr esented by fllmaker
jane Morrison. Lovejoy 215/
.

Women 's Race • Thre e Mile Loop coiirse.
$1.00 entrance fee ; sign up at Roberts
Desk. T-shirts award ed to all participants ,
'
:¦
b
Meet in th e Fieldhouse for the start of
;
¦
"
'
¦;
¦
'
;
'¦
b;b : the ^ ' race , . '
;/ •
.Film , Julia, admission free! Lovejoy 100.
4;00 PM
11:00 AM

7:00 PM
"b

Potluck supper for Women ^ Studies
**'
students and friends.

Sp ontqred by the Colby Women's Group anil Cultural lif e, Special thanks to-Gm C y/ i,

b

Three In One
of the 1980's. The cancellations were due to
poor weather conditions and a missed connecting flight.

Congratulati ons
Colby staff members Norman and Theresa
Dutil celebrated their 25th wedding anniversary on Wednesday. Mr. Dutil works in
Roberts and Mrs. Dutil works at B and G and
in theSciencebuildings. Congratulations!

Roberts Director Chosen
Bev Nalbandian, a senior from Detroit,
Michigan, and presently the co-Head
Resident of Dana, has been appointed the
Director of Roberts Union for 1980-81.

Bond Foiled Again
Julian Bond, noted civil rights activist and
Georgia State Senator, was twice forced to
cancel a lecture at Colby on political systems

by Ginhy McCourt
''On Knowing and Changing the World'' was the class is one of the program's strengths, it
the theme of the experimental Ertglish- also produces problems in; financing; "Each
Chemistry-Philosophy course offered to this of us have to attend a totahof nine-hours of
year's freshmen. Under the _ direction of lectures a week as well as read the material
Professors Sweney, McArthur and Smith, the assigned in every course," added Sweney!
course was conducted for two semesters. "This year I could_ only teach two courses
During the first semester, the program instead of my usual three which costs the
concentrated in the area of principles and college extra money in theend."
.
theories while the second focused on their
In, addition to finding three compatible
application.
professors willinga to devote themselves to a
The object was to take a course from each of time-consuming bprograni, the question of
tiie basic distribution . requirements and expense also has to be . considered. "We're
combine them to form a comprehensive study having difficulties withiunding for a similar
of the problems society faces everyday. program next year," said Smith. "We might
Chemistry provided the scientific background have to ask outside agencies for financial
for beginning analysis; philosophy considered Support. "- a
ab'~
society 's moral problems; while English
When asked about similar team taught
provided an outlet for peoples reactions courses for upperclassmen, McArthur
toward scientific and social changes through mentioned the possibility of senior seminars
literature. The twelve credit hour work load for double majors. The programs are limited
satisfied the social science, humanities, as
to two professors because of the problem of
well as the lab science requirements. Every
integrating upperleyel science courses with
student took one additional course.
the social sciences and humanities. .
All three professors agree that the program
The students responses were as positive as
was a success. "I enjoy working with the the instructors. Nora Putnam, a future
students on a daily basis." commented government major, said that she was glad she
McArthur. "Since there are only 20 students chose the course. "At first I was afraid that it
in the class, we've been able to get to know would limit me as far as meeting other people
each other fairly well. I also like the contact I outside the class. But they're a good bunch to
have with professors outside my department. work with; we're very. ; tight . You come to
"We teach each other about our own separate expect certain remarks from each other. For
instance, Prof . Smith always seems to-'find
fields as well as the students."
some kind of chemistry theory in everything
Although the limited number of students in we read - even poetry.'

Mavrinac Returns
Professor of Government, Albert A.
Mavrinac, traveled to the capital cities of
Central African Republic, Ivory Coast, Niger,
Mali, Tugo and Mauritaria for the U.S.
International Communications Agency.
Mavrinac presented lectures in French to
senior Government officials, leaders in the
private sector and graduate students in
management on U.S. Public Administration,
political campaigns and their implications for
foreign relations and future U.S. domestic
developments and U.S. Constitution-!Law.
Concluded Mavrinac: "The people in the
countries I visited seem very confident about
the future and their evolving free societies.
Moreover, there is an extraordinary affection
for America. We are stiUJhe great symbol of
thefuture. "

Muskie Made Secretary Of State
Edmund Muskie, the senior Senator from
Maine, and a graduate of Bates College, has

Commentary

Taiwan : Pro sp erity AndAdversity

•:. by Chih-Chien Hsu
Thirty years ago, the government of the
Republic of China , discredited, demoralized,
and defeated by the Communists on mainland
China , was forced to move to Taiwan. A
United States Consular official stationed in
Taiwan at the time (May, 1950) confided that
the Republic of China would last "six months
at the most" before its final annihilation.
Thirty years later, the Republic of China
has not only survived, it has thrived. Despite
having been ejected from the International
Olympic movement, the United Nations, and
de-recognized by all the major powers including the United States, there is no apparent
sign of capitulation or.surrender.
Taiwan's economy during the past two
decades has been growing at an annual rate
of about 10 percent, one of the highest in the
world. As a result of a sweeping land reform
program carried out in the I950's, over 90
percent of the farmers now own the land that
they work. The per-capita income is now close
to $2000 a year, the highest of any nation in
Asia except Japan.
Unlike . many developing , nations, this
wealth and development has been evenly
distributed. In the early 1960's, the income
difference between the top 20 percent of the
population and the bottom 20 percent of the
population was 15 to l, Last year, that difference was reduced to 4 to L (Thus the rate is
better than that in the U.S.,.Japan, and most
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been nominated by Carter to succeed Cyrus
R. Vance as the new Secretary of State.
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of the Western European nations.) Foreign
investments in. Taiwan businesses and industries are showing no sign of slowing. .And
Taiwan has enjoyed a degree of political
stability un-paralleled in other parts of the
developing areas of the world. Within the next
five.years, Taiwan will have reached the state
of being an economically developed nation.
But despite the successes in the economic
field, the Republic of China still faces two
major political obstacles in its long-range
future. The first is the question of its
development along more democratic lines.
Second is its future as an entity in the international community , The" first issue is
considerably easier to deal with , partly
because circumstances will, to a large
degree, dictate the future of democracy in
Taiwan. The population of Taiwan is very
highly educated, Well over 90 percent of the
people are literate, and almost 100 percent of
the school age youths are in school! Thus, with
greater education and economic prosperity, it
will be possible for political freedoms to increase.
Despite the much publicized recent arres t,
trial , and conviction of several antigovernment rioters, the government is still
firmly commited to gradual liberalization of
the political structure. The open and free
trials for the rioters reflect the degree of
confidence the government feels it has. But
the answer to the second question, that of the
Republic of China 's future standing in the
international community, is less definitive.
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The government of the Republic of China
that' is now '' based in Taipei has never
renounced its claim " of being the sole legal
government of all China. Thus, the government contains "representa tives" of all the
Provinces of China , not just Taiwan. But in
face of the almost universal de-recognition by
the rest of the world, what prospects and
options does the future hold for Taiwan?.
The - three most often mentioned
possibilities are : for Taiwan to declare itself
to be ah "independent nation" and thereby
renounce all claims and connections with the
rest of China ; some form of "accomodation"
with Peking which would eventually lead to a
"re-uriificatibn " of Taiwan with the mainland
under Communist domination ; or the continuation of the current state of belligerentcoexistence with some modifications.
The "Taiwan independence" option could
be ruled out for practical and nationalistic
reasons. The overwhelming majority of the 17.
million people of Taiwan are racially,
linguistically^ and culturally Chinese, thus
there is no moral reason why Taiwan should
be a separate nation. While it is true that there
is some degree of animosity between those
who arrived during the post-1949 period and
those who arrived in the 16th, 17th, and 18th
centuries, the situation is not particular to the
current political situation in Taiwan. It is a
fact that people from various parts of China
have always found it difficult to get along,
based upon ill-founded- prejudices. The improving social and economic conditions
(which are benefiting both groups equally )
have gone a long way in soothing the differences between the two groups, Keeping
Taiwan an official part of the Chinese nation
f it* one of the very few issues that both the
and Nationalists agre upon.
i Communists
The second 'possibility, that of accomodat ion w i th th e Commun ists, would be
of great disadvantage for Taiwan, For the
_! fact Is that tho Chinese of Taiwan enjoy a far
j higher,standard of living and greater political
6 freedoms than the Chinese on the Communist
p mainland . If Taiwan were to be taken oyer by
the'"Communists, it would mean a drastic
decline in living standards for the people of
Taiwan. If Taiwan wore 'to enter into
negotiations with the Peking regime, it would

J

at present enter the negotiations at an ex
treme disadvantage; thus there would be
little room for "accomodation " other than
surrender — which the overwhelming
majority of the people of Taiwan would reject
out of hand.
The most plausable prospect for the
foreseeable future of Taiwan is a continuation of the status quo; a state ;of
belligerent-coexistence, perhaps with some
superficial contacts. There will most likely
continue the understanding by both sides that
there is only one Chinese 'nation . There are of
course problerris with the status quo. There is
always the chance that Communist China will
attempt military action against Taiwan. But
Taiwan , with a military force of over half a
million „and which has been rated as .one of
the best trained and equipped armies in the
world , could put up stiff and prolonged
resistance in the case of any such military
'
action ,
!
.
The lack of diplomatic recognition . and nonmembership in international organizations ,
has and will continue to cause inconveniences
for the Republic of China, But these are not
insurmountable obstacles, A series of ''nongovernmental" institutes such • as the
American Institute in Taiwan, ' the North
America Coordinating Council, and the East
Asian Interchange Council, has ! been
established to facilitate relations between
Taiwan and the rest of the world, Taiwan's
trade with Canada , despite the break In
diplomatic relation, in 1972, h as more th an
doubled in the past five years; Taiwan 's tra de
with the United States since the U.S. severed
diplomatic relations with 'the Republic of
China last year has continued : una bate d
( Taiwan is now one of the top ten trading
partners of the United States),
, i;
Although an official, international pariah,
the Republic of China shows no signs of
despair. In fact , i t h as even foun d reasons to
bo optimistic in its isolation , With the break in
relations with the United States came the end
of a series of calamities that started with the
Republic of China 's expulsion from tho United
Nations in 1971. The country has since proven
to itself that it can overcome these adversities
and at the same time prosper. As long as it
can continue to generate such confidence at
home and abroad, Its future scorns secure:, ''

:: Ariiie-Ij ise
by Mary

Anne-Lise Bauer, the French teaching;
assistant from Paris, France, said that "I
really did not know anything about Colby
College before I got here except that it was
near Boston and a ski resort — Sugarloaf."
After receiving her BiA. in .English at a
university in Paris, Anne-Lise said that she
wanted to get! a teaching assistant job
somewhere outside ' of France. She said she
chose Colby after she.heard'Colby neected a
teaching assistant and a friend told her .C olby
was a good school.
Anne-Lise said that first semester she
helped teach a couple of French classes
along with taking a sociology and English
course herself. This . semester, however,
Anne-Lise said she was not able to take any
courses because she was teaching three
French courses, one by herself. Anheiise
said, "I also tutor one student in French and
help( othersAvith their Frenchpapers."
When asked about the educational difference!- between .Colby and the University
she attended in Paris, Anne-Lise said that "at
Colby people learn, While in France people
study." She said that "for the last three years
of high[ school students essentially have a
'little magpr.'" That is to say, "they know
early in their lives what they want to do for a

Becky Rogers
, Director of Roberts Union
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Ballotin g
¦
•¦' '¦ by Lisa Halle e

Less than half,the seniors have taken the
time to cast their ballots for Senior Class
Speaker or for the awarding of .the Condon
Medal. Apathy among senior voters is hot new
this year y but is a trend which has continued
for the past several years. Becky Rogers,
Director of Roberts Union, calls the voter
response a "disappointment. " Decisions on
both the speaker and the medalist are being
postponed until at least half the class votes.
Presently 180out of 400 seniors have voted.
.s Ballots were distributed two weeksago, and
are trickling into the Student Affairs office at
a very slow rate. One reason for this might be
that the office is only open during limited
hours and the confidential nature of the ballot
requiresthateaich student checkl^-her hame
off in that office when depositing it. However,
Ftogers finds it difficult to belieye that seniors
cannot take a few minutes when they stop in
at Roberts to cast their ballot. "Ifthey 've lost
theirs, we've got plenty of extras, "
Other criticisms aimed at this election have
dealt with the limited selections. Rogers
explained that in the original ' nominating
process in which the finalists!were sielected,
again less than half of the class participated.
Seniors who are dissatisfied;with the'choices
lad their chance to participate in the initial
'¦ ' ¦ • ' . ^ ¦• ¦;:! V 1 !' b-:' ,'• '• .' " '•;
b
selection ; , b
Since the office will not make either of these
awards; until they receive 200 votes; the
process isata standstill, This is most unfair to
the class speaker who; as a result, will have
an even more limited time than usual in which
to prepare a speech. The off ice will not make
this award before: that point because, accordi n g to Rogers, "It seems a travesty to
give!a Senior. Class Award'that not evenVhalf
the 'class has voted for.:" . .'' :.
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Ernst
career and are able to concentrate in that
area." She added that "while attending
college in France students generally only take
courses pertaining to their" major unlike the
Colby liberal arts system."
When Anne-Lise first came to Colby she
said, "I felt like a curiosity because people
would come to my room and ask me questions
and then I wouldn't see them for a couple of Anne-Lise Bauer, French Teaching Assistant
Photo by Christa Chamberlcin
weeks."- She said that she had difficulty fitting into children to drink it." She said that "because
the Colby community because she was dif- children are exposed to alcohol at an early
ferent . She said that "you have to fit the Colby age they have no great desire to drink a lot
pattern, otherwise you're not accepted by the when they turn eighteen as with American
Colby community." She also said that "Colby youth. "
does not meltwith the rest of Waterville and is
Anne-Lise added that she also found a lot
consequently a very closed community."
more drug abuse here than in France, and
Anne-Lise said that living at Colby was a that "here (at Colby) everybodysmokes."
new experience for her because while she
Concerning her plans after leaving Colby in
attended the university in Paris she lived at May, Anne-Lise said that she intended to go
home and only occassionally saw her school to the French Riviera for a week, and then
friends outside of classes. She said that finish taking some exams for her B.A. in
"every once in a while I'd have five or six France. She added that she would like to settle
friends over for the evening and we'd have a in Austria where her father's family lives and ,
gbod time." .
get a teaching job using the three languages
At Colby she said "people fend to go to she speaks fluently — French, German, and
parties to get drunk." Anne-Lise said that "in English. Finally, Anne-Lise said that "Colby
France we really don't have a problem with was a very good experience for me and I will
alcohol abuse because it's not illegal for miss many of the friends I made here "
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Just because they said "no" doesn't mean the
students have to accept that answer! It DOES
rnean that you have to push harder and work
harder to prove your point.
. This semester has seen some new concern
- The new facility can be built/and still
with alternative housing at Colby. Below is a
letter which was received from the North
become a student corop, even if it doesn't start
American Students of Cooperation (NASCO) ,
as one.
that may be,of interest to students who want
As for the argument that co-ops are too
to pursue residential reform next year:
expensive to start. , That's simply not true.
Consider the expenses of running a housing
DearStudent ,
facility: mortgage, utilities, maintenance,
It's good to'hear from you, and frustrating
administration of membership, furniture,
to hear that Colby's administration is pulling
taxes, and insurance.
ALL the sa me, tricks that Oberlin 's adA student co-op reduces costs for both the
ministration pulled over the years. I can tell
students and the college.
you!.,after reading through Oberlin
1. Basic operating costs are carried by the
newspapers back through the 1950's, it sounds co-op: mortgage, utilities , insurance, taxes,
like history repeating itself.
maintenance. The college wouldn't have to
But there is a ray of hope there. If the bear the burden of vacancies, that would be
Oberlin administration, having all the same the responsibility of the co-op, ,
2. Likewise, the co-op group would be
fears, could be convinced to start co-ops, so
can Colby's. If there are students ready to responsible for attracting members, Because
the co-op is covering all operating costs, it
fight it out, Colby will have ,a student co-op.
First, let me throw out some thoughts on would work hard to keep 100 percent oc"organizing. " i) Do you have any supporters cupancy. The only cost here to the college, is
on the committee the administration set up?
administering their records. They keep
Identify them, stay in contact with them. Ask records, no doubt, of when students make a
them what information the committee would room change and what that change is, They
need to 'be convinced; I- realize they have also make any billing alterations needed (eg :
already voted the idea down. But the new single room charge to double r6om charge),
housing facility could still be pushed for. 2) Do None df these record keeping procedures
you have any supporters .in , the ' ad- would change if one dorm was cooperatively
ministration or faculty, in general ? Can t hey managed. They'd just have to adapt the
help you lobby the committee? 3) Make a lot system to accomodate the co-op.
of noise in the press. 4) Can you hold a rally?
3. The co-op would be in charge of collecting
5) Capitalize on the. 75 percent support you room rent and board charge, and paying the
'V- . '
have, , a/ , ,b .v /'b:.;, b '.,!' ,.!b w ...,b ¦ ' ¦ ' .
college whatever was due, This would depend
;
to
the
com-, upon which expenses were being handled
present
the
Idea
you
^
Howiatd
rriittce in the first place? Had the student co- ¦th rough tho college, I'd guess the college will
be servicing the mortgage, DOes the college
op, group taken- on an organized structure?
Did you present a well thought-out plan, with ha ve central heating? If so, you'd owe t h e
details on how the co-op would relate to the same amount for heating and utilities as any
¦
;
college; how work; wpulld ! got -dofie, how otherstudont ,
' '
finances would be handled ,; how the co-op
4. Furniture could be worked in a varlety of
) would be incorporated, etc.?
ways. Tho college could buy and, own the
If you did-not go tho complete route, then furniture and charge co-op members like they
yoii haye .the roont!tb 'stu rt ';p^
charge any other student in the dorms,J Or the

co-op could buy the furniture. Or the college
could loan the co-op the money .'and the co-op
could pay back the loan over time.
To keep management - costs as low as
possible, I'd suggest the college play as
minimal role as possible. If they own and
manage the building, there will be headaches,
because it will require a lot of communications between the students and! the
administration , especially in the area of
maintenance. If they will "LET GO" and
serve in an advisory capacity, they could be
providing student co-opers with valuable
management expertise, without the time
involved with actually managing the building
themselves.
Iri order to truly address the question of how
expensive the co-op would be, you'll have to
actually sit down and mark it out in a budget,
showing the areas that would generate
savings and how those savings would! be
created, (eg: lower custodial costs, because
students would do that work). In order to take
the time to work it through with you, we'd be
talking about a lot of work through the mail,
or else my coming to Colby to work with your
group in drawing up a thorough proposal.
This kind of consulting contract may be
something your group wants to consider.
However, there are other ways in which to
start a housing co-op, which would entail
generating money yourself and buying or
renting an off campus building. This* is
another route to keep in mind if all the oncampus routes fail.
I'll look forward to hearing from you further.
Yours.
Francie Ferguson
- •
Active Member Services
-*•
Box 7293
Ann Arbor, Michigan 48107
For more information
Rosenthal or Whit Symmcs.
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bySteven Nicholas
The mid-season slump - the perennial apprehension of every baseball team - has
halted the streaking Golby Mules - temporarily at least. The varsity baseball team
ran into problems in Massachusetts last week,
losing three straight games - one to Brandeis
and two toTufts :and dropping their season's
record to 10-5.
It just wasn't Colby's weekend. That
became evident in the first inning of last
Friday's game at Waltham, when the Mules
handed Brandeis University a two-run lead on
a pair of unearned runs. They did come back
quickly to tie the game in the second on RBI
singles by Jay Donegan and Bruce Anacleto,
but in the third they again put Brandeis on top
with another unearned tally. Donegan's
second RBI, a sacrifice fly in the fourth,
knotted the game once more, and the Mules,
despite their sub-par defense, were still in the
game. •

baserunning which have been the Mule
trademarks all season, executed a perfect
double steal for a 1-0 lead. They added another
in the third on Art Sullivan's RBI single, and it
was 2-0, Colby.

The Mules failed to score In the eighth, but
Tufts didn't. A leadoff triple sent Bill
Collins, who had pitched a masterful game, to
the dugout in favor of John Crowley. The
Mules walked the next two batters -intentionally to load the bases and produce a
force-out situation at every base, but the
But it had already been establishedthat this tactic backfired when Crowley uninwasn't Colby's weekend. In the fourth, with tentionally walked in the winning run. Collins
first against 3
two outs, Tufts put men on first and third was tagged with the loss, ¦hu
.;; ' " .!' . ¦ * '
with a double and a Colby error. They then wins., :If it wasn't already clear that this wasn't
attempted a double steal of their own. The
Mules, predicting such an attempt, pitched Colby's weekend, the bizarre first inning of
out, but Paradis' throw to second-was Wide, Saturday's nightcap erased all doubt. Again
and the run scored anyway. Tufts then things started well. Donegan singled and
tied the game in the fifth on a walk and two Anacletto's sacrifice bunt was hobbled,
singles, and the contest eventually went into putting Colby runners on first and second with
extra innings.
. no one out. Paul Belanger then hit a low line-

Base ball

But not for long. Brandeis hitters battered
five different Colby pitchers while scoring
twice in the fifth, seventh; and eighth innings,
and it was a 9-3 ballgame.
.
The Mules threatened in the ninth, scoring
one on another RBI single by Anacleto, and
then loading the bases with two outs. But the
bases remained loaded, and the score
remained 9-4.
It wasn't a good outing for starter Lloyd
Hill ,,who suffered from sporadic wildness (7
walks) and poor defensive support (3
unearned runs) , and absorbed the loss after
leaving in the fifth inning. John Crowley, Mike
Koonce, Jamie O'Neil, and Troy Dagres
shared the mound duties for the final four
stanzas.
The problems continued in Medford on
Saturday. The double-header with Tufts
University lured Boston Globe photographer
Frank O'Brien to the scene, but the Mules
probably wished that he hadn't chosen this
particular afternoon.
Things, actually started off well. In the
second inning, Tom Haggerty and Jeff
Paradis, displaying the speed and intelligent

Senior Artie Sullivan at the plate in Husson double-header last Saturday

Moscow Updat e
b

' Compiled by David M. Strage

April 24, 1980
Taipei—
A recent public opinion poll indicated that 56
percent of the people in Taiwan approved the
participation of its team in the Moscow
Olympics if it is allowed to use its official
name, the Republic of China , an d its nat ional
flag and anthem. Thirteen percent disapproved, 23 percent had ho opinion,
The Republic of China was barred from
participation in the 1980 Winter Olympics by U.S. Ineligible for Los Angeles Games in
the I.O.C. and the U.S. organizing committee 11)84??
when it refused to change its name, flag, and
The United States may find itself in an inanthem at the demand of Communist China.
ternationally embarrassing situation , if the
Since Communist China is boycotting the
' *
Moscow games , t here is a chance th at th e Moscow boycott is successful. .
In 1976, a f ter th e Af r ican countr ies
I.O.C. will lift its ban against Taiwan,
boycotted the Montrea l Games, tho InterMany people in Taiwan seem <to feel tha t
na tional Olympic Committee (IOC) nriade a
since the United States severed diplomatic
relations between the two countries, . ruling that ANY country boycotting an
abrogated t h e mutual def ense an d alliance Olympiad would subsequently be Ineligible to
participate in the next Olympiad,
treaty, and acquiesced to the I.O.C. ruling
So 'the 'United States, by calling a boycott of
against Taiwan at Lake Placid, Ta iwan no
the
Moscow Olympics, has lined itself up to be
longer has an obligation to support the U.S.
to participate in the 1984 Games
ineligible
Policy decision to boycott the Moscow Games,' ;
L' .! submitted by Clilh-Chlen Hsu which are to be held in Los Angeles , b j \

drive that apparently bounced into, the
reaching glove of a Tufts fielder,But the
umpire ruled it a legal catch, and the runners,
thinking the ball had bounced, were easily
erased by a rare triple play. And suddenly the
inning was over. -.
"It wasn't the finest officiating I've ever;
seen," quipped a perturbed Coach Covell.
"That bah was trapped."
: .
Nevertheless, the big zero went upi-' bri the
Colby scoreboard, and stayed there until the
fifth. In that inning, down 3:0, the Mules pulled
to within one on singles by Ed Ludwig, Tom,
Haggerty, and Tom McGillicnddy; a walk by
Donegan; and a hard RBI , grounder by
Anacleto.
Now, for those skeptics who consider "just
not their weekend" a mere-rationalization,
witness the sixth inning - Tufts 3, Colby 2,
runners on first and second for the Mules,and
only one out. A hard grounder is hit to the
Tufts shortstop, but' the Colby runner beats
the throw at first to avoid the doubleplay.
Meanwhile McGillicuddy, wh<) was the runner
on second, comes all the way around , and
crossed home plate with the tying run. There
is, however, some question as to whether
McGillicuddy-tagged the pla te - but the umpire makes no call McGillicuddy, just to be on
^ back to touch the plate,
the safe, side, strolls
but is tagged by the Tufts catcher. The umpire's verdict? Out !
Out went the Colby rally, out went the Colby
morale, and out went the game. Tufts scored
three runs ih their half of the sixth off the
rattled Mules, and the sweep was complete
' . Coach Covell, although displeased with the
officiating, refused to pass the buck. '¦
"We really didn 't P. 'ay well in either game.
The infield defense that has been holding us
together all season was our downfall today, "
commented the Colby mentor.
Was it "justnot your weekend" coach?
"When you play as well as'you can and still
lose, that's baseball. But when you don't play
well and lose* well, then there's always some
question.;. "
The Mules return to Coombs Field today for
the first of a five-game, hornestand against
Wesleyan at 3:00. Trinity visits for a
doubleheader on Saturday starting at 12, and
Bates is up for another twinbill on Monday at
1:00. ' . ' ' ' ' "' ,:

Mul es O utlasted. 6-5

|>y
Jennifer
determination
accompanied
Spirit and
the
women 's lacrosse team in a close contest with
the Bowdoin Polar Bears last Saturday, as
Bowdoin squeaked by 6-5.

Undaunted by the rain and mud, both the
varsity and junior varsity Colby teams played
well on Bowdoin's tur f, In the varsity game,
Colby held its own"in tho first half , al most
matching Bowdoin 's 3 goals , The second half
seemed more .promising wh«n Colby tied the
score, but Bowdoin came back in the last few
moments to win the game. \

Wo men's
Lacr osse

Colby attack players Emily, Batchelder,
Jane Vfg eant , and Ililary, Laraba wore key
shooters in tho game! First home "Batch!'
scored 4 goals and Vlgeant scored once. Cocaptain Laraba had, 10 of Colby's
,y [ 28 shots on
goal. ' ¦ ' ,, ' 'M - :.\yy y ^: }: ^y y : : y : y < [ y:
Tho JVmatehodltho^

In t he secon d game, com i n g awa y wfm a
2-lyictoi\y. ,;!•;,_.„; !,w ,£;¦. ¦ ..-: ¦¦: ,vbbb } 'i 3[

Beever •
The Colby defense was especially tough,
forcing the play up the field to the attack.
Wendy Bower and freshman Lauren Watson scored the Colby goals.; - Coach Debbie .
Pluck named Emily Batchelder and Sarah
Fox players of the varsity and JV, games,
respectively.
b

On Monday the JV was again successful
when it hosted the Brunswick club. , Colby
controlled tho game from the start and went
on to an 8-3 victory.
' !
First homo Cathy Smity scored 3 gcals.
Brlgid McCarthy, Joanna Hughes, Andy
Braritner,!Lauron Watson and Sara Gr if fen
scored the remaining 5. Pluclc noted that .the
"JV.has come a long way since the beginning
' " '"
" ' ¦- ' ¦ ' ",; . .- ,V- ' ' - •' ;.;
of the season, "
Defense woman Heather MncDuffi e and
center Joanna Hughes were named players of
. '
thegame by Pluck. '
Next week both teams have a ¦¦ btrfsy
schedule. Tho, .varsity.plays , away at !Colby
Sawyer this Saturday and at liome with' UMO
at 3:30 pm , Wednesday. Tlie j y plays at
Bowdoin Monday , • 'and'! at :» Brunswickb!bn¦ ,
Thursday,; ;:- '' -";'^' ';:,;-' -';' ''""b B';f;¦'¥ :' ,,;
a. a- . - . . . J ¦¦ {¦ ¦ . . \ "rj y , ..., , - ..a).. . -,- ii .,.':,.'!.- .r .;,., '(.' • ' A' feaVw-.; ',, :. '.,

Women s Track

Liz Mil
l»y Stephanie Vrattos

. The presence of. Ellen Tupper has taken a
lot of pressure off Murphy. In the winter
season, the women always relied on Liz to
come through and get the points needed to
Win. Coach Rick Bell pointed out that in the
Maine Sta te Meet, Murphy was entered in 6
events: 2 dashes, 2 relays, the shotput, and the
long jump. She won the 60 yd. and the 220 yd.,
and placed in the remaining 4 events. "That's
a physically demanding thing, " commented
Bell , "she really hustled , and did it!"
I asked Murphy how she. felt about
becoming an instant standout right at the
outset of her college career. "I t ' s good for the
team," said Murphy. '.'The first thing yoU
think of (as a senior high school athlete ) about
Colby is the academic standards. I think more
wemen athletes will look to Colby because
they want to avoid the pressure of having to be
outstanding at a big school that is labeled as
'athletic'."

She has been one of the most unsung
athletes on the Colby campus. Freshman Liz
Murphy, a 5'9" sprinter, from ' Hingham,
Mass., has been a major factor in the
revolving of a whole ' new spirit which
characterizes the Colby Women's Track
Team. It is a spirit of inspiration; confidence,
desire, and determination - all of which cari be
simimed up in one word - "winner. "
Since coming to Colby last fall, Murphy has
set 3 individual Colby track records, and been
a part of a .4th. Briefly, here are the numbers : 55 M - 7.0
seconds (no previous record) ; 100 M - 12.3
( was 13.5) - Murphy's personal best in the 100
M is 10.9, a time which she once posted in high
school); 200 M - 25.8 (28.7) ; and the 4 x 110 yd.
relay - 50.6 (5.1.7) , along with Katie Leighton,
Ellen Tupper, and Katie Critchlow.
At the Bowdoin meet last Friday, that same
foursome ran another 50.6 relay which is the
best time ever recorded on the Bowdoin
track !

Lef t, Liz Murphy hurls
the shot p ut. Right,
Murphy strides to break
the tape in the IOC
meter dash. Teammates
Katie Leighton (Left),
and Katie Critchlow'
(Right), took 2nd end
3rd as Colby swept the
race. Both events took
place at the Bowdoin
meet last Friday.

At Hingham High School, Murphy ran with
the boys team during -the indoor season
because "there was no girls team and I didn't
like basketball. '"' She had to run with the boys
and compete against all-male schools. " The
real reason I did it," retorted Murphy , "was so '
I could qualify for the girls' states."

Murphy is taller than the average sprinter
and because of her long legs has had trouble
coming but of the starting blocks. "She got
away with raw speed in high school;" commented Coach Bell, "this year she's improved
on her starts. She's really blessed with a lot of
natural talent."

"I think more women athletes will look to Colby because they want to
avoid the pressure of having to be outstan ding at a big school that is
labeled as 'athletic '."
Murphy had quite a high school career in
track and field. Iri her junior year, she won the
state championships, was voted to two allscholastic teams, one compiled by the Boston
Globe, and the ether by Hingham High. She
also was ranked fifth in the state in the
shotput event, and was named to the AllAmerican team. She holds several high school
records, among which is the 4 x 110 relay
clocking ( for which she ran the anchor) ,
which at 49.9 is still the best time in the state.
The Murphy family is very athletic. Liz has
four brothers who play hockey while her
younger sister wants to run track when she
enters high school
Murphy 's inspiration , however, comes from
her father, who attended Villanova University
and ran with Olympic greats Ronny Delaney
and Charlie Jenkins. Jenkins still holds the
Mass. schoolboy record for the Vi mile - 48.2
seconds, which he set in 1953. Says Murphy,
"My father is a big inspiration. He's very
devoted. He comes to all my meets. He's very
supportive of my sister and me."

In distance competition , a runner has time
to be strategic, to think about what' s going on,
and to pull from behind to win. In the short
dashes, however, there is no time to think, as
Murphy noted: ''The only thing I remember is
the starter saying take your blocks, getting in
the blocks, and crossing the finish line."
Murphy stressed the fact that track is such
an individual sport, and added , "When I win
the race-it's by myself. -When I lose I have only
myself to blame."
Liz Murphy hasn 't had much to blame
herself for this year. In fact, alljthe members
of the Colby Women's Track Team have been
big winners this year - not only on the
scoreboard itself , but in effecting a positive
Colby attitude toward women's athletics as
well !
Murphy was hesitant to reply to a question
referring to how she felt about being an
athlete. She pondered the question > for a
moment, and finally came up with this
response: "When it comes down to winning
and being competitive, that's what I'm all
about."

Photos by Barb Nem
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The last , but not least , recipient of the ECHO'S athlete of the
wee k horio rs , is varsity tennis
player Tory Weigand.
At last weekend' s New England Championships held at
Babson Ppllege , Weigand went
undefeated in . his 5 matches as
'
hie took the Division B title. In
"
the championship , match , he.
cruised to a 6-4, 6-2 victory over
Veru Hacked of Springfield
'
College.
b
.
Winning those 5 matches
' . v.
brough t Weigand' s overall singles
record to 8-2, an improvement )
over his 7-7 mark last year. - ;
Coach Dick Taylor noted
;
tliat "the surfa ce in Boston is .•;
.very conducive to his serve and
Volley game. He's got a 'bi g' v v
serve and he volleye d extre mely'
? ^ell ^ b. ' . !^
:t
Alon g with a player f rom
¦ . Bat es , Weigand will repr esent .
" 'i.
- Maine In this weekend' s N.E. ;
t
Ivy League competition to be
;
¦
.' - . . " a. . ., -! - - ..
hold it Yale.
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. Roberta Bloom, Vicky Cole, Diane ZayotsKy
and Eleanor Campbell combined for a first
place finish in the 4x880 relay at 10:34.2.
Campbell had already taken 1st place in the
880 yd. in 2:24.5. Bloom and Zavotsky combined to take 3rd and 4th places, respectively,
in themile.

Still The One!

by Kevin Fahey
The Women's Track team took 9 first places
Laura Young took 1st in the high jump with
and several other places to-sweep a tri-meet the
set at 5- 0''. Sue Lindberg took 4th
at Bowdoin last Friday. The final score was placebar
in
that
event. Lindberg was responsible
Colby 75, Hyde School 46, and Bowdoin 36.
for
two
other
places as she took 3rd in the long
The strength that these women have been jump and 4th in
the 400 metres.
showing throughout the season was evident
once again at Brunswick last Friday. Ellen
Nancy. Leland was responsible for three
Tupper continued her -individual winning
places
in the meet as she took 2nd in . the
streak by taking 1st place in the long jump at
3rd
in the javelin, and 2nd in the shot
discus,
1
16' 5 /.", the 400 m. hurdles at 69.9 sec,
¦ - and
put. Leland was followed by Liz Murphy in 3rd
the 100 m. hurdles at 15.9 sec.
,¦
place in the shot.

Women 's

Tupper once again took part in the first
- place finish of the 4x110 relay team with
Katie Leighton, Katie Critchlow, and Liz
Murphy. This week that relay team set a new
record for the Bowdoin track of 50.6 sec.
There was a Murphy, Leighton, Critchlow
sweep of the 100 m. event, and a Murphy,
Critchlow, Leighton sweep in the 220 yds.
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Men Tupper in the long j ump.

*

This . Wednesday, the women's team
returned to Bowdoin and defeated Bowdoin
and UNH by a wide margin. In the weeks to
follow, many of these fine athletes will be
moving on to competition in the post-season
championship meets.

Track & Field

Singiii In The Rain
by Kevin Fah ey

wet weather didn't dampen the Men 's
Track team last Saturday as they competed
against Bates, UMO and Bowdoin at Brunswick. Two first places and a total of six other
places highlighted the meet for Colby. ,

Despite a wet and thus hazardous approach
surface , Brian Russell soared to 6' $" in the
high jump to take first placeb
The 4 mile relay team of Dan Ossoff, Todd
Coffin, Duncan Whitney, and Kelly. Dodge
ran ahead of the UMO and Bates relay teams
to take 1st place in 17:55.7. This time,
in less than favorable conditions the foursome
was only'seconds behind the school record set
indoors. This same relay team combined in
different order to take third place for Colby in
the 2 mile relay!

of Fairfield

''

Karen Sondergeld" and Barbra Cooper
finished 3rd and 4th in the two-mile run.

Jim O'Grady and John Moylan took 2nd and
' 4th places in the hammer with throws of 142'
11" and 140' 10", respectively. Bruce Lambert
threw the discus 143' 0" to take 2nd place in
that event.
Doug Johnson finished 3rd as he traversed
the 440 yd. intermediate hurdles in 58.7
seconds.
The distance medley relay team of Chris
Smith, Matt Maley , Greg Hancox and Phil
Hough combined
to.finis'h 2nd in a time of
10:58, ' - ¦ " _

Men 's

This Saturday the team returns to-Brunswick to compete against Bates and Bowdoin
in the" Maine Invitational meet. In the
following weeks, a number of athletes will be
competing in several post-season- championship meets.
|

ENERGY.
We can't afford to waste it.
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Jeans and Cords

only $15,00
irregulars $10.90
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by Mo Flint

; b. b'bb!\b baba

The Colby Mules stuck it to the Polar Bears
with a T-2 vicof Bowdoin this past Tuesday
' ¦•' ! -- .- -b :b ' '' ,.:> !'"'!:!ba!.- !-'b .b v .
tory.
, Due to some close .singles matches, ; the
outcome of the match was uncertain but with
the completion of the doubles; play, the Mules
emerged the victors, b
b b!b ^ !

; Men 'i!a:ff!::
\. y; ^ ^i
S^
^ ^l

Ed Davies clobbered Kevin McCann with
overpowering groundstrokes, 6-2, 6-2. Bob
Desmond was defeated in a hard-fought
match 3-6, 6-1, 4-6, by Paul Douglas. At the
third spot, Matt Lewis once again demonstrated his command on the court, defeating
Brad Reifier 6-3, 6-2. Tory Weigand faced
Peter Chandle, who proved to be too much,*
beating Weigand 6-2, 3-6, 6-1. . Rich Dube,
adding to-his 6-1 record , weaved his mystical
web past Kendall Harmon 6-1, 6-2, and Jon
Kaufman , rounding out the squad,
outlasted
¦¦
Bowdoin's Gary Stone 6-2, 7-5. •• ¦' .'
Doubles action saw Desmond and Lewis
getting off to a slow start!but coming back for
a 4-6,6-1, 6-3 victory over Douglas and Reifier.
Weigand and Kaufman also ran into early
problems, dropping a set 6:1, but regained
control to beat McCann and Chandler,'6-3, 7-6.
At the third doubles spot Doug Mears*
coming off a foot injury; was paired with John
Hobson. The depth of the Colby squad showed
as they easily defeated Harmon and Stone, 6; - . . : ' ; - . a.::
2, 6-2..- ¦
This win brings Colby's overall record to 5-3
with 2 matches and the State tournament
remaining, The states will take place at Colby
oh May 7 and 8. b.
a,
'
This past weekend saw the men traveling to
the New England's which - were "held at
Babson , Bentley, and Brandeis. Making the
trip for Colby were Bob Desmond, Matt
Lewis, , Tory-Weigand , Doug Mears, Rich
Dube, and John Hobson. The men got a taste
of some stiff competition as 22! schools
throughout New England were involved. !
¦; Colby captured the 7th position out of the 22
schools with all the men taking at; least one
victory; thus contributing to the team total.
An admirable performance came . from
Tory Weigand who won* all . 5 matches he
played as, he won his division 's championships-. This makes him eligible to compete
in the New England competition at Yale next
weekend.; Weaall wish him the best of luck,
(Maybe the Mirrors will be playing
in New
;
"' ¦ ' - '
' '¦ ' ¦ .a / - ':"
Haven !.) 1 ,
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Straight-legs or Flairs ,

Compare our prices. We
will not be undersold by

At New England's

l^bmen^ Race
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Success

And they Ye'offt Women at the start of the 1st road nee two years ago.^}:^;r ^:p ;;l' (y ,
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Spring will be celebrated this Sunday, May
4, with theVtiiird ahriual! Colby Women's
Weekend Road : Race; a Simile !, course '
'beginning in front pf the ^fieldhouse and
heading down Thayer !Hill, !The race! was,
unofficially, the first all-women 's roa d race i n
th e state , and this year 'si field; mayabe; the :
'larg-sty-t.^-i'^^-' .v ' bbab'!" b^b- 'b " ;- ' ' ' ' !"':'; ;ab"!- v!
! Ever y; runner; j_ !;a:!' M"inner ,'' for; the! em- b !
phasis in this race is on!participation. ;F irst
time ruhriers a re welcome and expected , as
all participants will be awarded ,a Women 's ;¦", ;
Weekend T-shirt to commemorate the event; '
to help defray the cost of the shirts, an entry
fee of one dollar will be¦ charge payablei just ! f
before the wee.;, .' , '?'';!!' ' ¦:¦ a;', :bb / b t^i yy iyyy '!.' j!
f ! Thoro!will be three prlze cato^
;25, over _K and a s^clalbve.!50 awnrd^'Last * ¦,':!
! '
year !.Colby winner^
second placed arid^M
- First place went to Debbie Glendlnningi,V ^!^ ; !;
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* ' . ' by Lynne Bruen - . . •. ¦ ••

Last Friday, the Colby Women's Softball
team suffered a disappointing 3-2 defeat at
the handsof USM. The Huskies took a 1-0 lead
in the bottom of the .second inning on a
fielder-s'choice;.:
The score stood until Colby rallied in the top
of the fifth with two runs on a double by
outfielder Beth Ellis (2 for 3) to take the lead,
2-1. In the bottom of the seventh, however,
USM staged a comeback. With one out
(strikeout) , the second USM Batter reached
first on an error.
.
The Colby pitcher was4emporarily shaken
up on the play as she collided with firstbaseman Suzanne Dawes and the USM
baserunher! Obviously still shaken, she hit the
next batter, placing runners on first and
second. Dianne Stevens responded by lashing
a 2 run double to left center grving USM a 3-2
victory.

I

I
P.

Etching ace Patty Valavanis.

*^_a __¦¦_.

The loss dropped Colby's record to 4-2. If
so was only Valavanis' 3rd career loss. The last
team to beat her was USM onApril 27, 1978.

j ^ ^ ^__^* ^

_a^"^___
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On Monday, Colby traveled to" Bangor to
meet Husson College.- They bounced back
from Friday's loss by soundly defeating the
Braves, 13-0, banging out 15hits.

Leading the attack for the Mules were third
baseman Pa!m Woods (3 for , 4, double, 2
RBI' s) , center fielder Leslie Breton (2 for 5) ,
second baseman Dianiie . Peterec (2; for 4) ,
Dawes (2 for 5) , catcher Linda Greenlaw (2
for 4) arid Valavanis (2 for 4,2 RBI's).

Softb all
Valavanis pitched a 3-hitter with 6
strikeouts and no walks on 89 pitches. The
victory upped her record to 4-1.
The Mules are In action today in a rematch
with USM ( double-header) beginning at3:OO .'
Monday, they face a strong UMO squad at
Orono. - They finish their regular season
Wednesday with a double-header against
Husson here at 3:00 PM'before traveling to
Bates to defend their Championship in the
State Tournament oh Saturday.

Pola rBears^Tamed, 18-4

In an " extraordinary effort this past
•Saturday!;!:the Colb£ Rugby Club's backfield
ran oyer, "through , ;and!around the Bowdoin
defense in a smashing 18-4 triumph. - .
Colby: dominated
1 all aspects of the game
from beginning to end * !suffering only one
defensive lapse la,te in the ga.me which cost
the .team the shutout it truly deserved.
Early iri the first half standoff Bob Ruzzo
raced under an errant Bowdoin kick and
steamed for the try line; John Sorter followed
in support arid took the ball over the line for an
impressive score after the Bowdoin defenders
had apparently bottled Ruzzo up. Colby was
' .. v '• ' ••'!:' ;
aheadto stay.. ";. b.;. ' ab:
: The focus in this garhe rested priinarily
with the Colby backs',despite horrendous field
conditions. ^The muddied backs seemed
oblivious to "the knee-deep slop in which the
game was played.
George Dolan, playing in only his second
game; showed; what a superb athlete he really
is. Dolan was the dominant force in the Colby
backfield. His outstanding indiy*dual efforts
translated into points for the Colb^ squad as
his fellow backs supported him with a mixture
of alertness and awe.

BOWD OIN ZAPPED AGAIN
The women 's track team
journeyed to Brunswick Wednesday for the second time
• in a week and again " ran away "
with a victory.
The final standings of
the meet were: Colby (81
points) ; UNH (70) ; Bowdoin
(49); and UMO, w ith 28 pts .
Colby took a whopping
8 first places. / Roberta Bloom ,
Vicky Cole , Diane Zavotsky ,
and Eleanor Campbell broke
the , Colby record for the
2-mil e relay, as they ran the -*
dis tance in 10:19.3 , shattering
t he old mark by cl ose to
13 seconds.
First place finishers
'
included Katie Critchlow ,
1 Ka t ie . Lei ght on , Liz Murphy, .
Vanessa Nor t on , and Ellen
< Tupper. ,
,

Tom Dailey and John Sortor scored two
tries each ok which, along with Brad
Richard 's conversion kick , provided the Colby
squad with more
than enough:points for a
;r
;
victory.
. ' '!' : •
:b'' !'
No backfield* can hope to get underway
without an exhausting effort on the part of the
forwards to work the ball out to them. The
Colby scrum did its job and much much more
on Saturday. !
. - ,. '' •¦

liU^gb ya
Jim Levy had an excellent day, filling in for
the injure d Keith Davis at hooker. With Levy,
the Ruggers appear to have , found the man
who can ease the loss of Davis (due to
graduation), and provide the " precision
footwork so essential to that position.Mike Cronin and John Fleurlage, along with
Jim Bourne and Bob Benjamin , provided all
the muscle the Colby scrum would need
against the Bowdoin pack.
Wing Forwards Spencer Staples and Brad
Richards were particularly effective at
breaking off early and tying up potential
Bowdoin breaks and recovering the ball for
Ciilbv.

Most Valuable
Swiiiimers
Most Valuable Swimmer honors and new
captains were recently announced v for the
Colby/ women's and men's
varsity¦ swim
¦ .teams;!
:' -¦¦' . :¦ '¦ .
For the women, juni or Sara Robinson of
Philadelphia , was' elected captain of next
year's squad, bwhile sophomore Wendy
Shaffer of NorwalR , Conn;,vwas voted the
team's most vlauable swimmer, b
; ' Shaffer! was the first woman , at Colby to
compete in a" national championship (AIAW )
event. At the New England Championships,
she finished among the top 7 in 4 events and
accounted for 71 of Colby 's 156points.
In its first yea r of varsity competition ! the
team finished at 3-4 and placed 15th of 27
teams in the NE meet
. For the men, sophomores Eric Ridgway of
Bryn Mawr, •P a., and Sandy Whatley of
Dallas, have been elected co-captains of next
year's team;
* .Meanwhile, freshman standout Brian Daly
of Kendall Park NJ, was voted the squad's
MVS. Daly went undefeated in 18 dual meet
races and established college records in the
200 , 500 , 1000 ,.and 1650-yard freestyle events.
The team, under Coach Dave Bright , a
former Colby swimmer, finished at 6-3 this
past season.
PATIENCE IS A VIRTUE !

Key to Colby's control of the ball was the
work of scrumhalf! Peter Shribman , who
worked effectively with Doug Herbert to
dominate the offensive play.
The Colby backs as a unit played their finest
game in quite some time. Bob Davidson, the
inside center, was instrumental in controlling
the pace in the backfield, feeding the ball to
the speedy Dolan or ripping off a fine run of
his own.
_- . '
Fullback Dave Marcus had a light defensive
workout, but woa the respect of the Bowdoin
squad with some impressive well-timed runs. .
. The day belonged to the backs in general,
but particularly to Dailey and Sortor who
improve leaps and bounds each .time they
handle the ball. One finds it hard to believe
that the duo are playing in only their second
season of Rugby , ..
The club would like to thank its ever-faithful
supporters for the enthusiasm they showed on
Saturday. No extra motivation will be
required this weekend as the Ruggers take on
UMO, a side Colby has yet to defeat,
We hope to see everyone there at the Foss
Soccer Field as the finest team in; Colby
Rugby history attempts to upset the
perenially powerful Orono team.

The Colf ty scru m¦
lias been "very
effective this
season. This effort
occurre d during
last Saturday 's
1 5 - 0 drubbing
of Concord.

Photo by Doti<Ga1lo
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The Sports Editor would
like to publicly express her
unlimited thanks to the ECHO
Production Staff. A special
thanks to Carol and Leslie ,
wh o more than gracefully
_ put up,with me on those
late , late Wednesday nights !
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When we st y we stock those Items , we mesn we
slock them, Wo have ovary part Campagnolo makes.
Over 300 tubulirs In stock. Ona visit to our store
Is prool, It' s Maine ' s best, come see for youratlf.
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" The Circle Game" choreographed by Midori
Yarmgihara is one of the student origina l / '
compositions,tc> be perfor med Fri day' and ' Saturday,
8:00p.m .in Strider Theatre.
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Symphony O-Cfekestra Concert
Music Of Bach, Vivaldi, Schumann

Symphony
Colby ; Community
bThe
Orchestral will present its fifth and final
coricert of the season on Sunday evening, May
4, atBPM in the Wadsworth Gymnasium.
The program! will begin with J; S. Bach's
"Arioso," played-in memory of Freda GrayMasse, a former Visiting Tutor in Voice at
C|lby and a!'frequent soloist with the Colby
Orchestra and Glee Club. The viola solo in the
"Arioso" .will!!be played by Adrian Lo,
Director of the Colby Band arid Visiting tutor
iri AppliedMusic.

Next on the progra m is Antonio Vivaldi s
Concerto iri E major for Violin and String
Orchestra . subtitled liL a Primavera"
( Spring) from Concertos of the Four seasons.
Linda Hurwitz '82 will be the violin soloist
Linda Hurwitz , a native of Rye, New York,
has played violin for 11 years, In high school
she perlormed .with several competitive orchestras in the Metropolitan area , and has
participated in several sumrher concert
programs such' as the Tanglewood Young
Artists Institute and the Aspen Music School.

Peter Re conducting, the Colby Community Symphony Orchestra

At Colby, Ms. Hurwitz is a member of the

Colby Community Symphony Orchestra and
she also plays for Glee Club concerts as well
as student recitals. She is a student of Gillian
Shaeffer, violin instructor at Colby.
The first half of the program will conclude
with J. S. Bach's Concerto No. 1in D minor
for Harpsichord and strings with Pei-loh Chia
as soloist.
- Pei-loh Chia is a graduate of Smith College
with a B.A. and Master's. Degree in .Music
She studied harpsichord under Lory Wallfisch
at Smith and later at Indiana University with
Marie Zorn who was a pupil of Wanda Landowska, the pioneer in the revival of the
harpsichord .
. '
. Ms. Chia has performed both solo and
chamber music in recitals throughout the
state since moving to Maine in 1975. She also
appeared at the first annual Maine Festival in
Brunswick.
Ms. Chia's instrument, is a William Dowd
crafted by Achille-Cristiano in Boston in 1969.
It is a two-manual condert harpsichord
(disposition 18' & 4', 118', .2 lutes ) modelled
after ^an -18th century French Taskin
prototype.
The entire second half of the program will
consist of Robert Schumann's Symphony No.
1 in B flat major , subtitled "Spring Symphony" by the composer himself. The symphony was written in a few weeks early in 1841
and first performed on March 31, 1841 with
Mendelssohn as conductor.
Schumann wrote that a "spring
longing...possessed me when I wrote the

Violinist Linda Hurwitz
symphony...At the very beginning I should
like the trumpets to sound as if from on high ,
like a call to awaken. In what follows of the
introduction there might be a suggestion of
the growing green of everything...and in the
following Allegro .of the gradual assembling of
all that belongs to spring . Concerning the last
movement...I think of it as Spring 's
Farewell. "
Tickets for the concert will be available at
the door. No admission charge for Colby
students with I.D.

Review "A, Sp ecial JJ a^'ib^ Sp ecial Film
by Becky Rogers
. .'b
"A Special Day " is a truly remarkable film,
Set against thei .socio-political backdrop of
Facist Italy i n 1938, it focuses upon the brief
encounter between a work-weary housewife
(Sophia Loren) and a downtrodden
homosexual radio announcer (Marcello
Mastrianni). The messages of; this: film is
profoundly human: ;it:reaffirmsi the need for
loye and compassion ibetweeh people in the
midst of . a dehumanizing politica l situation. ,
• The plot is simple. On the.day when Hitler
visits;Rome, Loren , alone in her apartment
archer family has left to attend a massive
^^Jolitical rally ia ; honor of The Fuhrer) encounters b Mastrianni! .by ! chance , A
i homosexual ,, he is awaitirig deportatioh on the
.grounds of ''depraved conduct;'.' She, ;an
ignorant ?; housewife, ¦ is a worn-out and overburdened with /the .demands of her husband
. ancLchildren. Both are lonely, and in desperate
,: need of ' cpmpanionshipbThey spend the !day
together, and in ! thei ; process rediscover the
human warmth, and understanding which has
been!, neglected by the stringent, ; societal
!Jdemands' orFascism;:b, v : ,'.a i: y. '?y -}h r:> ~y -; < :J' ~
X At j the ( end;!iof , the; film ,; >Mastriahhi !is
escorted away by ;two Facist blackshirts
, \yihdow,
- whilcb Lorerii' watc
/ Although they haye lost eachf pther7each!has
; beeh'! enriched;!. f^o^!: their Kchcpuhteri j iThe
^Abiisowlfe, through;.the ehcbitfagemeht bf the
^houricer^ has ; gaihed;:cbhfidehcelarid v the
'. Inner stren gth to endure hor tediouseveryday
has benefitted
v existence. And; t^anhouncer
frorn the cprnpasBion of another, who; believes
:^ In his manhood , even though It lies oiitsldc of
the macho male standard of Fascist society,

There are so many wonderful qualities
about this movie that it is difficult to single
out only a few for special mention. First and
foremost however, are the performances of
Loren and Mastrianni. Each has realized the
physicality and psychological make-up of his
character so perfectly that the result is poetry
on the screen, Loren's finely-sculpted face is
her greatest asset in this role; Her face acts as
a constant mirror, to her struggling emotions
when confronted by. . Mastrianni , : who
rep'resents all the ant}-Fascist values that she
has: been programmed tp hate. When she
breaks down and finally, admits 1 the misery of
her existence and despair at the knowledge of
her -husband's affair , with an "educa ted
wbinan" the broken pride and the heartbreak
written on her face is an incredibly moving
,y.¦-" '¦¦
thing tosee.
:' torch beautifully conyeys the ultimate
triumph of her relationship with Mastrianni
at ,the vend of the film. Her reactions to the
exacting; demands , of her ; family ' have perceptibly changed to reflect the broadening
influence of the announcer on her life : he, has
introduced her to books and the necessity of;
thinking for herself. Within the context of
Italian society at* that timo the !housewife's
realization is courageous and remarkable, In
terms of; Sophia ] Loren's; performance it Is
superb acting craftsmariship; >! , ! !
Mastrlarinl's • !character is! more complex
and
and hiB'-jMr fdr^^^
controlled as; the!rolie!deninrids!;An educated
man; the announcer vis cynical, of!:Fascist
propaganda arid the dehumanizing aspects of
fascism, Yet under this voneer of cynicism

emerges the fun loving outbursts of a grownup child who craves love and understanding.
He is bewildered by those who would condemn
his homosexuality, for (he feels) sexual
preference is not necessarily the mark of a
man, Mastrianni' s gently ironic responses to
Loren's adoration of II Duce and the paternalistic order that he demands is characteristic of the muted tension of his performance throughout. - of a
this film is also
• Ettor . Scola^s direction
superb. Most notable is his choice to pursue
the relentless intrusion of fascisrn into private
life. The newsreels, radio broadcasts , flags ,
uniforms and peoples ' blind devotion to these

symbols of power are depicted constantly
throughout the film. Yet power takes second
place to the needs of people, and Scola's
direction rightfully remains focused on people
to accomodate the beautiful human drama
that is being related on the screen.
Unfortunately, the Railroad Square
showing of this film ended on Wednesday
evening, Perhaps one of Colby 's film groups
could bring the .movie to campus in the future.
In that event film enthusiasts be sure not to
miss it. "A Special Day" is a special film and
a beautifu l viewing experience that you won't
soon forget,

Annou nc ement s
,Antoirie de Saint Exupery 's grea t children 's
classic The Little Prince comes to life under
the expert direction of Al Miller , and the
wonderful Young ' People's Theatre of thev ,
Performing Arts Center at Bath, Friday, May
9t h 'at 7:30 pm" For r eservat i ons , telephone
the PACE at442-8455. !
b-W. : - ./
Wednesday, !May 7, • L 215,. 6:30, The,
Fla «hcUc8 : ( 1978), ; Filmmaker: .Bonnie
,
b
Friedman; 20 minu tes. ! i ' '
v'A ^yocumonliBr y^ about! an inner-city , girls ;
traclcbclub; y/hich! examiHoS' the "hopes and
aspi rat i ons ' of the young women (ages .6-16)
-who rriakie up the team. Highly recommended
by Womciisports Magazine.

Exhibitions for May , 1980 :
• Miller Library (Monday. through Friday
8:30-12; 1-4:30) — Edwin Arlington Robinson
Room : Bern Porter¦ : Retrospective. MayJune , ;;

.._

;, ' • '- . ' '

vMuseum of Art (Monday through Saturday
10-12; 1-4:30' and Sunday 2-4530 ) — Waterc6Jors;by James M, Carpenter , Through May
4. ; Also)¦!';: Colby Alumni Photography
!Exhi bltl^
!i Roberts Union Gallery (Monday through
Sunday 8 am-1 am) ~- Recent Art Exhibition
Posters, May 5-June 1,'

New Genesis:
Duke

MUSIC REVIEW

Echo Chamber

Kicking off spring Carnival, the Overland
Rock Band played to a small but enthusiastic
audience last Thursday night. The tunes were
rockin' and rollin'...tob bad no one was
there...
The .following Friday night, the Peter
Gallway Review had a bit more audience.
The party started of f slow, but after, an hour of
R & B the dance floor was cookin'.
The mixed drinks cost too" much, but the
price of beer kept the toilets flushing. The
Big Guy was giving presents left and¦¦ right.¦ ¦' - '
Santa Claus, beware...
Many strange faces, many with bloodshot
eyes, were frisked at the" door by pur fearless
security guys before the start of the big event.
The Blend played a solid, fast-paced set,
consisting of five original compostitions, all
played at ear-splitting volumes. Their performance was plagued by constant;flashes" of
feedback and white noise.
A large portion of the crowd left after
Johnny's first tune, which really took the
wind out of the sails. Those who stayed behind
tolerated a few set of sixties-ish R & B with an
occasional harmonica or drum solo as t h e

Movies

In the same year John Ford made the
definitive western, Sta gecoa ch , which
established almost all-of the elements and
cliches westerns would use for years to come,.
J ^ D e's?rfo wart- and Marlene Dietrich starred
iri iJ.c.-,v...J Rides Again , a brilliant farce of the
western genre that today stands unsurpassed,
even by such noble efforts as Mel Brooks '
Blazing Saddles,
The plot concerns the wide open town of
Bottleneck . In order to' clean up the town, its
leaders order a new sherriff — son ,of the
ferocious and\legendary peace 'officer Tom
Destry . Destry (James Stewart) turns out to
be-a disappointingly, easygoing type who's
opposed to the use of firearms and relies instead on hilarious exemplary tales with
rather grim morals. However, he proves to be
quite.adept at his work ^ whether it be in- .
timidating would-be•.lawbreakers with extravagant sharpshooting exhibitions or
making the troublesome saloon girl Frenchy
(Marlene Dietrich) fall in love with him.
This is a character which was practically '
made for Jimmy Stewart , and Marlene
Dietrich sings some great songs. A brilliant
and funnv movie,
Shows Fri., May 2 at 7 and 9:30 PM > Roberts
. Loft , b

only noteworthy events of the evening. Johnny
looked surprisingly old and seemed to be
suffering from a throat condition, which
drained :a lot of energy from his own guitar
solos..His own input into the concert had been
whittled down to the familiar Winter yells and
howls by the show's end...
The boys at Studio 54 are at it again. This
time it's the owners of Xenon, another
fashionable New. York disco that are
screaming bloody murder. The charge says
that the owners of Studio 54 have with
malicious intent tried to ruin Xenon 's
business and reputation...
. NBC's Source network is taping , a Joe
Jackson concert in Boston for airing over the
nation's radio waves May 3-4...
CBS is currently erecting billboards all over
the country to advertise Billy Joel's latest
album, "Glass Houses." The billboards will
be later given away as a tie-in with a
promotions campaign soon to follow;..
P.S. In case you were wondering, the March
of Dimes' theme song this year is Barry
Manilow's "I 'Don't Want to Walk Without
You."

Duke , by Genesis
Atlantic Records
Produced by David Hentschel and Genesis
Engineered by David Hentschel
Tony Banks, Keyboards,
backing vocals, 12¦
string guitar; ' Phil Collins, drums, vocals,
percussion; Mike Rutherford , basses,guitars,
backing vocals

by Scott "Limerock" Russell
According to Atlantic's advance press
releases, Genesis' new album, Duke , "not
only shows why (they have spawned a host of
imitators), but shows why there is only one
original!" More importantly, it shows that
this enigmatic British band has grown and
continues to> grow. While there are some
definite similarities to previous Genesis efforts, the band has, with Duke, unleashed an
arsenal of hew sounds.
For starters, to Phil Collins' always
dynamic -vocals, bassist Rutherford ,
keyboard ; wizard Banks, and Producer
Hentschel have added interesting and hbntypical harmonies on this LP. With Collins'
flawless and complex percussion work, they
have created new interpretations of
traditional pop and rock rhythms, as well as
using, for the first time, synthetic percussion.
There is also some unusual ( for Genesis)
keyboard work, as Banks plays straight
acoustic piano on several of the tracks.
The lyrics, are not in the same style as those
on earlier albums, lik e Foxt rot , Selling
England by the Pound , or even the more
recent Wind and Wuthering. Songwriters
Banks, Collins and Rutherford have here, as
with their last album , And Then There Were
Three, dipped into real life experiences,

rather than legend and fantasy, for mostrof
the lyrics. On this album, for example, one
song deals with a television addict C'Turn It
On Again ") , another with a guy stood up
repeatedly
by
his
date ..('''Misunderstanding ") , and still another aboutban
aging songstress facing the end of her career .
("Duchess"), b
The main feature that has coriie across on
every single Genesis LP. ever recorded-is
power, be it physical, ~ emotional, 'or intellectual, and this album has nearly fifty-five
minutes of subtle but very-present power. The
songs on Duke will lend , themselves well to
concert performance; one thing that And Then
There Were Three lacked. (Genesis will be
touring theStates starting May 17th.)
Certainly, the group misses lead vocalist
Pete Gabriel, who went solo .(successfully,
too) back in 1975, and superb guitarist Steve
Hackett, who left in .'77 , but, that power is still
here, and has carried Duke to No. bi ;in
England, a position it's held since "its release
( four weeks) , and Duke has already outsold '
Foxtrot andNursery Cry trie over there,
While it' s obvious to even the casual listener
tha t this is not quite the Genesis we all know .
and love, the album does grow on you. To be
perfectly frank , the first time I listened to it I ,
was somewhat disappointed. At this point,
however, I am planning to go but'and buy it. b
This is a well-executed,album,Jfrom both a
musical and an engineering standpoint. If you
belong to the staunch "No Genesis without the
Gabe and Hackett", school, you probably
won't like it, but I suggest you give it a try
*' anyway.
mtmnMmmttonMimHnm»mai *i£imiii7rti>n:tmMmiPm-Hi!lfmmrmtmto

All Stu-A movies will be shown in Roberts loft
from now till the end of the year.

Henry Fielding's 18th century novel was one
of the most delightfully bawdy tales ever
written and all the wi)d and wonderful humor
made it intact onto the screen. Jones himself
is a country lad with a wonderfully roving eye;
played by. Albert Finney, wh o f or var ious
reasons leaves, h ome to wan d er towar ds
London only to be followed by his true love,
Sophie, charmingly played by Susannah
Yor k, On the road, Tom takes up with, among
others, a lascivious lady who may or may not
be his mother and a rather poor highwayman
who may or may hot be hjs father. Arid so it
goes each reel more rollicking, more wild and
more teeming with full-blown lBflh century
life, a time in which you might as well be dead
(and often were) if you cbuldn!tllv« to thehllt,
Toney.'. , CRlchardson
mangniflcehtly
recreated It all from the shocking poverty of
London prisons to the blood-thirsty thrills of a

country h unt , to the heady wonder ot adyenture over in Tom Jones' heart,
.No, seic isn 't funny in Tom Jones - It's
hilarious - in haystacks, wooded dells,
wayside inns and elegant boudoirs as Ton
and Squire Western have.their way with
willing wenches and-or equally lustful ladles
of fashion . Its hilarity lies In its openheartcd
lustiness; the frank bawdiness that allows for
no sleazy hinting or coyness and% never slides
j nto prurience. . !¦ ,
b
" Albert Finney's portrait of a hero whose
heart ig stronger than'his head, Susannah
York 's high-spirited heroine who knows when
a faint is called for, Hugh' Griffith's
Rabelaisian squire anil Edith Evan's graride'dame aro beyond coiripard."; b
b ' ' !!
-Judith Christ,'Now York HcraW.Trlbuiiib
Shows Srit.f May 3, at 7 arid 6:30 PM, Roberts
; Lqftb;bfb -byv^

THE PAPER CHASE should be seen by -\
every college student who is about to take : 5 .
finals. It's lijce the soap opera s on TV - in (
comparison your problems are dwarfed. So, if b
you think you've got it -rough , come see how
Timothy Bottoms makes out in his first year,
of Harvard LawSchool. b
!
/
In his first . film role, John Houseman
delivers an Academy Award winning per- ;
formance as the relentless professor demands.;, -»**
perfection from his students, Lindsay Wagner -LM
in her pre-Bionic days ) plays Houseman^ ; , !
daughter with whom ; Bottoms , falls in ,loye
without knowing her father is his nemesis. '
Even In the pressured world of law school,
the film is hilariously funny. ; Bottoms? ... ' ¦,
pulling an 'all-nighter, reads a text book with a ...
yellow highlighter, and /finds himself underlining every line ,011 the page. It is a world
with which we can all identify. The film is
especially effective because underlying its
humor arid wild antics the filrn, Is also !a
moving .study of personalities under pressu.e
and lts consequenc-j s;; 'r \!y: b!;.'b"b;b \ ' - ' y -.y "' So, as Colby moves rapidly toward finals,
take a two hour study break and got some; '
peaceof mind; Everyone llfces-'to kno-v that at ,
least there's someone who's worse off than e*))
himself, TJJE PAPER CHASE shows us that -f
at least the Harvard Law School is worse than
Colby at finals time/ That should 1 bo a corv j
soling thpiight for us all - except maybe for ;
blck-Siiuipl.^' ' -^< : ^!"b
¦
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{gareeic IWatchi
..Import-Export Executive ' in Maine Rapidly expanding overseas
sales
organization has an outstanding opportunity
for a manager-buyer-administrator. Looking
for business and organizational skills. Future
overseas travel probable. Find out more in
the Career Planning Off ice. .

New England Life Insurance - "islooking for
trainees to begin their group insurance
marketing training program in July. Find out
how to apply in the Career Planning Office.

Teachers^- the AAA Teacher Agency says
teachers are desperately needed. Certified
and non-certified. Find out how to contact
them in Lovejoy 110.

Educational Administration - at Fairfield
University in Connecticut. Position of
graduate assistant-head resident with the
off ice of student residences. . Live-in position
for ten months. Job description available in
the CareerPlanning Office.

(5_A - the Air Traffic Controller 's
examination deadline is soon. The Federal
Aviation Administration, is looking for can-;
didates. .Addresses of contacts are available
in Lovejoy 110.

Columbia
Occupational Therapy
University has sent information about their
occupational therapy Tirogram for a Masters
in Scinece. Done in conjunction with the
Columbia Medical Center. Details are
available in the Career Planning Office.

Announcements
A series of one-week clinics for competitive
swimmers will be offered June 23 through
August!
,!at Colby College.
Designed to give swimmersan opportunity
to refine their training skills, theprogram will
feature", tape analysis, films, and dry land
excises , with rigorous workouts to help each
sw_mmer realize his or her potential.
There will be two separate sessions, one in
the morning and one in the afternoon.
Directors are David Bright, varsity swimming coach at Colby, arid Thomas Riker, head
coach at Messalpnskee High School.
Bright; former swim team captain at Colby,
was a three-time national qualifier and New
England collegiate 400-yard individual
medley champion during his career.
Riker, a former high school state finalist,
has been coaching all levels for eight years.
The clinics will be held in die Colby College
pool, a facility measuring 25 yards by 25
meters with six lanes: in each direction and
eq__pped with two underwater viewing
¦' . • ' !'¦. '.'- "
windows.
.
i Additional.information may be obtained by
contacting David Bright, division of athletics,
at Colby.

Crib !Nbt es

Looking to; buy a bicycle, preferably a
men's "5 or 10 speed, but .a woman's okay
Please call 293-3362 (Mt. Vernon) ;any time^

Reminder to students : Mother 's Day gifts
available in Museum Shop.:
Spring Carnival T-shirts are on sale in the
Student Activities Office in Roberts. Also
available Johnny Winter and The Blend Tshirts. All shirts $3.00-- list forJohnny Winter
in Student Activities Office.
«**;
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Lost: A brown 3-ring notebook containing
important legal forms. Please call 873-6533 if
you know of its whereabouts, or leave it off in
the Outing Club room for Liz Barrett.
Classes are coming to an end soon and the
Outing Club still has equipment available for
use during exams and Senior Week ! If you
want to use equipment during exams", you will
have to take "the equipment out either Thursday, May 8, or Friday, May 9.
In order to. lend out equipment for Senior
Week*- the Outing Club room will be open
during,the weekend of May 17 and 18 (times
will be posted on the board outside the room).
The deposit will be $5,00 for that week and the
equipment must be back by Friday, May 23.
This may be your last chance for a journey
into the Maine wilderness!
One last note to all who have neglected to
give back COC equipment. Please return it
.soon before we have to send you a bill for it!!
Thank you, and have a good suhurier.
CAR WASH - Sponsored by the Class of 1980
on Friday, May 2 in the Quad at Colby
College from 12-6 p.in. - $1.50. Raindate
Saturday . ¦ " ¦- ..

Applications are now available for volunteer tour guide positions in the Admissions
Office , For further information, contact Jane
Venman in the Admissions Office.
Responsible
roommate wanted
to sh are countr y
house ; on lake near
Waterville-Augusta.
Call 4454231 after
6:60Pto.
' a. ,

a. . . . ' ' . ¦ ' ¦,

v b.

Campus Interviewing - a Bangor firm will - Theatre Career - for those interested in
be? interviewing on campus soon, looking for
acting, production, public relationsmanagement . personnel for- wholesale marketing,
development,
business
distributors. Watch for further notices.
management, and literary management.
Internships for seasons or semesters.
Applications
and information available in
Art Director - position open near Boston.
Lovejoy
110.
Salary in the twenties. Must be versatileand
/'completely creative." At least three years of
International Development Interns - with
diverse experience. Find out more in the
the
Agency for International Development.
-Career Planning Office.
Overseas positions in developing countries of
Africa, Asia, Latin America, aad the Middle
WSCH-TV has a positon for scheduling of East.
French or Spanish proficiency
television advertising. Candidates should preferred. ' . Economics, finance, business
possess strong mathematic ability, be highly administration, accounting, rural sociology
organized, and able to deal with multiple preferable. , Some positions , available for
changes on a daily basis. WCSH-TV is in undergraduates. Detailed information - in
Portland. A brief job description is in Lovejoy Lovejoy 110.
.110.
|MP"1 >IM "I_ !
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Anyone
interested
in
working for the ECHO as a
typist next fall should come to
the ECHO office on May 8 at
6:00 PM to give a demonstration of typing ability. Operi
positions for both recipients
and non-recipients of financial
aid. Any questions call Carol
at ext. 325 or leave a note in
Box 109!
Illustrious Colby students
seek positions. Three senior
students, experienced, house
painters, odd-jobbers. Paint
trim, shutters, exteriors.
auto
clean,
Landscape,
mechanics, any odd jobs. For
questions, estiifiates, call
Mike Costello or Jon Covel at
872-9728.
The Executive Committee of
Stu-A would like to thank the
Spring Carnival Committee,
Social Life, Sam Weiser,
Becca Badger, Helen Dooley,
Paul Kudlich, the IFC, and all
others who made this year's
Carnival a success, '
Starting next September ,
the campus emergency
telephone number will be 611.
The present number, 347, is
difficult to remember and is
often confused with the Spa
number (374) ; therefore, it
will be changed to a quicker ,
easier number: 611.

RIS D

WINNER OF 5 ACADEMY A W A R D S
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by Linda Alter
What is the experience 01 trying to accomplish chan ge at Colby like? What are the
institutional structures gu iding Colby? Wha t
happens when students organize aro und
controversial issues? Why are some people
more willing to educate themselves and
radi cally change their perspectives than
other s? • ' . '
I h a ve seen ver y few significa nt changes a t
Colby during the past four years , in k eeping
with the "C olby Tradition ." ThereJ was an
unusual amount of effort to affect change this
year but there was little chan ge in the instituti on itself. Colby Unite, women's issues,
rallies a ga inst investing Colby stock in South
African companies , and the forums! on
sexuality and health are a few. Jan Plan for
basic credit s a nd "responsible investment" in
South African companies are two decisions
influenced by the work of many people. Also,
Women 's Studies may be gaining some
support , along with Black , East Asian, and
American Studies, but I don't believe that the
powerf ul portion of the .faculty are as yet
committed to making funds ava ilable to attra ct qualified candidates to come to Colby.
I hope people committed to improving
Colby will continue their efforts even though!
the slow process of change is very frustrating.
Unless one favors violent revolution or
"headin g out to the territory, " more people
must also become ; committed to openly
communicatin g their desire for change. The
following is my perception of what tr ying to<
effect chan ge is like and how it is possible.
When a commitment is made to change
institutionalized attitudes , people without
power confront those with power. People
without power who try, to effect change are
usually students and untenured facult y
members.
Theb "old boy" school, the tribal
organization of tenured facult y, is very
comfortable in its .position and usually not
very receptive to changes which may
threaten the existing distribution of . power.
One might be led to believe that the amor-

phous power system perpetuates itself
regardl ess of individuals. . This, however , is hot true. I believe people
are important in and of themselves. One of
the most diffi cult an d time-consuming tasks is
talking with people who influence decisionmakin g at Colby. One must be able to see their
viewpoints and at the same time clearly articul a te one's goals, creatin g a climate for
chang e. Althou gh some compromise seems
inevitable , a firm position could be maintained when many people make their voices
hea rd.
!A major obstacle in organizin g student
involvement is that as more peop le become
committed to chan ge, energy becomes dif fused and strength dissipates. Large numbers
of supporters , however, are needed to
va lidate dema nds and avoid concentra ting
power in the hands of a few. On the other
han d, lar ge groups are usually organized into
committees, like th ose formed for "C olby
Unite; " which closely resemble the numerous faculty committees that tend to water
down radical changes.
The women 's movement tried to solve the
probl em of power by .working in collective
groups with ho formal str ucture in which
leadership becomes ^open " and all in-

formation is shared. In the case of the twelve
women working together for more women's
studies courses! and betterbenforcemtnt of
Colby's Affirmative Action Guidelines, the
group - . encourages
relativel y
small
cohesivehess and works together effectively.
One drawback to the informal group structure
is that a ny group of people rar ely remains
leader less. A leader can be someone to
facilit a te . the groups ' actions and-or one of
many successive rotating . leaders .' Another
drawbac k to a small gr oup is that the energy
is often , based oh the faith that others -would
also like to work for change but don'thave the
time. How much of a commitment do 250
signatures really repr esent?
Why aren 't more students willing to commit
themselves to change ? Perhaps the
apathetic generation of the 70's has; been
hand ed too much and has never had to
critically examine its values. Most Colby
students ' expectations that their educations
be handed to them is one ready example of
passivity.
A more theoretical approach is to exam ine
how — as certain contradictions become
evident — people will actively seek changes in
themselves and.the world around them.
Ideologically; new knowledge one gains in the

contradict previous assumptions. Someclasses at Colby do dare to question how we '
live, but these ideological contradictions don 't
necessarily cause people to actively seekchange.' Another explanation is that people will work for change when these ideological '
contr adictions are experienced through the
actual economic , social and material aspects
of living.
Evidence to the contrary, I must believe /jj)
Colby will chan ge, maybe just a bit slower1
tha n the rest of the world. This is frustrating. *
As volatile issues become numerous or in- tensified, more people will become active. .
Different groups can be mutually suppor tive * and work collectively.
Hopef ully Colby will pr ovide more sp'ac'e in
the future for responsible freed om.

The Rise^
Of Colby Uiiite
... ' . by FhllLee

During my American Studies comprehensive exam in March a teacher asked
me why Colby Unite had failed. He later
criticized the Colby Unite phenomena as a
case of raisin g people's expectations only to
disappoint them .
I know a lot of people who were disappointed. Some now feel kind of foolish or
naive for having been,too idealistic. Mostly
people jus t don't talk about it.
/
But there was something in that Colby Unite
statement that people respond ed to. Was it

'

just that they saw a chance to make college
easier , blame others for personal prob lems,
and bitch a lot? Perhaps , but that is not the
attitude I have found in people here at Colby.
On the contrary, I think people saw in tha t,
statement radicall y high expectations of
what individuals could do here if given the
trust and freedom.
That statement tapped a deep-felt resentment against the prevalent distrust , at
Colby, of individual commitment and
'. "¦,
potential:

Gheittirig0
by Barbery Gr ay By field
As this year /and my college career, draw to
a close, I have often caught myself walkin g
• aroun d with a ridicu lous grin on my face.
Spring Fever?
Graduatio n?
Grea ter
Pros pects and New. Horizons ahead?
Perhaps , but there must be a reason deeper
thanthese for this silly state.
There 's a 40 page thesis waitin g for, me in
the cubes, I have absolutely no idea where I
am going or what I am going to do come May
26th and much of. these past four years has
been frustrating, exasperating and at times
confusing as hell, . But that grin keeps popping
¦
up and I find myselfwonderin g -why.
¦¦ ¦ ¦¦ b ;¦ .
i;
. Whathas Colby been for me?
'
,,
: This secluded small town , Hew England
college -life stylo , has . been exotic for me,
having been born and raised in a city. I hove

classro om, through books or experience ,- may

God knows there is enough wrong with the
come to value being able to-take bff into the
woods with my books (or more likely without ) " camp," but beyond the books, the papers ,
and enjoyin g the peaceful , slow pace of rural the pressure and the isolation , there was
'living. ' ¦.- ¦ . ' ; >- ; ::' ;-;'; ' ; ;;, ' ;'.;' :
. '!";! something up here that made Colby the right
place for me to learn , explore and have fun.
rememberin
g
Ormsb
y
my
name
after
Mr.
Perhaps It had to do with the people: all of
my ju nior year away, chattin g with Bonnie
over brunch , the friendliness of the Colby and the " granola • heads ," " preppies ," ''jocks,"
Waterville communities was welcome after 19 "fra t rats ," "waste rcases," •ffort-weirdos ,"
years of anonymous city life.
" pencil niecks," "off-campus crowd ", and the
rest
of us city slickers , minorit y and foreign
I found the grea t effort of the college to
compensate Its intellectual and cultural students that make Nip this "homo genous "
isolation surprisin gly successful ; the weekly campus, For Colbyis a people place, r
One !of the nicest parts of this year was
bulletin once offered: "Biology Departme nt
presents 'The Love Life of a Gnat in Heat r " ; Sunday brunch at Foss; sitting around with
"Facult y . Forum : 'Cain Liberated Women mugs of Sellers Brew, and bagels, fighting for
Liberate
Men?" ; , "The ! /International the Funnies and perusi ng the Sunday Globe
Relations Club Brin gs Pekin g Opera " ; and an for hews of the outside world .
organizational meeting for Veggies Unite ; b
As I think back over the ' years and
The receptivity and availability of faculty remember the streakers in Human Sexuality
and administration I could only appreciate class, Ma rie on second floor Foss and her
after a year away, at !a city university. For bright hello in the mornin gs, and the Colby
there is nothin g quite like sitting around with Eight serenadin g Bassett in; English 356, I
the deans over tea and peanut butter fudge, begin to get a feeling for what's behind rhy
discussin g the pros and woes of freshman recurrent! , facial condition. I .won't tr y to
orientation , or being invited to dinner at a pinpoint it quite yet but If it keeps putting a
professor 's house to see another side of smile on my face 'then I guess Colby's done
." , ! ,b !b , ', ' !:¦ y ,K ^y . - : '^^ ^3L ' < pretty w'cjl by mo, ' ;^
' * "' ¦ " 'y :. ' y
college life,

People were rallyin gbehin d—not an attack - ,
on other people — but an attack on the whole K-[
idea that education — especially higher
education — should be built around
systematic and standardized controls .
People were rallying against the oppression
inherent in ari education that teaches us to
mold ourselves to fit Info a systemj instead of
teaching us to make the system -fit our individual commitments and potentials.
Did people really have bad feelings, was v '
there really deep resentment at Colby? Ifyou '
^.
recall , Colby Unite had its roots in a bitter and b
violent Spring Carnival¦ a year
¦ ¦ ago.
¦
; .
What went wron g?. !; • * :: ¦! ¦ ;!; ; ;• b *
V/- ';.;.; ;: ¦;, ¦
There were a lot of problems , including bad
(finals ) . -.;¦ ' and ; ; inappropria teb
timing
organization ( committee ). But the real hurdle
that we faced ! was the very education we ;
sought to change, We were too!! used to f. ¦
prescrib ed steps; taking orders ; and con- '
forming! Colby Unite was" a lar ge !creativ e ji'"challenge and opportunity , Our education had " '
hot developed in us the personal confidence
and creativity- to!take advantage of it; It' s a ¦ f
sca'ry thought. '" .' '' " .;.-. :;. ': ! v ' ;--b-v^ ' ab b " ;¦ . - '
Wha t also , went wron g was that students
,
tried to work r ; with the 'college, 'in ! the ^
Educa tional 'I^llcy C^
was a series:of! proposed chan ges which ! /
President Cotter called "extremely minpr. f'
!
(Ask your •;• teachers: ;what ^!Iwppphed ! ' in
;
yesterd ay's faulty m
ly- y y?' : ' !' :. '
y Students expected that; after last year 's i /
tensions and Spri ng Carnival violence, and
after tho Colby Unite statement and meeting; i
would respond to student
ton- ; ¦
the . college
,
u
cerns. i !' ; ; ':.;. .; : ;aa;;b;^•.!:a;'::;b. ' b:!,: '' ;?'.!!!. .v ; ' < !:':fe :vb! < ' '.,!' '

What is the• response•!ofbthe college?
¦;
^
! President1' Cottier
co^ said to 'the - faculty ¦.' this i'C ^'
spring, " '^
.!
where ' wb are. -?? ,']. . 'b;: '; ''!. 'b :>v f :y : b''' !^! ' vb ' ;Hb : ' , b
Colby Unite failed; biit l suspect the HMO': s' J! ¦
' ' " '¦
-;'- "* !'¦ ;?'.$ • '*' 'tarei going to beycry
7 y f ; ,Intorostirig
:• ;yb
, ; ¦• "
|

,
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by Professor Sandy Maisel

I want my daug hter to grow up in a world where
the stereotypes which today 's women athle tes
face have been broken down.
Some weeks ago the ECHO jasked if I would
jyrite a commentary on the effects of recent
C-Vernmental regulations with respect to
Title IX. At the time I was uncertain if I was
asked because I am a Government professor,
because I served on the college's Athletic
Committee, because I am a devoted sports
fan; or merely because I am a friend of the
Sports Editor and she needed a filler.
For whatever reason, I accepted the
assignment and began to do the research
necessary to fill gaps in my knowledge of Title
IX and its implementation. In so doing, I also
began to raise questions about my own view of
intercollegiate athletics here at Colby. This
piece then is more than an examination of
Title IX. It is the result of a rethinking on my
part about what decision Colby should be
making about the role of intercollegiate
(T. hletics. Some of these decisions result from
\_ife expansion of the women's intercollegiate
yathletics program; others, from the pressing
budgetary constraints we are all facing ; still
others, from a conscious re-examination of
where, t feel athletics !fit into a liberal arts
curriculum.. I have discussed some of these
ideas ; with members , Vbf the Athletics
Department, with other; faculty members,
with student athletes,,* and with friends on
other campuses. However, these views are
largely one person's musings. I ptesent them
in the hope they will stimulate debate.

SPEECH
Let me begin with Title IX. "Title IX" has
become a catchword for college administrators. Like "5th Amendment Rights"
or Vdue process of law," "Title IX" has
^ vocabulary, despite, the
become part of our
fact that many are unclear about its meaning,
Title IX is one partoC the Education Amendments!enacted by the .Congress in 1972. Title
IX prohibits, with a few exceptions,
discrimination on the basis of sex in education
programs or activities receiving Federal
financial aid. The Federal Department of
Health,. Education, and Welfare (HEW) , the
education ^ functions of 4 which soon will be
transferred^!!
to^! the new! Department of
enforc ing this ban
Education^ is Charge d with
;
.fln -iscrimihationb:^''. ' ' v .!'' b -b-b' !!
•J HEW issue- guidelines' in 1975 on how they
would interpret Title IX. These regulations
have the force df law,!but they themselves are
vague, !Late in 197.; HEW issued a policy
Interpreta tion which states how they will deal
with some of:the vagueness. This policy interpretation has caused a good deal of con^ said that colleges
troversy bBasic^^^
and universities, receiving Federal financial
assistance cqrinot discriminate against
women in ¦:;:' their athletic programs. > The
' statement ; byv HEW! Secretary- Patricia
Roberts' Harris ihon went into , th ree areas
which would be considered ~ flnaticial aid to
¦ ¦•students based oh !!athletlc :; abiUty; "oth er
program benefits and opportunities; and tho
accomodation of the athletic
!! interest and
•^bllitlps ofmen and women.
! ;; !
!! ,
Some <pf; the ' larger universities and tho
NCAA have ; beeh alarmed iby ! this , , ltn.terpretatloh. They foel it will mean tho end of
big-time football nnd big-time basketball,
Women's groups and others claim that the
NCAA's reaction is alarmist, that appropriate

progress can and will be made under these
guidelines without the dire results some
foresee.
What does all of this mean for us here at
Colby? Nothing. And everything. Nothing in
that the amount of Federal financial
assistance yve, receive is considerably less
than the costs we have already absorbed in
improving women's athletics. Thus, the
economically rational action for us would be
the go into non-compliance, maintain our
status quo, and forfeit Federal money if that
became necessary.
That path is, -of course, totally unacceptable. Colby has been among the leaders
in women 's collegiate education since the
days of Mary Low, Louise Coburn, and their
classmates. Ours has been and must continue
to be a leadership role. We-have been in the
vanguard ; we must continue to accept the
responsibilities of leadership by finding
creative solutions to difficult problems.
And, in the area of women's athletics, we
have begun to do so. In 1972, when Title IX
was.passed, Colby offered 10 intercollegiate
sports for . women and 14 for men. Now,

eachi other's strongest supporters, clash over
ice time for practice. Women in "traditional
women's sports" complain because our
commitment to the Maine Association of
Intercollegiate
Athletics for Women
( MiUAW ) means that they play a high percentage of their games in state against state
schools, and they do not benefit from trips to
other NESCAC schools. Squash gets to take
those trips, but athletes are asked to sleep on
the floors of dorm rooms and dine at the
Golden Arches to save money. The women's
soccer team practices in a' swamp; most
women athletes "change in ah inadequate
dressing room. The list could be expanded for
both men and women athletes. The Athletics
Department does the best it can with the
resources available. But these compromises
are not acceptable for,a quality athletics
program at a quality educational institution.
The changes we have made in recent years
have been incremental changes, responses to
increased student interest and a feeling that
we must do more for our female students:
Incrementalism might well have been the
appropriate response for a transition period.
However, now the time has
women compete in 12 sports and men in 13.
come
for
. a , total
While these numbers do not show that
reassessment of our athletics
equality!has been attained, the leadership of
program. We • cannot unthe Athletics Department — Dick McGee,
dertake this alone. We must
Marge ' Either, and Gene De Lorenzo —
consult with the other
deserve high marks for the progress to date.
NESCAC schools, our neigh-*
However, the job is not done and some of the
bors here in Maine, and
made,
Do
we
toughest decisions remain to be
others. We also should , not
continue to expand opportunities for women
drift with the tide. We should
until equality is attained? How do we measure
put cur backs to the oar, get to
and compare interests and abilities? What
the fron t, and lead thisstandards do we use to measure equality ?
reassessment.
Clearly we
How does one deal with scheduling
have
a
commitment
to the
inequalities when other schools are involved
student athletes who are here.
as well? How do we close the gap in terms of
Just as clearly we have a
physical facilities? How do we attract more
commitment
to
the
female, coaches? How do we recruit more
generations
of
student
athletes
female athletes? The list could be expanded
ahead. I feel we should plan
endlessly. The problems become even more
for that future by doing zerotrying
intractable when we realize that we are
based budgeting for the
to expand the women's intercollegiate
Athletics Department, We
athletics program at the same time that the
need to end incrementalism,
'
college's total Athletics
Department
redefine
our goals, and then
budget is being constrained by the same
accordingly.
set
policy
financial exigencies which affect us all and
hike,
have necessitated next year's tuition
I might add that the
Something must give. The obvious canjudgements which must be
didate is men's sports, And therein arises the
made by Colby and similar
conflict which many have felt this year. Is it
liberal arts schools are
fair to take away from male athletes, who are
basically academic and addedicated , talented, interested, etc., to give to
ministrative, not athletic,
female athletes, many of whom are just
judgements, in my opinion .
learning sports, building skills, first showing
Colby and other small
interest and commitment? NO — and yes , No,
liberal
arts colleges can no
it isn't fair to male athletes, and we should
longer
afford
to be all things to
avoid any such unjust steps. But yes, it is
,
people
A
school
our size should not be of.
necessary and desireable. The interest in and
fering f3 men's and 12 women 's inquality of women's athletics at Colby has
made huge gains in the last five years. This is tercollegiate sports. We should be distressed
because of a comm itment by the college an d when 31 percent of the student athletes
changing values heldjjy college women. I feel responding to the recent EPC questionnaire
th at thi s should b e encoura ged because a state that they spend over 30 hours per week
society free of sex-role bias In activities such on athletics in season . That is an overemas athlet ics, which has been nearly !the sole phasis, perhaps necessary because our opponents d o it , but inconsistent with the
prov ince of men f or centur ies, win bo a better
society,;! want.my daughter to grow up iti a educational program at a quality liberal arts
world , whore the; stereotypes which today's school. We must cut back. The budget
requires It, Our mission in education
women athletes face have been broken down.
requires it. And we must do it in a . rat iona l
But equally Important in the short-run is that
way, so wis are proud of the quality of our
Colby women are as much ! a part of this
product and competitive with the schools with
college as Colby mon, an d they deserve and
yihom wo seek to compare ourselves.
must receive equal treatment and opportu nity
W hat does this mean in practical terms? 1
In every area If .wearc to remain a quality coy
;
'
'
'
;
;;
have
not been privy to ; tho Athletics
;
,
,;,.;
V
. , • \[ .. .
educational instltutlphi .
Department budget. However, even the
., So, our ;problem; remains. The!men's and
women's Hockey teams, which should be casual observer knows that football is a

terribly expensive sport to maintain. It
requires a large staff , a large squad, a good
deal of equipment -^ a huge commitment of
time and money — two scarce resources. Any
reassessment must begin there, painful as it
is to those of us who look forward to Saturday
afternoons in the fall with such anticipation.
We must re-examine whether a football
^ extensive as ours — and I know
program as
we do much less than many of our competitors
—• can still be justified. Maybe it can, but we
should be certain what the benefits are which
justify the cost.
Having committed the ultimate blasphemy
first, let me continue in a similarly scandalous vein. We have been blessed with a
beautiful spring.this year, but does it really
make sense for a school in Waterville, Maine
to have as extensive an intercollegiate spring
sports program as we have? After all our
"spring " is at best four weeks. And that is not
just any four weeks. It starts at midterms and
goes through finals. Can We expect — or do we
want — the time commitment an intercollegiate athlete makes to come at tha t
time in the academic calendar? I am merely
asking questions which I think should be
asked and then answered after a considered
study and discussion.
Similar questions can be named about other
parts of our athletic program. The answers
to these will lead to further defining of the role
of intramural and-or club sports! I do Have a
notion of what the end^product should be. I
think we - should probably be.^offering about
half as many intercollegiate sports as we do
now. I think we should be offering the same

number of sports for men and women. And
most important, I think we should do it right.
Quality should be more important -than
quantity. Our athletes should all have
superior facilities and equipment and should
all play competitive schedules against schools
like us, We should define what a commitment
to intercollegiate athletics sh ou ld mean f or a
student — and we should stick with that,
Changes of this kind cannot be taken by
Colby alone. We can start the discussion, but
soon it must spread to the other NESCAC
schools and to our rivals together sports
perhaps,. We are all faced with the same
changing role of intercollegiate athletics for
women," with the same budgetary problem,
and with the same goals as institutions.
Rather than! adducing policy, together we
should work toward improving athletic
programs for all of us.
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The ECHO has been called many things: "rag" and "sawdust" among the more printable.
The paper has been markedly controversialthis semester, in comparison,to past ECHO'S. As a
result, people
have been talking about issues, whether or not they agree with our editorial
:' '
.¦ ,¦¦. stands. ¦¦
The credit/or blame, depending on how you look at it) for this goesto theeditorialstaff, who
would not be compromised in their commitments to making Colby a greatcollege.
Executive Editor Phil Lee designed and co-ordinated the Free Speech page — a strong addition to the paper. Lucy Nichols miraculously managed a weekly juggle otl5 news stories and
five writers. Jeremy Beale came up with imaginative and investigative features. Doug
Douglas brought energy and .creativiryto the ECHO'S layout.
Sports Editor Stephanie Vrattos proved that her expertise on the ice rink extends to the
typewriter and layout room. Jane Hartzell produced interesting and varied art pages which
were professional in their balanced criticism of student work.
Photography was exceptional this semester, both in quantity and quality, thanks to Penny
Janzen. Contributing Editor Lisa Hallee could always be counted oh for well-written stories,
and to come through with last-minute articles. Whit Symmes was unswerving in his search for
living alternatives. Carol Birch managed production — typing and proofreading — with
authority.
Thanks also go to Managers Bill Maley, Chris Cornwall, Russ Fleming and Jim Ryan, who
successfully handled the business aspects of the paper. '
Last, many thanks to the people without whom the ECHO would be merely a bunch of lofty
ideas: the writers, photographers, layout workers, artists, typists and proofreaders.
Next year's Editor-in-Chief will be Lucy Nichols, who has experience in both-writing and
layout. The ECHO'S future is promising.

Jan e E. Eklund
'
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Women's Studies Support List

In a time of renewed student concern for the
issues of women and minorities at Colby, we,
the following women members of the faculty
and administrative ; sta ff , affirm our commitmen t to these issues,
We advocate a renewed effort on the part of
the administration and individual departments toward:
1. the recruitment and retention of women
and minorities on the faculty and administrative staff ,
2. the establishment of a permanent
Women's Studies Program at Colby, and
3. the expansion of the current Black
Studies Program.
Joan Alway, Admissions
Priscilla Doel, Modern Languages
Laurie Fitts, Annual Giving
Jeanne Gallant , A-U Librarian
Natalie Harris, English
Carol
Houde;
Psychology-Clinical
»
psychologist .
Phyllis Mannocchi, English '
Lynn Mavrinac, Education-History
Debbie McDowell, English
Mar garet M iller, Art ,
Pat Onion , Eng lish
Jean Papalia, Alumni Relations
Frances Parker, Asst, Dir, Library Public
Services

Betters to tlie Ed itor
East Asian Studies
To the Editor:
I realize that rising costs are causing
schools everywhere to seriously reassess
their budgets. Often this means that individual academic programs and courses
may be sacrificed for the "greater good of
all." I can understand and sympathize with
this.
It seems that East Asian Studies has been a
major target of the blue pencil. During the one
year I've been here the Japa nese teaching
assistant position has been eliminated; a
exchange program with a .- Japanese
University has been cancelled;, and a part
time Japanese instructor has been substituted
for a full time professor. !hate to think what
else has happened that I don't know about.
These cuts may not seem like much of a net
loss to the Colby community, and perhaps
they aren 't; it seems to me, however, that
they are the middle stages of a de-emphasis
and possible of phasing out of the East Asian
Studies Program at Colby.
I am an East Asian Studies.majonj* applied
to Colby in the first place because of its
outstanding distinction in the field for a school
of its size. I would be lying if I said I do not feel
somewhat betrayed by Colby ; but again , l ean
see Colby 's position.
-• • ¦
I do not mean to give the impression tha t
Colby's decision-makers are villains. They
are not. They are real people faced with
difficult decisions doing their best to keep a
fine academic institution above water. I do
think they might have used a little more
sensitivity in cutting certain programs, but I
guess to some extent business is'business and
East Asian courses weren't "packin ' 'em in.."
Colby is a wonderful place to go to school. It
offers excellent learning facilities, a beautiful
campus, and the state of Maine ; but by far the
best thing it offers is a tradition of academic
scholarship in diverse fields of study. I can get
a good education in any number of areas
outside my major, I like that.
I am a freshman; I still have most of my
college career ahea d of me, Unfortunately, it
seems that the East Asian Studies major is
being cut out from under me. Even if Colby
were to wait five years after I graduate to cut
the major , my degreee would be worth less in
the futtire. I seriously wonder if I wouldn 't be
better off at some larger school with a
presumably- more stable program. It might
well be best for me to get out while the getting 's good.
- . -. . : ,

keeping things secure; and ail the others who
took a small part in the Carnival. Without you
it would never have happened. . .
Finally, I would like to thank Paul Kudlick.
Again, as always, he was there from start to
finish. His experience was a big help to Helen,
Becca, and myself. He is a valuable asset, to
any organizing committee andb hisb contributions will be missed next year, b ' ;., !
Again, thank you, everyone, for your help. I
hope that in the year to come more weekends
like Spring Carnival can be planned.- And last,
but definitely not least, I-would like to thank
again Helen and Becca. I appreciate what
you have done, but without you I never would
¦.'"'
• -•'
havesurvived.
•
'. . ' ! ;
Thanks,
SamWeiser !

' '
. ' ." . .": ' ". '
... ' ,.'!' ,

Waiter Balloon

To the Editor: .

b

I would like to thank the person who threw
the water balloon at me last Friday which put
a hole in my eardrum. I' m sure that it must
have been funny to see a bicyclist doused with
water, but I'll tell you, it wasn't funny to me.
Not only did it cause me much pain and
subsequent hearing , problems, it made me
b' ; - ' -; '"'
angry.
:. '
I was angry because it was just another
example of the juvenile behavior of students
at Colby , particularly frat members. The
balloon which struck me was but: one of the
many balloons hurled from fra t houses during
Spring Carnival Weekend .
Every spring students are urged to exercise
caution when walking down fra t row because
of the consequences: of being drenched with
water or entangled in a net -Does anybody
really pay money to attend Colby and be
physically abused? I surely hope not! ;
I think it's time for the "frat boys" to clean
up their act or be kicked out of Colby. Childish
behavior from frats should not be tolerated,
even if they are drunk. Come on kids, it's time
:¦' ¦
;.
• !"
to grow up!
Mary Ernst .

• More Water " "

To the Editor:

b

.- \y y

I want to thank all the assholes at Lamdab . ¦
Chi "who seemed to be having an enormous \
amount of^ sophomoric fun Friday night , by 5
throwing buckets of water from , the fire
escapes onto passersby, I suppose this is an -;
improvement over netting and harpooning ¦
people? Your national fraternity should have .:.' ¦.
revoked your charter : Instead ,of . merely
To thc Editor :
suspending it two years ago. ' You have also
vastly succeeded in reinforcing my belief that b
Spring Carniva l is over for another year and one of the least attractive aspects Of Colby. !¦'
all that remains are the memories of three College is the asinine fraternity; system ;!
very enjoyable days. However, f or some which so often succeeds in bringing these". f ^f X.
people, Spring Carnival '80 had a special 1 je rks together.; "- ;
.. ¦ . b ' : b ;b a ,b !'.b;b ' ' !"
meaning, It was the culmination of six weeks
of time and effort.
.;
Unsincerely yours, ,, ¦ !b
¦ a .
I think it is necessary to recognize the two Tina Chen :
, .„ „ ¦ -' . ¦ !
people who did the most to make ,Spring
Carniyal
a success. Without Helen Dooiey
'
.
..
-. ' . ' '
' ''
*
and
Becca
Badger, the events of the weekend
EDITOR'S NOTE: I n last week's
would
have
been an unorganized jnes s. They
,
;:
,
,
EC H O a paragrap hwas inadvertantly left out
took a list of ideas and turned those ideas into toI the Editor:;:' : l; ! ;;!V' v ;; ;:M '' 'b ' : 'V' '' ' ;;^ ; ; ' ; . -v ' ¦'
of the article "Whether American Studies."
an event-filled weekend . , they werebthe
We apologize for ' the omission. Tlie paragrap h, communication link between the many groups
I am writing in response to; Marie
which was to have been at the end of the
on campus and the carnival committee. They Mc Carty 's letter in the April 18th issue of the v;
Ms! McCarty was discouraged at the '
were invaluable to me, because t hey! sh ared ECHO.
article, read as foll ows,'
1 of information! available • on the nuclear
lack
tiie responsibility and took much of the griofi
"In the Administration the attitude is
it was their time and effort that was most power issue; Although the specific type of"
one of resignation. Bean Jenion , Dean of
responsible for !creatlhg , a !greait Spring ihformatton she desires is " ¦:unclear; , the!';•' /
Faculty,' while stating that he p e r s o n a l l y
Carnival. ;; : 'bb ', ' -y ) ^:- :, : y, y ::y ' y : ' ' y ^ -by " .- Science Library has numerous artlclesrand^
;
thinks the America n Studies Program is a
Iri,ad- i|l$^
Also, I weuld like to thank ; Sue Perry and severa l books that review the tbplc,a
'g ood one,' adds that 'there are d lot of
"
Dale Oak for,their time, and patience; Dan dlt ion; Miller library has a copy of the Report
things we'd like to liavi tltat we can Y aff ord
Sheehyand l.F.C/ for sponsoring many of tho from tho Presldentliil Commlssibih on Three
When compared against' piher ,demands , // ;
events; Bruce Alsoppand tho equipment for Mile Island (in government .documents) as
;" : ; ;. '; „ b'b ;;;- .
y y \yyr .y }y :$4yyy.y :
doesn't' win out.' "•
always being /there; Mark Farmer for well as several texts^i a";'!
'bb ;b :b.bbb: '.b b .b 'b !. .'b >b!!bb aV ir ;;•• >• b b

Marilyn Paul , Ad. Sci.
Debbie Pluck, Phys.Ed, and Athletics
Dorothy Reuman , Music
Betty Robinson , Government ' ¦ " . . ,
Sonya Rose, Sociology (Asst, Dean of
Faculty)
..
Jane Schwartz, Health Associate
Janice Seitzinger, Assoc. Dean of Students
Debbie Soifer, Religion
Lynn Stewart , Economics
Elizabeth Todrank , Tutoring
Jane Ventnan, Admissions
Gail Walker , Math
Susan Westerberg Cole,Science Librarian .
Cynthia Keating-, Ref, Librarian .
Rita Bouchard , Ref, Librarian
Jeanne Burnette, Cataloguer

Sincerely,
Charles Tenny

Spring Thanks

]>tokes^

Anyone wishing help in locating .relevant
infbrrtiation ,!maya inquire at the :Reference
Desk 'aTMilleror to myself in the Science
Library. We will be happy to assist you.
Sincerely,
Susan W. Cole
Science Librarian

In accepting this "star" mentality, the
public has allowed the perversion of rock and
the constructionof rock icons!who bask in
the spotlight and in the applause ot idolatrous
fans while at; the same tiine considering
themselves above the crowd. Stellar snobbery does not make a star ; in this regard ,
Winter can be seen, not as a white dwarf, but
rather as a black hole. Rock is ours, not
theirs. It is a shared experience. It's high
time we reclaimed it. ' ¦ _

•-

j Thanks

To the Editor: !

b

^"Wewould like to thank theitaff of the ECHO
for raising students' consciousness of social
and academic issues relevant to the campus.
In presenting the problems and possible
avenues for change, the ECHO has stimulated
awareness and action toward the improvement of the Colby Community.
We applaud your efforts and look forward to
the ECHO'S active participation in the Colby
Community.
Sincerely,
Barbara A. Neal
CatieHobson

l Steal
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To the Editor:

'

.

.

.

.

b!

To , the " individual who, stole the Colby
Athletic bag from the "Cubes" on Tuesday:
What a great thrill it must"Be" to have the
Colby Women's Softball uniform and hat
neatly stashed away in some drawer while the
player 'you stole it from goes without. (We
had given put all the uniforms we have).
. What is most disturbing is that you were
"selective" enough to leave the"spikes and an
article of "her clpthiiig Behind, while you took
theuniform, a hat, aind her gloye.
I strongly urge you to return the missing
terns to the fieldhouse, no questions asked,
At least, no questions from
to us. You are the
^jnly one who can answer yourself.
Thank you , ;
GeneB. DeLorenzo
Colby Women's Softball
Assistant Director of Athletics

Cold Winter
TothcEcHtor:

' ;;'¦ b-b? '- ¦'

How far is it to the stars? My answer, after
working on the recent Johnny Winter-The
Blend concert, is simple: too far. '
.Winter's guitar work, while often ar>
proaching the speed of' "" light, remains
legendarily unexciting. One would think that
a career as lengthy!'as Johnny 's would have
harvested something more than blitzkrieg 1,45 progressions. Winter 's lyrics^ though sung
.^s throatily "as could have been; predicted by
pleading any old record review ^ were
,»etically nonexistent and exif-tentially nonpoetic. In addition, Johnny Winter was
inexciisably inaccessible, Pedestalled on four
feet of staige and' two cases of Blue Nun,
Winter was kept from the crowd by
barricades set up nearly fifteen feet from the
musicians. Similarly, his dressing room was
off limits to all but the uppermost echelons of
the Colby ' social lifo elite. Such .Howard
Hughesque privacy is hardly warranted by
Winier's f¦ ame , if¦ indeed Itis ever warranted
•'¦ atall.i ,

y . y . ,'., ' ;,,,,, .;,:'¦ ;. . . b,;- :;;!. ' ": ,: -a: :..'!', :: :'.:!;:

VVlnter has gone the route ;of . so many
famous (or , in famous j rock celebs who,; on
becoming successful ,in their musical, ; en- :
deavors baVo divorced themselves from the
public , Rock is an interactional art; it grew,
from ! ^ com munitarian spirit .« which ' was
briglhally cbiiceivecl in the heed to collectively
fight back hard times. Thq early rock,;llke the
present-day piink and how wayelmoyerhents,;
was both celebration¦ and social rebellion;
not
'. . !
;' ¦" :!-: ''" ¦':¦"¦' bb; ' 'y '^
arUsUc elitism.

, . ¦ --¦

Iconoclastically,
Gary Smith

Divestment

¦
To the Editor : ¦ ' . ' . .•

~

The propaganda that has been slung at me
uid my fellow students the past few monthoh the issue ofdivestiture has really gone toc
far.. What Messrs. Beale, Below and Smith
would like to have us forget is that the issue
that we are debating is not whether Colby
College supports apartheid! because any
sensible human who understands these racist
policies must surely object to them. Rather
we are debating two methods of change:
some support change from within and some
support divestiture. To accuse, indirectly or
otherwise, the administration of this college
of any other motivation is no less than libelous
and should be treated as such.
I find, further, that it is rather hypocritical
hat the very students and faculty who havt
been most adamantly in favor of divestiture
have also been most vocally using the
methods of those of us whoVould argue for
change from within. It seems that the
proponents of divestiture have adopted the
belief that internal pressure groups work best
to bringjibout their policy of divestiture. _3uch
logic is"obviously inconsistent, • and if these
students and faculty had acted upon, their
convictions they would have divested
themselves from this college long ago and
would now be little more than a faded
memory. These people, however, did not
leave and they continue to try to bring about
change from within, If you can understand
why they did. hot divest then you can understand why Colby is not divesting immediately from the firms in question but is
rather attempting to do precisely what the
demonstrators were doing on April 17th:
change from within.
If only we could all see this simple logic then
perhaps we could cut the propaganda and gel
to the issue at hand.
' . . . -.
Sincerely,
Tom Myette

Mar athoii Ecstasy
¦
To the Editor: ¦ ' ¦ ' '
I hope the other students who saw the
first Oolby Dance Marathon walked away
with the same positive feelings which Jose
Sorrentinoexpressed in his letter last week.
The marathon was perhaps the craziest,
niOst rewarding experience I have had the
opportunity to share in, Looking back to last
weekend, two visions 'strike me most vividly.
First, it is 4:30 Saturday morning* and,
although the song escapes me - we heard
many -, I remember 30 suddenly, energetic
dancers flying but of the roped in area, up the
bleachers; then put the transom windows to
dance on the
It was sunrise, and, call It
,, roof,t."4th
wind," but lt was then
the '^hd ," 3rd t bo
able to continu e foM5V _
I kne^ I would
'
more hours i and I was ecstatic;
. Then , I recall a tiny wdman - Dottle, no
' more tban 4'8" tall, andi judging from the
gray curls peppering her ' short dark ha ir ,
perhaps lh her late ;f orties, I had met her than
morning,* but I . rememb er 'th e last dance:
China ! Grbve, bybthe Doobie : Brothers!' She
held my hands tightly, and pointed in my left

hand for the third time. "Ring !," she said,
Your reply to my working alone was that
touching my high school coat of arms, and
this
semester we would like to pull the paper
looking up at me with!her bright, child-like together
and coordinate the sections. Who are
stare and crooked grin. Then, she looked at you kidding?
In the two weeks that I labored
my feet; "shoe," she cried, smiling as over the Sports
pages, the only time you
proudly as a two-year old would. I smiled glanced at my pages
was to alter by-lines
back, nodding, and spinning her around as the after I had finished early
the second week.
song ended. The end. The grueling 24 was You could have informed me
parts of the
over. She pressed my hand again. "You, section were inconsistent withthat
the
rest of the
nice,'' she said shyly. And she hugged me and paper but instead you choose to ignore
me and
said "thank you" as she turned to go back to do what you wanted to after I had left
the
Ken-e-set. Remembering the hug, the shining, office.
clear, bright blue eyes and the crooked smile
Now in reply to the second prerequisite of
and her tiny hands erases all recollection of
working
another editor this semester, I
aching feet, the smell of Ben-Gay, and tired ask why?with
Of
course, yours truly, a male
eyes.Dottie, it was for-you.
chauvenist pig pushed and kicked the women
folk to the back of the Sports pages and virSincerely, - .
tually ignored the opposite sex. Well Jane, for
Jennifer Thayer b
someone who confessed to have never read
the pages the entire first semester, I find your
reasoning both brash and ignorant.
I went out of my way to see that the women
To the Editor:
of this college receivedthe credit they rightly,
deserved. Do you want to know the real
The last granule'of sand has been kicked in problem with women's athletics at the school?
my face, the final nail has been hammered Women don't knovj* how to write about sports,
into my coffin, you and your Minister of thus most of the articles covering the women
Sports have collaborated to stomp on my are far inferior to those on male athletics. One
typing fingers with your hobnailed boots for should only ask Gene De Lorenzo of the effort
the last time. Our roller coaster ride is finally and the professionalism behind my coverage
over and I'm; glad to get off. This recent of the women. And if you think that football
travesty was the fait accompli.
received a disproportionate share of the
Two weeks ago, I was informed by the Sports coverage first semester, take a hike —
current Sports Editor that a commentary of the club posted their best record of the
mine would not appear in the April 18 issue decade.
because of space difficulties. I found that hard
An added note — my titles were not sexist
to believe knowing that last semester we
despite claims by some members , of your
always had trouble filling four pages of paranoid staff. If I had ever employed the
sports. Sure enough^ !was hot disappointed, title, "Fast Strokin' "to any of my articles, I
the Colby community -was treated to a quarter would have been castrated on the spot. It is
of a page photo of Dick McGee jogging. In my funny that Steph did this without so much an
opinion, this does hot suffice for an essential eyebrow being raised.
part of anyone's pages.
Quite honestly I didn't expect our rapI might add that Whitney Draper is not a
proachement to last long, but I wanted to
student at Colby College; therefore both the utilize some new ideas on the pages and I did
photographer and the person" in the photo so satisfactorily. Then why did I quit after I
were not Oolby students. In otherwords, there sincerely asked for my position back? The
appeared in the ECHO instead of a piece professionalism and objectivity of the ECHO
drafted by a Colby student, written with full was tossed out the window for the personal
encouragement of the Editor the day before vendetta of a female chauvenist pig; my coprinting.
editor was still amidst her hockey season,
The following week, I was told to revise my offering no help at all, instead I had to spend
article so that it could appear in the.April 25 twice as much time in the office explaining
issue. The final spat in the eye came when I myself; the fun had gone out of it all — the "so
opened the Sports section last week and sure called" working together never materialized,
enough, no article. Steph, you can't be that instead my existence on the staff was totally
clueless, you know by Tuesday of your layout ignored.
possibilities.
So where am I now? Trying to get copy into
Now let's take a step back in time to the
the paper and suffering the consequences of
beginning of the semester when Chairman not being my own editor. No ope can tell me
Jane informed me that my services would no that with four pages of Sports, that there isn't
longer be needed by the ECHO. At the same enough room for an editorial (a commentary
time, I was also informed that there would be which doesn't cover or uncover the trials and
two Sports Editors instead of one, a man an d a tribulations of the female sex). After the
¦ ¦¦ \ ¦ '
woman.
exhaustive amount of work which I put into
courtesy to grant an the paper this year and for the most part
common
Usually it is a
editor his editorship the following semester if enjoyable, it's too bad that I leave the ECHO
he wanted it again and had done a reputable with such a bad aftertaste, but you people
job. Yet, I was not even considered for the made others associated with the paper
post, Why weren 't m y services wanted? miserable as well.
According to Ms. Eklund , I was impossible to
Well, if this all sounds like sour grapes, then
work with and the rest of the staff didn't quite
label them Manachevitz. I haye had my say
cut theca k e,
and good riddence. Just never catch me near
I worked alone on the Sports pages first a beach... '!• '¦ ' ,
semesterand of all the former editors I spoke
to, the conclusion was that the line you were
feeding me was a bunch of bull. The rapport J
An ex-editor,
had.wlth the former Editor in Chief was exJonathanM. Greenspan
cellent.

Good Riddanc e
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Colby 1950

by Heidi Misslbeck
Women were not women at Colby in 1950,
they were all "girls. " They belonged to the
"Womens Division" of the college, lived on
the "Women 's side" of campus , and were
guided by the rules . of the "Women 's Division
Handbook" (a tasteful and tiny ' Iboseleaf of
baby blue , titled with letterin g that is still
used for such products as Johnson 's Diaper
Rash Creme ). Even within the official book
itself , they are "girls " ( e.g., Rule C:2:d under
Social Regulations : "There are to be no men
where girls are sunbathing. ").
These girls must have been , much more
frivolous than the women at Colby today : the
Handbook sees fit to circumscribe their
behavior in situations that range from a
simple dress code (Social Regulations , C:l:a
— "Bermuda shorts may be worn at Cafeteria
meals." ; C:l:c — "Pin curls may be worn at
breakfast and at all meals on Saturday, but
they must be covered at all such times. ") to
complex rules for "Closing Hours " (basically
"bedtime " or "lights out" ) that may be
familiar to prep school graduates : Fresh 1
men : 8:30 PM all nights except Saturday and
Thursday, changing to 10:30 PM at the
beginning of second semester for all Freshmen who have a scholastic average of 75
percent for first semester ; 10:30 for upperclassmen ; Second Semester Seniors , 11 : 00
PM; with freedom to discuss the issue with the
Head Resident on special occassions.
The subject of men, in the young girls '
dorms or vice versa , was very complex,
Male family members fared the best , as they
were a ble to obtain special permission to go to
the girls ' rooms , with the stipulation that the
"All" bell be run g three times "to give
warnin g of their, appearance ," Except for
special functions and calling hours , girls did
not visit a man 's dormitory, and never ever
should a girl go to a man 's private house.
There were rules for "motoring " out of
town , and the specific areas and times when
one could smoke (not while dancin g, or on any

FROM A 1950 ECHO
This week, it seems, congratula tions are due the Freshmen " women who

successfully passed the tests on rules and regulations given by the
Women 's Student Government last Thursday evening. These tests , held
in the various dorms , and adm inistered by different members of the
Student Government , were designed to show the girls ' knowledge of the
basic rules for Colby College women students. Evidently the girls
really took these tests ser iously and learned well the rules concerning
quiet hours, dorm regulat ions, absences and permissions, for a great
majority of the group scored a one hundred percent while many ¦ ¦
others missed only one or two questions.
On Fr iday everning the upperclas s girls were also tested on the
rules of the College and proved th at they , too, were well acquaint ed
with them. More experience than actual study may be responsible for
t his fact, bu t they , too , should be congratulat ed.
These tests are a very good idea for they enable the new student
to familiarize herself with the regulati ons by which she is governed and
help the upperclassman to refresh her memory on any forgotten points .
Besides giving these tests, Stu-G has been busy with other things .
Primarily through its efforts , Sunday morning break fast will be served
to the girls in the dorms on Mayflower Hill from 8:45 to 10:00 in the
"smokers " on the second floor. Now you can avoid the last m inute
dash to t he dining room,girls!
regular column of "Fra t News" and two
pages of serious sports , there was a single
solitary list of who had made the women 's
hockey team , and a list of who had joined
what sorority.
For some reason , these rules ,are followed
by an admonition , not a rule , concerning
deportment while drunk: "The Women 's
Student League assumes that no woman will
act in any manner detrimental either to her
character or to the reputation of the college as
a result .of indulgence in alcoholic
beverages. " For some reason , the administration seemed to associate visiting with
mature men and overindulgence in alcohol .

The subject of men, in the young girls ' dorms or vice versa , was very
complex . Male family membe rs fared the best , as they were able to
obtain special permission to go to the girls ' rooms , with the stipulation
that the "All" bell be rung thre e times " to give warning of their
appea rance. " Except for special function s and calling hours , girls did
not visit a man 's dormitory, and never ever should a girl go to a man 's
pr ivat e house.
•
str eet in Waterville ) . A general rule for all
Freshmen, which an ECHO editorial of Sept.
22, 1950, lauded , was tha t "Freshmen are
required t o sp eak t o everyone about the
campus," The editor stated that "the
multi tude of 'Hello's' that greeted us on the
advent of (this rule ) was heartening , Besides
this, th ere were other extraneous rules listed
under "Special Points " ( "A student may have
three five-minute late cuts per semester for
tardiness af ter the time she is due in the
dormitory .").
And after it all, there were tests on the
rules. The ECHO of Nov. 13, 1950, reports
that almost all the Freshmen women passed
tho tests on rules and regula tions given in the
dorms by the Women 's Student Gover nment ,
"Thegirls learned well" the articleends;
There were so many rules for the girls to
follow, it almost seems they had time to do
;, little else, judging from the ECHO coverage ot
Women 's events,;_n four months of reporting,
September , to December, 1050, along, with o!

A large' event in the Women's union
received ab out a quart er column of coverage

— it was a fashion show, hosted by "Miss
Marion ," a representative of a national
cosmetic company, a nd accompanied by a
str ing quartet. It was attended by 500 people,
One article merited a full half page- of
reporting; it was entit led , ''We Need A Girl —
Is Esquire 's Miss College Calendar Gi rl of
1951 At Colby?" Another article was
ominously entitled; "If Men Talked Like
Women... " O ne can glean the gist of it from
the first sentence:; "Cass Liglitner was seen
wear ing one of those plaid coats that are the
rage on most college campuses this fall../'
' ( ', ::
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It seems that really was how the men
talked, ! however. A weekly column on "The
Personality of The Week " written by a male
editor , Invar iably described the .' .women as
"this slim, blonde, nineteen-year-old.. ,. '•
V'This . attractive brunnette. , ;. '' Women
personalities wore described in . two' s like
twins ,' while men merited ' one column - ¦per
'¦ " ^ ^ ^--y v:;' ¦ ' : , ., ': ¦ ". . ' ' ,
"personality ;^

Why were women at college, inthose days?
A typage article of Nov. ^7, 1950 descri bes
the hot issue of "Horriemaking" courses as it
came before a New Jersey college, It received
a 50-50 split vote, for and against. Those for
said , "marria ge is the most natural career for
a girl , yet we give!,little time to its study ,
College, of course , broadens our horizons, and
as such, gives us a better chance to make a
success of a marriage — but let's give future
generations some of the shortcuts. " The
opposition , 'with a more modern viewpoint ,
argued that , "A bride will learn to cook when
she has to, but if she doesn't take French and
Music in college, she may never learn it." :
1950 was 30 years ago. Just under 100 years
before that; a woman made a comment In
Sojourner Truth tliat was as relevant to tho

1950's as in her time. The comment is maybe .
' 9
even more relevant in the lflflO' s:
There were rules for " motoring "
out of town , and specific, areas

and times when one could
smoke (not while dancing,
any street In Waterville).

or on

"If the first woman Gpd ever me ^de mil* "
strong enough to turn tlip world upside down 1
all alone, these women together
it ought to be
able to turn It bacHit and . ge^ right side : up^ ^.: -:
again. And now they¦ is asking to do it ,¦ the men
better let thom. " ¦ ¦ " / >¦< ¦ .' - . ¦ >: l, \y. - '( :; ¦ . !:¦ ' ¦,!.' ' .;b b;b.b.
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Iranian Leaders: One To Visit, One To Stay
Ayotollah Khomeini, who has consented to
give the address. '
The theme of Khomeini's speech, THE RAG
- has learned, will be-"Growing Up Radical
Under American Imperialism. " Blotter
commented that it was good to have a levelheaded elder statesman to speak to "our
-young citizens who will lead the way through
the eighties. "
Colby student Koo Flung Dung has said that
he is outraged at the President's choice of
speakers. Dung stated that "that guy is
holding Americans hostage in Iran!"
Top brass on third floor Useless have denied
the claim, but it's rumoured that Blotter has
placed a call to Waterville to verify the issue.
The Ayotollah is due to arrive on May 25 by
U.S: Navy commando hellicopter.

To Sp eak

by Rain , Dear
In a surprise announcement yesterday
President Blotter said that Ralph Nader has
decided not to speak at Colby's 864th
graduation ceremonies this spring.
"We were disappointed in Mr.- Nader,"
^.President Blotter said, "but he seemed to
u -*feel that we would all be too conservative for
"** him."
Blotter said that in the rush to get a
replacement he contacted his old buddy the

ShcthMedd
by Rayne d Ear
After a long search involving many months
of interviewing and screening, Vice
President Pushem announced this morning
that the college has finally decided on a
replacement for Jeff "Up Yours" Gordon.
"We are quite tickled," Pushem told RAG
reporters this , morning, "to have , found
someone with such a depth of experience at
maintaining public order." Pushem said that

Minorit y Proble m Solved

-W^rfe ^Rr ^r^lc^ri ^-fer

In ' a- surprising move, President Blotter
announced Saturday night that Colby would
accept 2000 Asian boatpeople next year.
Blotter^ declared • the'move "an innovative,
g- pioneering, and logical extension of the liberal
V arts educational philosophy." The announcement was made at a "Mystery-Pin- ner" sponsored by die East Asian Cultural
Society.
The prec ise ingredients of the meal were
kept secret, though one Society functionnaire
characterized them as "potent Asian dishes
capable of knocking off the taste buds of any
Malayan orang-outang." Hors d'oeyres
consisted of a green, weedlike .'substance
wrapped round thin sticks and purportedly
from Thailand. The entree^was a roasted pig

-"¦
by R. Dare
covered in* a fine, sticky, .dark powder, from
Burma, while the dessert was oranges
covered > in a melted black, bitter, gooey
substance from . China. Plenty of Japanese
Saki was also served during the meal,
followed "by a strong Indian "tea."

; President Blotter, who said he "thoroughly
enjoyed ithe meal," added that Colby's acceptance of the boat people would be a great
boost-for the minority population at the
college and "a shot in the arm for the East
Asian
Studies Department. "
¦
. 'b Since the announcement, the President;has
been unavailable; for further comment to
elucidate his plan, according to his. secretary,
he being "in close consultation with the Board
j pf Tg^es^j ^ j -vj »_b^L_,''-aki *_
l
'
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Dear Eds,
The layout on the front page is 'brilliant ,
ignorant and stoned.
Love,
Dean Smut
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the new security chief, Reza Shaw Pahlavi, is
a wealthy politician.of Iranian descent, who
specializes in forming what Pushem termed
as "a secret police."
Danny Serpico, Colby's veteran security
officer; said he was "all a-quiver" about his
new boss. Serpico'added, "Gee, I can't wait
till he tells me the secret, "
Unconfirmed sources have stated that B &
G is adding a room with no windows onto the
security offices, but RAG reporters have been
unable to determine what this room will be
usedfor. .. . . " . . ' ' .
Pushem concluded his announcement by
stating that ''Colby was lucky to get the Shaw
— men of his experience don't stay unemployed for long."

Pulitzer Prize
Winner

—' ¦ - ' '
_ by J ane D ear
Ace typist Lefty Bawds is the recipient of a
Pulitzer Prize for her work on the Colby
RAG. Bawds is world famous for her
marathon type, last month when she typed
non-stop for 200 hours with less than one
mistake.
. ' ' .'.
. Bauds commented, "with all the prize
money, I 'll, ' be able to buy another green
sweater."
RAG Editor Emeritus Wishy Washy Merrill
was on hand for the Award Ceremony. "If I
were a Managing Editor for life, I'd marry
Lefty, "he said.
The Pulitzer typist will be out of work after
t his RAG , however, and is looking for term
papers and take—home finals to type for fun. ^
well its about time I got a pulitzer after all the
shit I put up with from these moron editors I
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fice. Said the Bean of Faculty Jetson, "We are
trying to accomodate them." The group
brought food. The kitchen facilities are at
their disposal and Xerox privileges have been
extended.

H appy Hour

President Blotter announced today that the
President's house will be open for happy hour
every Friday from 4:00 to7; 00 next semester.

Orgy Canceled

Seven Muskie staff members occupied the
Faculty Lounge in Lovejoy . yesterday,
claiming they need more office space because
of the hubub in their occupied dov/ntown of-

Professor Puss's gala all-faculty orgy has
been cancelled. A shortage of female faculty
members is the primary problem. . "I told
Blotter to hire more chicks," cussed Puss.

Nuke Lovejoy . ¦ ¦ ¦' '¦
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Eat Me! ' ';/.

The Supreme Court is considering a case
challenging sex discrimination in fraternities across the nation. Said the fraternities'
attorney Blotto, "Eat me," while before the
bench. Ifi the: Court rules fraternities unconstitut ional, several organizations have
pledged to parade in the streets in protest of
the decisibn."

¦ '"""
Professor Badger Boo-in in transition.- ¦ '
•.
/
Photo by Gotcha SmUin'

Born Again
¦
Boo-in
rt
", : .,: : a . ' aa '. .
-y - m

by Betty Vacuum Cleaner
A petition is being circulated by a group of
students calling themselves SMAL (Student
Miniature Activist Legion ) charging Colby
with short discrimination.
According to SMAL Chairmidget Minnie
McMuffin, "To put it briefly, the administration doesn't give a short about us. In
their ignorance, they have only further
belittled our cause."
•
McMuffin noted that "there are very few
short p rof essors an d adm in istrators at
Colby, an d n one of our courses deal w ith sh ort

concerns." ,
In response, Dean of Faculty Tall DenseOne replied, "Oh, short people are so (
frivolous."
One of SMAL's primary objectives is to^
establish a Pygmy Studies Department at
Colby. Said McMuffin , "It's important for 1
students to understand how short people have '
«
been slighted throughout history ."
In addition , the group is demanding that '
Roberts Loft be renamed "Roberts Pit" and ;
that the bar in the Spa¦ be
lowered by ten in¦ '
¦¦ '
' ¦

by Lifcbey Rally

"It's

revolutionary,"
¦

..Cherub; -

' ' "''' •;

shouted

Wendy

¦¦
- ' ! ;; ' - - ' '/ ' " . .

'It's a sell-out," grumbled Fairy Smith.
!'?Why? " questioned Karen Hairdose.
EVeryone has been buzzing lately about the
¦
' "*"" „•; "¦ ' , "b
Short people speak out oh discrimination.
changes witnessed in Professor
major
Photo by HadtoBethere
Badger Bob-in. It seems the Colby College
government progessor has "seen the light"
and is abandoning the Boo-in we know and
love for a more "enlightened"Boo-in.
The change was 'first noticeda when one
student overheard him hum "Ronald Reagan,
he's my man, if he can't do it no one can.''
£•>
by O.B. Jective 1
The second blatant manifestation of the "f/
Theft is certainly on the increase this year .! fun 'with water balloons to guaranteed front
.' ' . ;¦: _ ,;,, • ;¦ •
,
ches.
turn-around was a shorter hairstyle for Boo*
at Colby College. Most recently added to the row seats for two to all of next fall's-home in's thinning locks, similar; to the style
President William Blotter , commented:
"Why, some of my best friends are short list of stolen goods are LCA's irreplaceable football games, "What more can we offer?" modeled by his colleague; Professbr
"fra t files."
pleaded an upset brother.
people! Nothing would make me happier than
Liceburger. "I got sick of letting me be me/'
Grieved frat brothers are offering rewards
Sincerely confounded oyer who would pull said Boo-ih. "I just felt too responsible. This
if everyone here was short!"
of all kinds for clues leading to recovery of
such a stunt, the choppers are wondering if way only my hairdresser knows for sure.".
McMuffin reported that the group has
the important documents. Rewards an- the thieves realize how important the files are
collected over five signatures on the petition,
BoO-in's fellow facultylmembers and adnounced thus far have ranged from free entry to their Colby College careers. "They might
and that the movement is going strong. "I
ministrative , superiors are joyous at the
to all IFC parties for non-IFC members to a as well stop plans right now on the new change. Dean of Faculty Mpther Henson said, •
only hope this isn't short-lived," she conBison Night T-shirt of your very own, from a dorm," said one brother in a moment of des- "He always did make me a little riervovs, I ;
cluded.
place on the fire escape from which to have pair. "This place'll open up plentyin the fall. " just couldn't trust his motives. Morality,
Everyone in da house expressed feelings for equality; justice ,..what was his problem?''.
the injustness of it all. "This place ain 't
President ; Blotter; too; is happy to; now' ,
. . .. . . . .
.1
' ' , . . . .. .
easy;" remarked a once-joypus senior. "Ya,
"I hope
"have Boo-ih aboard." Sa|d Blotter,
everyone needs help now and then," added a this is for ^realr I wouldnlt want my Hopes
less-bold sophomore.
crushed." ¦ '
'74- rAfetrv sfc- VvgfenMte. , tone^
The ECHO approached Father Cooties for
Several faculty member^ and student
his views on the LCA tragedy. "Frankly, I'm
organizations are trying to aide Boo-in with
astounded tha t anyone could pull something his transition. Professor :Kill MacKenzie
like that on- the boys," ! Cooties added offered a "suitable '' pin-stripe shirt and rf:**-.
hopelessly, "The end of the semester is out of Dandy Maisel gave him tips on what team's *W
L
"EVERYTHIN
G
!N
M
USIC"
their hands how...all, we cando is pray."
¦
playing where, acknowledging "he's going to
¦
.
a '¦
i y
anything to do with the have a helluva lot more time now that he's a .
Asked if he had
99 MilnSt.
872-5622
l
'
missing files, ; Professor Dandy , Maisel ¦realist.";-;- ' ba: , v ' "¦.
" '
'
' ' ' '
, v ., '
, „,,
<¦
!
i .!¦!,.. ' • ,; ,
:¦
replied , "Of course not,..,you all know I' m a
The RAG Is offering him yet more coverage ,
The
Colby
athletics."
great supporter of \
to make his new image public, while Stu-A .is
¦' '
professor, was quite in- appropriating funds .for an increased salary.
liberal
government
: $m
:
ERLANGJ E R
dignant at the accusing finger, "What dp they Jay Lotus commented,."He?s,such a.valuable
think I am?'* hosqucaled.
asset to' the community now --we can't afford
The mystery Is as yet unsolved. ; Some tb losc him.'' b; a ' a bbab'- ¦'?' ;!Kb' . 'b5 :';'";:?<: "bab
brothers are going all out in search of the "¦ '"¦Bob-iri himself feels confident in. his hew
files, waging secret raids on neighboring fra t jrole ias preserver of everything American, "1^
files, while others are rearranging their lives. ; 'never realized , double-knit could be so com-i!
Individuals will be individuals, however, as f orta ble,'*Che !offered. aAsked how long he^d; !
one naive freshman, confused about all the keep this up Boo-in replied;;"What? Starsahd!;'
¦ ¦• ;;¦;'
f uss, commented,"I'm!going to study."
, ;: ;,¦ Stripes?M.Forcverl"b
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LCA
In
Drag
Lambda Chi has been formally charged
with "effeminate behavior"- and consequently, has had its national charter 'permanently revoked. The - National Council
fcfased this decision on the explicit report,
¦ of an

.. ex-pledge.a;!a. ; ;; ' . aa!b ;- ;: . ba '!

_ .b" ' !• ' ¦-!¦ ; '

p According to this report, "as soon as the
shutters are; closed- for Hell Week, the
brothers * dash; for . the! dresses. After a
squabble over who should wear what shade of
eyeshadow-; the guys finish their/look with a
daring touch of- dark lipstick. Wigs are op' :y 4::
tional. " ¦} ' 'y 4y y' yy y^r.yy
"A thunderous pounding noise may a be
heard from outside as .th6 brothers prance
awkwardly around ; in their new 'spike h.eels,;
viewing themselves iri the mirrors. " '
The pledge reported that; . "while the
Gregorian chants are blasting all over frat
row, ! the : '.Choppers;' -_ in drag, . are! playing
bridge and drinking 'pink ladies': served by
pledges dressed in Playboy bunny suits."
The report goes on to cite the behavior of the
rnen after having polished ;off a few . pink
^ ladies; Due to the I lewd nature of the activities, they will!riot be described hereV!
Suffice it to say that the report might not Iiave
been believed had it not been substantiated

Fr e$}m^p
In an effort to combat the "disgusting
problem" of abuse on campus, the pub will
sell alcohol only to freshmen next year,
declared Dean of Students Pearl Smithers.
"That way,, we'll only have V4 the number of
students in there getting blasted," Smithers
said. In , addition , only hard liquor ' will bei
„ served because "most of .the kids who go there¦
' b "'
%) get drunk how drink beer."
Student
.Smithers has also ordered the
Judiciary to find guilty all cases brought
before it. "We've gotto show the students we
aren't fooling around," he stated. "Most of the
cases that come up to Stu-J now are alcohol
related. If the students kn .ow'they're not going
really deter
to get out of it,¦ well; that should
¦
'
'
'
;¦
'
•
'
!;!;
•
!'
'
•
..
!;
crime." .
'/;•
.
' "We hate to do it, but something had ld .be
done,'! ; Smithers continued. "Why do
students get drunk? Why? Why ? Gpd kriows,
we* try to - make¦ this a nice place.,; I just don 't
understand it. '._!- ¦" ' ¦"!" . . . ,'„
!b
Associate , Dean Janice Shortzinger concurred. "With just frestime'h drinking,' the
problem will be a lot easier to control , "
Upperclassmen who can 't/ drink Vtyill get
jealous when they see drunk freshmori arid
will "beat the hell;out,of-them ,'' she said! "In
fact, we expect to eliminate; the;¦ problem
b:. ! •b '! ;!• :
^altogether ih no time,"

LCA 's

with a complete portfolio of explicit poloroid
.photographs.;-; bbb ,'; b!
Fraternity spokesman, "Duckie" Snap-,
Derooni, denied the; validity of the report
and: expressed his disgust owith the National
Council for believing ^it
"We aren 't ef-

"closet wardrobe." worn only during keU week.

feminate. The charge is preposterous. We're
;the mbst macho Jhen around .".
In order to clear their name, the fraternity
has volunteered their services to the city of
Waterville. They will aide in the annual task
of knocking down trees which have died from

. <- ¦ Photoby staff reporter.

Dutch Elm disease. Instead of saws, the
brothers plan on using their heads. According
to LCA President , Donny Rang, "That'll
prove we're tough."
The ex—pledge who submitted the report is
now a United States Marine.
SORRY - THIS IS NO JOKE !

According to Pub mana ger Joe Johnny, the
Pub will combat anticipated sales loss by
selling Gatorade to upperclassmen. "We're
going to really build it up, " he said. "Drink
something nutritious. Maybe it'll start a
nationwide trend. " In addition,; Johnny said ,
he will remove all the tables and install more'
pinball machines.
:
. '
President Blotter expressed pleasure at
Johnny's decision to sell Gatorade, "It's
always been one of . my favorites. I. think the
students will really get to like it, too." Blotter
foresaw "the football team, say, after a tough
game, maybe Bates or Bowdoin, would just
pile into the Pub for a nice, frosty Gatorade.
Wha t could be better?"
As for vandalism , Blotter said, "Gatorade
just makes you feel good. People who drink
Gatorade just don't do things like that." If any
vandalism occurs, he added , "We'll know it's
the freshmen and we can punish the class as a
whole. I don 't think it will be a problem, "
Some disagreed , however. One student , who
asked notto be identified^, declared , •!'!don 't
ca re if they let me drink or not- I'll brea k
things anyway, It's fun; Drinking has nothing
to do with it — Ijustlike todcstroy , "
This attitude is rare among students,
though , Smithers said. ''Our students for the
inost part are good. They are just swayed to

DON T FORGET !

ever y sun.

deviancy by that great evil, alcohol. I think
this move is a good one, <md you'll see the
results right away. If not, we'll just have to
*
get tough. "b :' ¦;:¦' v
"
VMNTED :
.!'Students of any type
for positions at a small liberalarts school in the middle of
Maine. For a limited time only
-we are offering a two for one
sale. Two years of college for
the price of one. J ust send us
your name and address and
we will send applications and
liturature. Hurry positions are
limited.
Cold College
Scotchville Me.

'

ATTENTION
EVERY WEDNES DAY

IS DISCOUNT DAY
FOR E VERYONE! y

f 10% Discoun t
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Discount does not apply to tobacco, magazines, foun tain ¦ sup•¦
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Pllosond salo Horns.

S PHARMACY
BERRY'
¦

*'¦¦ • . ' Dexter, Newport, Hartland,' - !
- ' Pittsfield, Waterville
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To: The Person or Persons who
[have any or all of my research
tapes;'
From: T. Morrione, Sociology
I'm sure you had no idea
that the 11 tapes you took were
so unique and -valuable. The lectures recorded on them are the
last of Herbert Blumer 's career.
To have them lost is a horrible
disaster to those who are trying to
accomplish scholarly research in
the social sciences. T ranscriptions
of them' were to be; edited into
published material. After having :
taught for almost a half-century
(he is 80 yrs. old) Professor Blumer deserved to have a record of
that last seminar. His work is internationally acknowledged as being of great, significance. ;
PLEASE return thern.
beAbsolutely NO qi^stidns will
asked.
There is a regard as well. There
are 11 tapes as I said above : 1 is
a Sony C90,the other 10 are Maxf
ell C60's. They are all cassettes.
There is a numbering code on all
of them using Roman numerals to
Identify them in series. Please
don 't let this go on if there is anything you can do about hV Please
return ANY you may have ,even
if they have been partly erased or
recorded over. Put them in campus
mail or come see me to collect '
l^he reward. If you don 't want to
see me please use anyone you
want as an intermediary. You have
unwittingly influenced and damaged the careers of three "sociologists. You CAN do something about -it to help us out. Please do.
Ti Morrione

ext. 272 .

Home 872-6936

by our foreign correspondents,
Vladimir Mich Strajevski
and S. Estupido
In an unprecedented and unorthodox move
President William Blotter and Athletic
Director Lick MyKnee have announced their
bid to host the 1980 Alternate Summer
Olympic Games right here at Colby College.
In the formal bid, submitted to the International Olympic Committee (IOC) and
President Jimmy Carter (PJG ) last -week,
Blotter stated that Colby "has all of the
necessary facilities to -host the Games, and
wiUmake an ideal Olympic Village."
According to Blotter, he and MyKnee began
examining the feasibility of such a bid immediately • after President Carter's an-

precautions have been . taken since Colby
soccer captain Tom Beetroot was lost in 'the
abysmal muds of Loebs Field last week. ' .
All swimming events will be held in the
swimming pool. Hanseln Gretel has assured
MyKnee that the pool will be "very wet."
* Ironically, the basketball tournament will
be held on the basketball court in Wadsworth
7,
!- "
Gymnasium.
The.marathon will consist of approximately
8.7 consecutive three-mile loop runs. Blotter
has extended a special invitation to New York
marathoner Rosie Ruiz, saying that she "is
sure to draw extra attention to the Games."
Ruiz accepted the . invitation, with the
stipulation that she get full personal access to
the Jitney on race day.
.

>S__tfii«

Work has already begun on a hew Olympic Village

The Reactions.

President Carter's press secretary Jody
Foul stated that the Russians hadn't voiced
ajiy disapproval of the bid because they were
unaware of the fact that Maine is part of the
United States (nor was Jimmy Carter,-but
that's another story) . When asked if the
present troubles in Afghanistan would be
Photograp her
's interpretation of the Olympic Flame burning at DKE
The crew and rowing events will take place averted as a result of the move, Foul said that
nouncementin March thatlLS. athleteswould
in either Johnson Pond or Loebs Field, the Olympic Games were not a political arena
not compete in Moscow.due to the Soviet inand that one had nothing to do with the other.
whichever is deeper at the time.
vasion of Afghanistan.
__.
He
did add, however, that if "those slimy red
"I was appalled that the White House chose
The lighting of the traditional Olympic Bolshevics
put one foot on our land I will
to mix politics and sports," commented a
Torch will again commence the Games. An personally castrate every one of them."
noticeably perturbed Blotter. He added that
anonymous and heavily intoxicated Colby (
_- - ¦. '•
Jody!)
Colby government professors would not be
student will tear a study cube from Miller- Thanks
allowed on campus at any time during the
Library and carry it along the outskirts of the
Games, saying that he ''wasn't taking any
campus before setting it afire in the center of
—
chances."
fraternity, row. The flame will burn at the
MyKnee, although admitting that there are
DKE house for the full two weeks of the
a few difficulties, has concluded that holding
Gtunes and in an attempt to conserve energy,
the Games here at Colby is "very feasible," •
the' DKE's have donated all their living room
All of the details have been carefully
furniture to keep the flame alive.
•worked out, and MyKnee described all
Facilities in Watefville will have to be
systems as "go, " (
renovated to accomodate teams from over
All track and field events will be held on the
180 countries as well as hundreds of thousands
tracks and fields. Director of Buildings and
of spectators who' are expected to flbad to
Grounds, Hanseln Grctel, has assured
Waterville from all corners of -the
MyKnee that his troops will have the fields
world...Howard Jbhrison|s has started work
"dried up and ready - to go." Special
on a new wing which, it has been rumoured,
i_
iT-_ -_ »i*li-ia-> - i_ l|-h _ -_ ^ l> *l» » n _ - » - i
will be called the Seitzinger Extention. Mayor
_______________
.___¦________¦___
Paul LaVerdlere stated that the Olympic
Games was probably the biggest single event
. . . tOlin Waterville history since the Waterville
872-7777 ,
High School Football Team won the Maine
U.Sy swimmer p rep aresfor summer Games,
State Championship back in 1975.
213 Main St.
. _ ,______„__
»
WiUeiville
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TA« wonderf u l world of leather:

President Blotter : Eatyour heartjDUt, Bok!
Albert Maniac: Now if I! had been elected
Mayor, we would have been ¦prepared for fi
this. b- :
:!: !!v: '!v: 'f ' ¦' ';- . 'b' ;- ' ~ '!<¦ 1
Dean Jerkson: I don't mihd sb long as. they-'.- . *"
parwomen
don't let any¦ of those frivolous
¦¦
¦
ticipate/ ,' . ;.-; ¦*!¦¦ ; ; ', ; ';':!!,: " :! ¦.; \" v !/ '" ¦!•" /'!'-b ;:. ;.
* Mickey Goolayulf we freeze the rink can we
have a crack at the Russians? ?
Dick Snappy: The social ramifications of
such a move will have such beneficial offshoots for the Colby community that events ,
' '
.such as these...i3-up it, Snappy,'ED.
Wally ¦ Oval: Whadya say, ¦boys,; wlfatfya
say...: ' .' . ' • b b. ' bvb ' ' ' ¦' y '- : ' y ' ' - ' ' y - - ' ':. 4 ¦' ..':. i' : ' : 4 ' '''
Leonid Brezhnev : Where's R(Iaine??? ? ; :
Margaret .Thatcher : What's . wrong with
England?...(there'sn6 need to answer that ;);,
Frank-N-Furtcr: • I shiver! b with an-!
¦ r ;: '¦'"'
t ict,.v;.(say it, Eb),..pati6n! ¦
¦
"
'
' ¦''"i "!"
r b, " •! ¦:. .- "
Rocky :Ugh.
¦
- Irving Puss: Boycott the Colby Olympics,
Thp games are too political (even in Maine,'
)' .b ' ; ;tbv
irvtEb
^^
¦
¦
¦' ¦¦ ' ; ¦ ' :, ¦
¦
' - ! ; ' -'
¦ ¦:
a ,. .. . ¦; ' . ,
.
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The latest available reports from sources of
highly dubious trustworthiness say that Lord '
rilkilla'nythlng' is "seriously considering
Colby 's invitation .'.* „
,
Bowdoin College, alter hearing of thcbldon $
last night's CBS news', has already announced that It will boycott the Games on the
grounds that "Colby is using the .Olympic
Games for the enhancement of tho school's -.
financial and public standing. " \

Ruiz .
! Wins
A g ain?

Mules Sp li t Wit h JIM-Siars

by S. Estupido .

It was an historical day for Colby spaceball
last Saturday, as the Mules broke two —
that's right, two — records in their
doubleheader, split with the Waterville Little
League All-Star squad.
The first record was broken in the sixth
inning of the first game, when the Mules stole
their- twenty-eighth base of the game to
demolish the previous NCAA record of 17.The
young Waterville catcher's throws were quick
and very accurate, but the pitcher's relays to
second space were continually late.

knocked the mud out of my spikes, wiped the
sweat off my face; tucked my hair underneath
my helmet, stepped back in like a bull, took
three or four practice swings, and drove the
next pitch — definitely a fastball— . oyer the
fence."

Th« hitting was there for the ;Mules who
banged out 29 homeruhs, including one tworun shot. Each of the players who hit
homeruns were asked about their feats, and
said:"Well, Iwas waiting anxiously in the onHppk rirr.le while the guv who bats before me

The much-maligned runner, Rosie Ruiz, is
in the news again. Last Sunday Ruiz placed
first in Colby's 3rd annual Women's Race. She
rati the 3-mile course in an amazing 12:30.
However, there is doubt whether she ran the
whole course. A young woman fitting Rosie's
description Was seen running out of the woods
'
near B & G by a Colby security officer .
conversing
with
junior
She was also seen
Sara Bunnell prior to the race. Miss Bunnell
is famous (infamous?) for finding short-cuts
along that same 3-mile course. •There is speculation as to whether Ruiz
cculd have finished the course so quickly.
Her time, if it holds up, will cut the previous
best by about 6 minutes.

Spaceball
Despite all the. stolen ! spaces, it was_ a
frighteriingiy'close game, with the Mules
pulling put a 16-15 squeakeri on a homerun Iri
the bottom of the last inning of the first game.
When-asked about his fea t, the player who had
hit the homerun explained: "Well, I was
waiting anxiously in the pn-depk circle while
the guy who bats before me batted, and then.
when he struck put ! it was niy turn'to bat. I
walked up to . the plate ¦and tried to pry the
mud from between my spikes by bangihg ihy
bat against the side of my foot That can be
painful if you don'tdo it right.
- "Then "I took my .batting , helmet off and
wiped the perspiration off my Jace with . my
shirt sleeve and tucked my hair underneath it
so that !it wouldn't get into my eyes and
preventrniebfrom'swing ,the:-pitch clearly
Aiterjthat i^te|ped;back 4a
my'feet : in; bne&ifa , time kind; of ;Uke; a bull
does! iThehbl took' three- oKafpur practice
swings, I can't really remember; it happened
so fast. The first pitch vras either a curyejj aJl
or a slider, I coiddft!ttell which so I let itgo by
ahd!!'the umpire!:called it! a Strike; I didn't
agree , so»;i stepped put of tiiebox, murmured
a few,a vagueb;6bscehitiesbat ameb turkey,

"Hey Spaceshot,you re going the wrong way

In the nightcap, the Mules altered history
;;for the second time in one day, breaking_the
all-time Colby attendance record for a single
season -r- almost" doubling the previous mark.
As•;.' a result, an understandably ¦ ecstatic
Athletic Director Lick MyKnee announced in
the middle of the game that each of the
thirteen spectators ; involved would receive
free!season's tickets to * all Mule spaceball
games next year—both home and away.
Despite, the massive turnout, the Mules
were defeated by their, cross-town rival in ' a
31-30 nail-biter; Said one fan: "What an incredible nail-biter! It's been a long time since
I've bitten my hails quite so much. I hardly
have any nails left to bite."

Mules Hij ack ^ari
Fly To Flor ida
.;. ',;. byMoFlirt

.

On Monday, the men's! tennis team, led by
captain and harmonica ace Blob Deadman,
hijacked one of the Colby vans in an attempt
to make the southern trip which they felt they
deserved during spring break. Dead Babies,
the number, one player on the squad was
reluctant to go but eventually grabbed his""
shades and hopped in the van. He did bring
^ along several copies of a petition in case
anvthlne went wrong. -

Ruiz emerging
from behind
B & G to win
the road race.

batted..."
The Colby downfall, however, was their
erratic pitching . None of the 8 hurlers used
by Coach Cotahell could throw strikes. They
just couldn't seem to find the strike zone on
the little guys from Waterville, and 30 runs
were walked home. With the score tied at
thirty in the bottom of the ninth, this very
short but very pudgy kid — the catcher who
had lost the game for the Little Leaguers in
the first game — paid his buddies back with a
game-winning blast to deep centerfield. When
asked about his astounding feat , the player
who liad hit the homerun^said: "Well, I was
waiting anxiously in the on-deck circle while
the guy who bats hefore he batted...."

Directors of toe race will listen^to !the
evidence and reach a decision soon. They
were upset that controversy Has surrounded
their prestigious road race and have indicated
that tighter security will be necessary in the
future. Field Hockey and/Women's Lacrosse
coach Debbie Muck has volunteered to drive
the route in search of runners-coming out of
' ,!.•! ' ;¦'"'!'!'!! ':•
the woods.
It is expected.that Ms. Riiiz/s finish will be
disallowed. '. r %'' .!'' ;;::'.; :' ^. ' •b : - -' '' . 'bb ';';b' ', ' '.:

1
Matt Clueless, a Florida boy at heart, was
so psyched for the roadtrip that he brought 4
Spanish novels to read on the way. Glory
Weakman, having been in Florida recently,
couldn't wait to get down there and spend all
his money so he could wash cars. Heckle and
Jeckle, alias Doug Mears and Rich Dube, the
team 's talking magpies babbled aimlessly
and sang "M y. Way '.' for 2,600 miles.

Bravo Gordo!

Men 's
Pe nnis
, Needless to say they are now the Into Heckle
and Jeckle. John Knobson requested that he
, be strajpped to the roof so.he d'ldri "t miss but on
> ariy.rays (at least he didn 't have!to listen to
;, "My Way ") , .And then there was the Isra eli
connection of Jon Scoff mart and Played More;thatf-I ; yvhd; k ept tr yi ng to sh ortc h an ge the
;:.tpllhpu_e;man;:''b' .:b'' ab';,;;;,, :¦' <; ".•~''f' b*b !:.bb;
y Lost;but not least was Slow <^lintV -with fuj i
v [ hands trying to keep this motley crew out of
trouble; The van Was lost seehflylngsouth
' the border; in an;attpmpt ' tb ' make:Florida of
'
4
y
^
fbrm
'
bbv
bb'V John a'khbb^h }tm^ng^his
'.
in
. a \- 'b ,b ,' ' -b" ' ;ba .a:: ' \a ?b ,l - '''i, ;b:a brVb b! "y^ v time for happy hour. b -b a bb- 'b'
. • '. ^VwbbbVab'!!^

weak Athl ete

Receiving sp ecial at hle t e of
the week honors is the Woodsmen 's Team 's hair y mascot ; Gord o
Erns t. . , . - .
At last weekend' s woodsmen 's
meet at Dar t mou t h , Gord o surpassed all ot her com pet i t ion in log
rolling , axe-throwing , ;and of course
banana ea tingb
!
Gordo , besides being an accomplished woodsape , is a proficient canceist and Ice-climber. '
Gordo is also the Assistant Director of the Colby Outing Club and
a member of the Gori llas Unite
group on campus .
Go

for

it

Gordo!!

ib

Capt ains Forget How I t s Done!
by Pele
Next season's varsity soccer captains
Dickie Mother and Tom Beetroot have admitted that they have forgotten how to play
soccer. They explained that the last time they
played a serious game was against Bates
back in Novemb er and that since then they
have been unable to play because they simply
can 't remember how.
Asked how this will affect next season,
Beetroot said diplomatically, "It's difficult
to say at this early stage,. but I think it will
seriously diminish our chances of making the

playoffs." Mother seemed* a little more optimistic saying that both he and Beets had the
entire summer to. "get the hang of the game
once again. "
" Keep those two away
fro m my other players! "

-

- Coach Mark Nerdjenian
jj_ m_n_iiii_ii_iiiii« _.iiii _

»ni

ii

iiii _--ihi_ i-ii I

When asked whether the memory lapse was
gradual or sudden , neither of _ he captains
could tell. "I just hadn 't played in such a long
time, " said Beetroot "that when the spring
soccer season came around I'd forgotten
/everything I had ever learned. " Mother added, "It may have been gradual but then
again it may have happened overnight. We
just can't say."
Coach-Mark Nerdjenian declined to comment publicly but he did issue a prepared
statement : "Keep those two away from my
other players."

Frak—Gafc

Next week the Colby fools' Ultimate Frisbee
team outscored Berkeley to win the NCAA
Championships , despite losing the pre-game
bong-a-thon. Afterwards, the burnt-out '
captain , M. I. High said, "Yeah...WOW—hey
—lo ok at those clouds — woah — there's a jet
going by...wow......"
b
The game started slowly due to frequent
stops to relight the goint inserted in the
"buzzbee. " Colby claims they were ahead at
the half , but the ref had no comment. DON'T
TYPE THIS SENTENCE. DON'T TYPE
TYIS .SENTENCE ,. EITHER!; JThe Ref
decided, after some speed; to start the game
from the end and . work ' forwards; or
something. Anyhow, " the Colby mascot,
Reefer Rick and his big, beautiful bong,
-\
,,
•
w:a- .s
> > ~;y^x*^s^" .a*&<:?iwft ^
materialized during halftime to heighten the
Perplexed Cap tains Mother and Beetroot
When Dr. Bore was consulted about this players' awareness.
unusual case of double amnesia he diagnosed s After the game, or near the end, both teams
started to lose.interest. Colby 's Trip Overholt
the soccer pair as' having a severe case of
Mono and admitted both of them to the in- explained, "Everything 's changing more and
firmary. From his infirmary bed Mother less all the time — and there are so many
leaned over to Beetroot and asked, "Do you marshmallows left in the sky..." .
.With some time left, the frisbee was lost, or
think . we can still be captains from the
sidelines?" To which Beetroot replied, "Sure,
not found . "I thought those things were
as long as they discharge us before October. " supposed to corne back... "Rick mumbled.

Colby Fodtfoall Is Back
An anxious Coach Nerdj enian

by Vince Lombardi , Jr,
The search is oyer ! After months of
desperate, coast-to-coast scouting, veteran
Colby College football coach Dum Kopf has
found six talented recruits to replace this
season 's departing seniors. The search was
expensive—both financially and time-wise—
but Kopf . insists that "it was worth every
penny and minute. We snagged some
¦ fine , fine
football players." Indeed he did. ;• ¦¦

^^^^^ KtHB ^tl^l^K^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^S ^^^ ^B^
^^^ iv^^^^^^
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Joe Q. B, Willie (upper left ) , a 4' 3", 88-lb
quarterback out of Old Orchard Beach, has a
great arm and "should step right into the
starting lineup," commented Kopf. Willie,
who some say has been playing football since
he was just a little kid, threw for 28 touchdowns and 3278 total yards in ten games for
the Qld Orchard Beach Bums last season.
Brian Flute (upper right ) also hails from
Old Orchard Beach. While'this mobile 4' 4",
92-lb halfback wasn't sprinting downfield to catch . Willie's touchdown passes,
he was running for 31 touchdowns and 8271
yards of his own! Kopf 'says Flute is "a
combination of Gale SayPrs, Jim Brown, and
Justin Henry. ".
The Chopper twins (below) , also products of
O.O.B. — Bambi (right) and Chi (left)—will
add some much-needed bulk? to Colby's
defensive line. Chi, a . 4' 1", 99-Ib tackle,
nicknamed - "The Old Orchard Beach
Strangler" (you can see why) , led Greater
Nard League ( GNL) in quarterback sacks
last year with 83. And don't let Bambi' s name

Brian Mute running the option.
fool you. He was probably the most feared
nose-guard in the entire GNL last year.
"IHe's a mean;on? all: right,", smiled Kopf
while describing his new recruit.
"Overall I'm very pleased,!' added Coach
Dum Kopf. "I can't believe these guys
weren 't picked up by Ohio State or Penn State
or Bowdoin, We're very lucky to have them .
They 're all great athletes with potential
b
and they 're smart , ton "

-^

Joe Willie hurls still another touchdown
for O.O.B.
• DELL HELMETS •STRONG LIGHT
b * SUQINO * SUNT0UR « DURACE
• CAMPAGNOL0 « KIRTLAND
• CINELLI • CLEMENT * BLACKBURN
• PHILWOOD • COOLQEAR • BATA
• PUMA CYCLING SHOES * SCHWINN
• RALEIGH • MOTOBECANE
¦
" ' ;:• TAKATA * BOB JACKSON • GIOS ;
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Clti "17te Strangler" Chopper practices on his twin brother Bambi
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Dogs On Grass
by Frattly Feel and Carry-me Canine
\ This is. a feature, on a frat!that is finally
handing back some of the — that they claim college. We keep the grass healthy, and play
s
has-been thrown at . them this year. Says the with the kids." —
However, a critic of the fraternity, who
fraternity's President:. "We're going to give it
to them everywhere we can — on the steps of asked to remain anonymous "for fear of
the library, on the lawns, in their, classes^ and being bitten," added that "those guys are too
even in their , rooms. We've had enough of- rowdy . Have you heard all those foul noises
they make at one of those Saturday Night
being put down."
Another member of the fraternity agrees: Howl-In's? They leave messes all over the
' ¦Look , people are always denigrating us, place and show no respect for any place." A
making us feel inferior by whistling at us, second person remarked that the members
calling us absurd names and tying us _p ; "come to Colby and they're real cute. But by
We're the real underdogs." And another the time they leave they are the most blatant
brother points put that "we give a lot to the fuckers on campus. It's disgusting!"
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There is noth ing a little acid would dp to Tricia
Nixon but makelie r a merely interestin gperson
instead of a grinning robot.
-
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World famous epic poet Charles Tennyson
will read at Colby tonight at 8:0Q inthe Ed
Armpit Robindaughter Rconr ' of Milly
Library.
Tennyson's poems deal with such touching
subj ects as a man 's relat ionship with articles
of clothing. Of . particular note are his works
"Ode to a Kelly Green Monogrammed
Sweater ,"and "Polyester Madness!"
His collections of poems are titled "Epstein,
Spare that Dishcloth," "Vacuum Cleaner
City,"and "Cruising for Burgers."
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EPSTEIN, SPARE THAT DISHCLOTH
' *¦

by Charles Tennyson
¦

On a recent evening I answered the phone
N '
And talked with a lady to me unknown.
We pleasantly chatted, for a minute or two,
About a guy down the hall, someone she knew;
Then 'round the corner, approaching silently,
There came a person, smiling violently.
He glared at me, glared at my clothes,
He glared at the phone, glared at my nose;
He slowly stepped forward, with an evil smirk,
And then this gentleman went berserk.
He lunged-at me, Tturned, he grabbed;
Despite my efforts, I was nabbed.
He paid no heed to my screams, my cries,
My threats, my pleas, my coughs, my lies.
At this point, my patience grew taut;
I hate to think what the phone lady thought.
Then this; madman,.this raving lunatic,
This hairy, hoary, howl-at-the-moonatic
Grabbed at my shirt and pulled froni both sides,
Wildly violating laws I abides.
He desperately tried to rip buttons from sockets,
And Heaven Forbid! He lunged for the pockets.
He tugged! and he pulled and he yanked/ and he jerked ;
I tried lots of defenses, but none of them worked.
Slowly, slowly, the poor shirt went;
The fabric shrieked as it was rent.
In every direction the buttons flew;.
He; popped one off my sweater, too.
He .left my shirt a mangled rag,
This vicious beast with brain of slag.
b

..

HAMUIf S BEVERAGE BARN

, I should pause Jierei'I think, to make something clear:
There are things m life that a man holds dear.
No matter his intellect, every, human,
From my little rister to President Truman,
.. Att tlttbu^ his life, straight from the start,
Holds some special object cipse to his heart :
Linus's blanket, Napoleon's fingers;
Here the goodly feelingJirigeis.
Now to ask the question quizzical:
Whateth meaneth this bond metaphysical?
The answer. my friend, is simple and plain:
There's a spiritual love that can never wane,
A most pure love that you can't contaminate
Between the man and his object inanimate.
The. devoted attachment grows and swells
. Amidst Heavenly music from silvery bells; ^
¦ The eternal bliss, the; Cosmic dancesAll inspired by Eros' lances, b • ;-:
And this sacred'bond; this hallowed trust ,
Is not only nice but also just.
Now the object of my love, my passion,
Was-a yellow shirt, though out of fashion.
Rather worn and slightly frayed,
"
Worth more to me than gilded jade;
. Lightly shaded with hints of dirt
Was this magnifisplenduferous megasMrt.
Ne'er was king, nor serf, nor sprightly jester
Attached like I to polyester. . "-:¦';
This was the shirt, on that fateful night,
That met that ugly, gruesome plight. ;.
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This unholy act hath earned the shame
Of a hundred gods their total blame.
This monstrous animal, this writhing beast ,
Who fell from Grace like lightning greased,
This person crazed, this madman wild Surely was born an idiot child.
This is the act of a demented man which
Shows all of the brain s of a mcatloaf sandwich.
Rare in our time is the awesome' proficiency
With which ho displayed his .mental deficiency ;
His torpid brnin , so thick and dull,
Hardly even fills his skull.
Etliicly ignorant , morally spineless;
Consider tho mind it takes to bo mindless.
It makes one question one's faith in humanity:
What sort of race could breed such insanity?
We mustn't go easy, wc mustn't bo lenient
With this unsocial social deviant. "
Consider tho shame he's forced on others:
His uncles, his aunts, his sisters and brothers; '
The people that love him) bogging for mercy
At Lawrencovllle Prep School back in Now Jorcoy, '
His state of Vermont , .with Its lovely greenery, (
Has turned rather brown because of his mennory;
An/ pity tho brothers of ATO ,
x
So poor of pledges to accept him so.
The Worldly Order 's been shaken asunder;
Will It over recoup? I certainly wonder... i
Shall i name this loony, this human baboon? \
I tliink I shall. It's Jake FUoon,
\
i
¦
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New Donut Art Exhibit in Bixler
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Horror Scopes

¦
\ TaWus (April :20;;?!May 20)' ¦;-- You are prac- v
: : tical and~;persisterit;.bY6u ; have ia bdoggeii.
determiiiationaahd work like hell: Most!pieqpieva think, you ! are stubborn band biillrheaded; .
b
! Taurus people have:B.O. and fart a lot.
Pisces'f February 19 - March 20) — you have a
vivid imagination and often think you are
being followed by the CIA or FBI. You have ,
mi nor infl uence over y our ass oc iat es and
people resent you for your flaunting of your
power. You lack confidence and are generally
a coward. Pisces people do terrible things to*
•
small animals.
-

are always putting things off. That's why:
you 'll never make anything of yourself . Most
welfare recipients are Cancer people.. :
A;uarius (__muary _u - .feDruary i«; — you
h**ve an inventive mind and are inclined to be
progressive. You lie a great deal. On the other
.hand, you are inclined to be careless- and
impractical, causing you to make the same
mistakes over and over again. People think
you are stupid.

Aries (March 21 - April 19) - -r- You are the
pioneer type and hold most people in contempt. You are ".luick-tempered, impatient,
and scornful of advice. You are riot very nice.

Scorpio (October 23 - November 21) — You
are shrewd in business and cannot be trusted.
You will achieve the pinnacle of success
because of,your total lack of ethics. Most
¦
Scorpio people are murdered .
.- ' .-• '- • ' ¦!

Libra ( September,23 :-'. October 22) —- You are!
the artistic type and have a difficult time with
reality. If you are a man,!you are mor e t h an
likely b?ueer; Chances for employment and
monetary "gains arebexcellent. Most Libra
women are good prostitutes. All Libras have-,
venereal disease. '
.
v

nM__ -_n»-——--«WHW

T^l_

• Gemini (May 21 - June 20) — You are a ;uick
and intelligent .thinker. People like ' you
Capricorn (December 22 - January 19) -- You because you are bisexual. However, you are .
are conservative and afraid of taking risks. inclined to expect too much for too little. This
You d on 't do!much of anything arid are lazy. means you are cheap. Geminians are known
¦ .
There has never been a Capricorn of any
for committing incest.
importance; Capricorns should, avoid stan- .
dirig still too long as a dog might think you are
b
a tree arid piss on you. a

Sagitardus ( November 22 - December 21) —
You are optimistic and enthusiastic. You have
; > .' a reckless tendency to rely on luck since you
• lack talent. The majority of Sagitarrians-are
drunks or dope fiends.. People laugh at you a
great deal

Cancer (June 21 - July 22) — You are sympathetic and understanding to other people's
problems. They think you are a sucker . You
¦
H
«

you consider
Leo (July 23 - Augt_5t - az *
^
yourself , a bbrh leader. Others think you are
pushy. ; Most Leo people are bullies. You are
vain and dislike honest criticism. Your
arrogance is disgusting. Leo people are
'
. thieves.

¦' # ¦
'
"
.
. _£ '" € _ ' '
- " i.
C

Virgo ( August 23 - September 22) — You are
the logical type and hate disorder. This nitpicking is sickening to_your friends. You are
cold and unemotional and sometimes fall
asleep while making love. Virgos make good
bus drivers.
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Fib -Notes

EDITORS NEEDED - for next semester's
RAG. Must be narrow-minded and never
have anything worthwhile to say. "Interviews
will be held in the fall.

The library will be closed during finals
week due to lack of interest
The administration has decided to move all
faculty on campus . to promote greater
faculty-student interactibh. Any displaced
students will have to find shelter wherever
possible. b:

Two well-educated female journalists seek
'interesting position. Call Jane or Lucy ext.
240.

:*r#R-4£?Rr&=^^

The career counselling office regrets to
report that there will be no more jobs for
Colby grads.

Three Mile Island Holiday Camp — A
guaranteed sun tan.

AIDES WANTED to work at the Useless
Nursing Home this summer, Colby College,
Waterville,./Maine.-; Must . be willing to bathe,
feed and xld&e;:;.the':.'agiiig;;'imtiente'''wh6 are
incapable of performing these simple functions for themselves;
B & G is now ,interviewing qualified seniors
:-' -:"y4y ^y 'y for janitorial positibns.a
BIG OPPpJCTUNIT^-^ain ^ experience
!>/ while on the job! ' The!Position of beaii 1 of
Faculty hais been varatecl by the crazed Tall
Dense^ One. "': He a may be replaced , by
whichever student bids lowest. : ! I: b'

Chicken farmer in Albion is looking; for a
qualified Colby grad for egg collection.
Possibility for advancement is wide open.

BEAT THE ENERGY CRISIS
- WITH S.L.6.T.H.
( Spend Less Time On Health)
*
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David doesn't playgames.
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Remember Mom !
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Complete line of fishing supplys --'
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Non-Resident Licenses
At'the end of Kennedy. Memorial drive in Oaklancl 465 - 2451~-

i

American blue jeans went on sale in East
Berlin yesterday and judging by the length of
the queues along the pavements they met with
instant success.
A totaI „ of 800,000 pairs were dropped on
Dresden in* a huge publicity stunt featuring
an old WWII Flying Fortress. Despite the high
prices, $600 a pair, the demand is so great that
r»* each customer is allowed to buy only one pair.
«w However, the KGB have issued a warning.
They claim that the jeans are part of a plot to
humiliate East Germany. "We believe that
the zips on tlie jeans are remote controlled. At
a given moment a button will bo pressed in
America and all East German youth will be
exposed - and , humiliated ," said a KBG
,
• '
spokesman.

:'
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Its the next test thing to ;b
sensory;deprivation.

Willing to Trade—Hamsters for gerbils. My
hamsters are well fed and willing.

'

;-

S.L.O.T.H. now paints the way.

The Deans are happy to announce that their
£v new policy is working - failing students will
* make room for everyone in the fall,

' J ' 873-22Z2 '

'
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Lost or Space—My frisbee. It's round. It's
mine.

REGGIE' 3 -PLACE
'
kemm epv 'memorial mm

.

Their Own. Join Them. It 's Easy.

Depressed and suicidal? Don't call the
Samaritans, just take a trip on one of our DC10's. It doesn't matter where to, as there's a
good chance you won't arrive anyway.

For Sale—I have got this really neat old thing
that wasn't used too much. . -

¦

¦"»

These people are saving energy.
^

An Ounc e,Man

Acid for Sale—Strong and clean—Come by my
room in the top of the Library tower.

Wanted—W ell used bongs which I will clean
return and then smoke all that resin.

A committee will be forming to choose a
new food service because Seller's has
recently been closed by the Board of Health.

COUNSELORS NEEDED - Camp Colby.
Waterville, Maine. Term September through
- May. Must be able to deal with all - types of
-^children.

Rear Watcn

A shortage of I-Play softball fields has
forced Director Dene Geelorenso to schedule
games in President Blotter 's backyard. Said
Blotter, "What's a few windows for a good
cause.'r The family plans to replace the
windows in the living room at season 's end.

¦

¦

. . Jo hanh Sebastian B,

" ..indisputably the f inest dining in. the waterville area... " Maine Times & Downcast
§

¦*

i
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S/o s Greenhouses, Snc.
„ ' \/ ~ 186 Silver, Street * ,< .
Walervtlh} Maine
.

O PEN
Friday & Satu rday nights

i

MOTH ER'S DAY
is this Sunday, May 11 !
Flo's 1 can .deliver flowers to
, your * mom on Sunday morning
no matter where she lives.

,

Commertcement Weekend

Phone 873-4257
Member F. T, D. .

REGULAR MENU SERVED FROM 6:00P.M.

Post 'Gra duaiidw^

FROM 12:30 * SUNDAY MAY , 25
. > :y y ' \- :y y i^CW$I§ TS- . OF : ' ' '
¦" "Various Salads, Crepes, Quiches , Mousses, .
.
German
!Ham
,
Beef
Cold
Roast,
,
and
.
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The Ccflby Rag
Vain Eklund
Editor-fn-Briefs 7
..Subjective Editor
Withou t Clues Editor
..................Creatures Editor
....;..Lay-around Editor

;
Mg.
Fill

Cutsey Tickles

G. He Squeals
Douglas Do-less...

Th anks Honey b ee'ers !
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Definitely Batto...
.'
.......Spurts Editor
Penelope ; Handsome
..Picturesque Editor
Lease-me Hallee..
...... ;................... > Very contributive Edi tor
Wishful Sym mes.....
\|1sh-he'd-contribute Editor
.................. ; Production-insuring Manager
Carol Lurks...........
Will U. Hire-me.!... ;............ ;.;.
.....Advertising-as-a-Manager
Christen The-wall.
..Graffitti Manager
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Sfill-circulatin g Manager
JMinds-his-own-business Manager
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Prof. Cheese
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Army Butcher
©oes-it Strange, Charles Can-he?, and Steve Fickle-less
Amy Blackmail, Kevino Family, Don Shallow, Barb 7/
For-seal, Jason Shed-no^eais, and Gay.Simpleton
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My dear friends in the Lord, , '" r. ,
Perhaps you have heard of" me: and my
nation-wide campaign in the cause of temperance. Each year for the past fourteen
years I have made a tour of Virginia , the
Carolinas, Tennessee, Georgia, and Alabama.
I have delivered/a series of lectures on the
evils of drinkirigr .on this tour;: I have been
accompanied by a young friend and assistant,
Axel Frickman. Axel, a young man of a good
family, and excellent background is a pathetic
example of the life ruined'by excessive indulgence in whiskey and women. ¦'"' "' ' """"'
•
Axel would appea r with rne at the lectures
and sit on the platform, wheezing and staring
at the audience through bleary , bloodshot
eyes, sweating profusely, picking his nose,
passing gas, and making obscene gestures
while I would point him out as an example of
what overindulgence can do to a person.
Last fall , unfortunately , Axel died. A friend
of mine has suggested that there may be
many Colby.College students qualified for this
position how made available by Axel's untimely death, If you could print this letter in
the RAG and encourage interested students to
write to me, I would be greatly appreciative,
Yours in temperate faith ,
Rev. Paul Jones
THE RESCUE MISSION '

Get Serious
To the Editor:

What' s all this about Women 's Studies?
Don 't you girls get studied enough when you

walk down frat row? For crying out loud , let's
get serious ; Just because you can 't , develop
your identities on your !o\vn you 're ' asking
Colby to set up a progra m to help you?
Sometimes'you chicks really blow my.mirid, If
you want identity — if you want to; find out
where you are, why you arc, just ask any man
you. seel It's no accident, you know , that the
men hold all the cards in this world. I mean,
don 't you read the Bible? Eve was a tvirpl
She's tho one who blew it, man! Adam said to
her. "Listen Eve, just stay in the tee-pee and

don't.go screwing around with that stupid

bush!" But does she listen? No! She has to go
and stuff her face! Just like all you chicks at
the salad bar in Sellers ! I'll ,tell you , man , Women's Studies has got to be thebiggestjoke,
since the jailing of Larry Fliiit! By the way,
when are skirts going to get short again?

Firm , ;. . -¦' ' :
Marty Mayflower

b\

Cheese
To thie Editor:

b!

We just can't understand it I! We invent a
nice peaceful game like cheese and they call
security on us. I mean , it's not like we're
hurting anyone,. we just toss a cheese, around
and yell a , few cheese chants. Well , we're
going to cheese until we puke. Cheese, Mary
-'¦ ¦'.'¦*
Low, cheese.
Sincerely,
The Honeybee Lounge

b

:¦ More Cheese

To the Editor:

'
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I have been awakened in the early hours of
the morning by some strange chanting. Can .
you help explain it? Why is it that these people
go outside and yell cheese? Cheese is on
everyone's mind over there (Foss). The word
"CHEESE" has appeared in various places in
the vicinity of the "gamer" 3 have even hea rd
runiors of some addicts.
Can you explain their actions?
¦
b- ,;¦¦¦ . !.

Minnie M.
Mary 'Low
¦ ' ".. .

Gheese EtC:
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¦¦' • • ' . ;!(; ' ¦¦!
Dear Minnie M.: ; b!'\!"
'!
' ¦ ' . : ' " ' ' -' .' v.. \l y ; ' f ' ¦ ¦: }¦ ' , ' ! ^ ' . .' ^yy y ' t
What' s wr .ong;with you ,..anyway,; you .Frat
try
Loyor 'l I ? Don-t condemn cheese until¦ you
¦
it. Cheese now; fly later. ">' ; ; £\ - '¦;b!:' ' > '¦ ' , ' . ,
¦
¦ ' ¦¦
Sincerely,b, !' : !;! , !!a:'" - '''!b !"' '' ' :' ' :, '. ' >•!!. ' ¦/:' .;
Honeybee Liberation Army

¦
b . .¦ ¦_ - ' -r\

Virginia Skrough
( president of L.A.Y.S.)

¦'-

...: Capitalism Lives
To theEditor:

1
^

To the class of 1980 :

members of the' Colby community - we at
Light As Tour Salvation appeal to you . There
is still time. We can save Colby's cultural
¦
heritage if we act now.. < ' ; :. ,-¦-. Come—join the menibers of L.A.Y.S. in our
attempt to keep " the Blue Light burning
strong. We need men and women to join us for
a last all out' effort to help those few .-sad .last
uninitiated members of this 159th' graduating
class. Do not be ashamed , inexperienced
Colby Seniors , to look for support and companionship in this your hour 6£neecLb!:v ! ;
If you are one of those who endanger our
Blue .Light, or if you are willing , to put
something of yourself into this worthy cause,
meet in the. Pit on Saturday, May 24th ,. 10
a.m., jvhere L.A.Y.S. will be stationed until!
9:30 a.m. Sunday morning.
Virgins of Colby unite
- you have everything
¦
v
• -- "
bto lose. . ;
<
With deep concern ,

...

Sincerely,
Dandy Maisel

Lett
ersbt^ ti*e EdH*^M*****
¦;
'

¦

a

V

'! 'b y ~ ¦ ' ¦ ¦ ¦ . ' . '

Fall.

" ¦J "

Anyone with information leading to the
arrest and conviction of the individual(s)
who fed Daisy cheese (she's allergic to it), will
be rewarded 1 dog: I can't understand why
she 's been so sick lately.

Jenny Backseat, Leslie D ied, Beth Cinch, Lynn Aloof,
¦
and Sue Beast
• ¦• '¦ ' ..'
Vivian Better-off, Kelda Can-well, Su Shares-it, Deb Barks,
Sue Big-belly, Inpid MacFastlane, Kath McQfll-me, Janet
Pizzazz!, Lynn Goofs, and Karen Sunimer-Winter-Sprfaig-or-

Proofs :

You have been keeping me nice and plump
lately with your !wild cheese balling! I was
just passing through arid—bonk! Right on my
head a little chunk of! Syiss; I gobbled' it up
quickly, I. saw more all about me! Food
everywhere! Heaven!:It was falling out of the
sky ! Growing in the bushes! Big blob's
-'
bouncing around! I love it U
'¦
_ Thanks! . /- ' .a 'a ' "44- ' ry
Daisy Maisel ! a b

Colby Rag Production Staff
Types :

minds knowing that the Blue Light too may go

way of all flesh? !b . ' , ;• ' ; .
|theStudents
of the Class of iQSO^all concerned

Dog Cheese

^

The Olympic fire; the Statue of Liberty's
torch; the green light oh the end of Daisy's
dock :
all these symbols of hope and
achievement mean much to us. But what
could possibly mean more than the Blue Light
on top of the Library tower? Yet- , and I
shudder to say it - this very metaphor for all
that is best about Colby is in imminent danger
of being forever extinguished, b
; For , sad to say, some of the members of the
Class of 1980 (and you know, who you are)
have not done their best by, Colby ; they have
not given Colby their all. WiuYsomany of pur
oldest traditions obscured by the demands of
the 20th century, can we rest easy - in our

I was talking to my father last night and he
made a really good suggestion/ Why shouldn 't
everyone be .required to take administrative
science? I mean, an . education!costs a lot of
id how are our fathers .to know if
money —- ar
we're going to be able to get a job "unless we
have sorne business skills? I think a lot of kids
here . spend too much time pursuing im^
practical things like Art and ^English. There
aren 't that many teaching jobs you know.
Come on Colby /let?s wake up to the twentieth
century and get some cents for our dollars.
Like Daddy says, poetry won 't buy the
Wonder Bread! ;.

Concerned ,

Wendy Orbit

' - .**

Hooray Faculty!

Three cheers for .the faculty ! They 're
proving themselves faithful to the end. Faced
with the violent forces of reckless' abandon,
they resist. The very foundation of our

curriculum - conformity - stands threatened,
but they have taken up the battle cry, "No
ch ange , No change!"'
Colby!stands at the very brink of disaster,
indeed, it is difficult'to concentrate on those
five papers, 750 pages of reading, and four
finals. But don't despair. The faculty stands
ready to fight any curriculum change that
would throw us miserable, misguided,
irresponsible," helpless and hopeless students
into an existential crisis of freedom of choice.
Devious miscreants and diabolical lepers
scheme to throw this campus into a hopeless
mire of flexibility, but the faculty resists !
Heretical wolves in the guise of an
Educational Policy Committee have not
fooled our wise professors . They grasp the
faintest omens, the slightest clues. "I knew it
meant trouble," said Professor R. Kale',
"when I heard it had student support." Such
wisdom abounds amongst our faculty. We are
blessed.
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Lik e wow, I really want to lay some, vibes
oh the "camp"from over here on tlie "heav y"
side. I'm lay ing h ere groov i ng on some great
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\ by Gimmie Abrake
There comes a time when the voice of
conscience must be heard and we have to
shout , "Stop! "7 We've seen enough, th is
madness must halt! These pink, yellow, and
green sweaters havei got; to go. What is this, a
training camp!for Junior Miss,Americas? The
matching plaids' are out. My God, you look
like you just walked out of a Sears Catalogue.
I don 't care what they told you at Andover,
monogrammed blouses are 1 feeble, And that
hairdo, is it made of fiberglass or what? I
mean , it always looks exactly, the same —
every hair in place ^ even when you're
puking your drunken brains out in your
boyfriend's bathroom at the "house." Have a
clue, you're not "cute," you're prefabricated.
Some perverted two-bit fashion consultant put
your act together on a pad'of paper for a small
fee. Christ, I'll bet yovir panties have the days
of die week on them.,.no, don't tell me I might
get sick. That make-up, did you put it on with
a paint brush? ' !The ;Avon Lady saw you
comihgiVYou probably financed her vacation
to j Europe. Turn down that fingernail polish,
l^m - going blind; Hey I know your boyfriend
says you look good, but he!d say that to my
basset hound if he thought he could get her in
bed. So what d'ya say, give us a break will ya,
we're trying to give this^ place a good
reputation. ;

boy does this typist feel stupid, today of all
'¦ ' ' . "
days wearing a green swea ter...
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Open daily 11A.M. to midnight.;
l **if EtCCD
"
Fresh dough made daily
K - /ll /»i
N^^ --^^^ * '

- Free deliveries ($12100 min) '
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